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Dynamic force has been measured previously at the seat interface beneath the sitting
human body exposed to vertical vibration. However, how the distribution of forces over the
interface contributes to the total force has not been identified. This study seeks to
understand biodynamic responses to vertical vibration at the ischial tuberosities, the middle
thighs, and the front thighs, so as to allow the development of a biodynamic model
representing the overall and localised responses. In this thesis, for convenience, the
transfer function between the dynamic force at a location and the acceleration at the same
location is referred to as the ‘localised apparent mass’.
How localised apparent masses at the ischial tuberosities, the middle thighs, and the front
thighs contribute to the overall apparent mass of the body, and how thigh contact affects
the distribution, were investigated initially. The vertical apparent mass at the ischial
tuberosities dominated the overall apparent mass around 5 Hz for all postures, but that at
the thighs dominated the apparent mass around 8 Hz when the feet were not supported.
For all postures, the fore-and-aft cross-axis forces showed a slightly lower principal
resonance frequency at the middle thighs and front thighs than at the ischial tuberosities. It
is suggested that more than one mode contributes to the resonance in the fore-and-aft
cross-axis apparent mass. When the feet were unsupported, the nonlinearities in the
biodynamic responses were greater at the thighs than that at the ischial tuberosities.
How support from both rigid and soft backrests affect biodynamic responses measured at
the seat pan were then investigated. For both rigid and soft backrests inclined from the
vertical by 30 degrees, the vertical forces were greater at the ischial tuberosities than at the
thighs at all frequencies less than 15 Hz. With increasing inclination of the rigid backrest,
the resonance in the overall vertical in-line apparent mass at the seat pan broadened, and
the frequency of the principal resonance in the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
mass at the seat pan decreased. Irrespective of the backrest stiffness and backrest
inclination, the frequency of the resonance in the overall vertical apparent mass at the seat
pan was not correlated with the frequency of the resonance in the forces measured normal
to the backrest.
The effect of thigh contact on the apparent mass of the body sitting on a foam cushion was
then investigated. The frequency of the resonance in the vertical transmissibility of the foam
was around 4 Hz at the ischial tuberosities but around 6 to 8 Hz at the front thighs. When
sitting on the foam, the localised apparent masses at the middle thighs and the front thighs
showed a resonance around 4 Hz, correlated with the principal resonance frequency in the
vertical transmissibility of the foam measured at the ischial tuberosities. It is suggested that
the forces at the thighs were affected by motions of the whole body at the ischial
tuberosities. Differences between the overall vertical apparent mass of the body measured
with the foam and with a rigid seat decreased with decreasing thigh contact.
A finite-element model was developed to reproduce the overall vertical in-line apparent
mass and the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass of the body sitting on a rigid
seat while exposed to vertical vibration. The model has the upper-body represented by rigid
bodies interconnected by revolute joints, and the buttocks and thighs represented by
deformable parts covering the pelvis and femur bones. The shape of the thighs and
buttocks was adjusted to the anthropometry of a subject, and viscoelastic material with
different properties was assigned to the soft tissues of the buttocks, middle thighs, and front
thighs. The model is shown to represent both the static pressure and the localised
biodynamic responses over a rigid seat with different thigh contact conditions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Human bodies experience various whole-body vibrations in daily life and work, most
commonly through a seat. Such whole-body vibration could have adverse effects on
performance, comfort, and health of occupants. The human body may have different
sensitivity in the subjective feelings to the vibration at different location at the humanseat interface. Understanding the biodynamic responses of the seated human body at
different locations over the interface, referred to as the localised biodynamic
responses, can help understand the cause of the influence of vibration to human body
and define new methods for evaluating vibration with respect to discomfort.
Biodynamic responses of the human body have been investigated by the complex ratio
between the force on the seat and the vibration at the same location (i.e. the driving
point apparent mass). Since the forces distributed over the seat are summed to
calculate the apparent mass, characteristics, such as the phase differences and the
different frequency component between the forces at different locations, cannot be
shown in the apparent mass. Understanding the relationship between the localised
responses and the overall apparent mass can improve the understanding of the
resonance behaviour of the seated human body.
Biodynamic responses of the human body have shown nonlinearity: the resonance
frequency of the apparent mass decreases with increasing vibration magnitude. The
nonlinearity has been suggested to relate to the thixotropic property of the soft tissue
(Huang and Griffin, 2008). The soft tissue may show different properties at the buttocks
and at the thighs due to different thickness and different composition of fat and muscle.
It is expect that the degree of the nonlinearity might be different among the localised
biodynamic responses. Study on the nonlinearity in the localised biodynamic responses
may further improve the understanding on the mechanisms associated with the
nonlinearity of the human body.
A model that can predict the dynamic pressure distribution over seats should be able to
represent the localised apparent mass of the human body and the static pressure
distribution. A finite-element model might be suitable. The key in developing such a
model is to identify the necessary model structure, the reasonable shape of the soft
tissue of the buttocks and thighs, and material properties for the soft tissue. So far
there are few validated finite-element models that can represent both the static
pressure distribution and the localised biodynamic responses of the human body
exposed to vertical vibration.
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The objective of the research is to improve the understanding of the biodynamic
responses to vibration by studying the localised biodynamic responses at ischial
tuberosities, at the middle part of thighs, and at the front part of thighs, and to develop
a structure of biomechanical model with necessary material properties that is capable
of representing the static pressure distribution and the localised biodynamic responses
of the human body exposed to vertical vibration.
The thesis consists of the following chapters:
Chapter 1 introduces the research.
Chapter 2 reviews the previous studies of the biodynamic response to whole-body
vibration and the existing biodynamic models, clarifies the gap in knowledge, and
proposes the main research questions to be answered.
Chapter 3 describes the experimental equipment, the methods used for data analysis,
and the errors in the measurements.
Chapter 4 investigates the characteristics and calibration of a resistive pressure sensor
system for measuring the static and dynamic pressure distribution between the human
body and a seat.
Chapter 5 investigates the characteristics of the localised biodynamic responses of the
human body sitting on a rigid seat without backrest and exposed to vertical vibration,
and the effect of vibration magnitude and posture on the localised responses.
Chapter 6 studies the characteristics of the localised biodynamic responses of the
human body sitting on a rigid seat with backrests at different angles and of different
stiffness and exposed to vertical vibration.
Chapter 7 studies the characteristics of the localised biodynamic responses of the
human body sitting on soft seats without backrest and exposed to vertical vibration. It
compares the localised biodynamic responses measured with a rigid seat and with a
soft seat.
Chapter 8 develops a simple finite element model of the vertical in-line and the foreand-aft cross-axis apparent mass when sitting on a rigid seat without backrest and
exposed to vertical vibration.
Chapter 9 develops a finite element model of the static pressure distribution of human
body sitting on a rigid seat without backrest and with different footrest conditions.
2
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Chapter 10 develops a finite element model of both the static pressure distribution and
the localised biodynamic responses of human body sitting on a rigid seat and exposed
to vertical vibration.
Chapter 11 presents a general discussion of the findings in the thesis.
Chapter 12 presents the main conclusions of the study and provides recommendation
for future work.
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Chapter 2
2.1

Literature review

Introduction

The understanding of biodynamic responses to whole-body vibration provides an
insight into the mechanisms of the influences of vibration on discomfort, performance
and health of the human body. This chapter summarises previous studies on how the
human body responds to vibration, how relevant factors influence the responses, and
how biodynamic models reflect the understanding of the biodynamics and represent
biodynamic responses.
Biodynamic responses of the seated human body can be represented by transfer
functions (Griffin 1990). The transfer functions derived from the motions (e.g.,
acceleration) at different locations of the body are known as transmissibility, while
those calculated by the ratio of the force and the motions (e.g., acceleration or velocity)
at the same location at the human-seat interface are known as driving point responses.
Apparent mass (also known as driving point apparent mass) is defined as the complex
ratio of the output force, F(jf), at the human-seat interface to the input acceleration,
a(jf), at the same location:
F  jf 
a jf 

M  jf  

where, f is the frequency; j2=-1.
When the output force is in the same direction as the input acceleration, the ratio above
is called the ‘‘in-line apparent mass’’. When the output force is perpendicular to the
input acceleration, the ratio is called the ‘‘cross-axis apparent mass’’.
Apparent mass is usually derived from measurements at the interface between the
human body and a seat. When there is contact at a backrest or a footrest, apparent
mass can be calculated at these locations.
Transmissibility is defined as the complex ratio of the motion at two distant locations.
As accelerations can be measured directly, accelerations are widely used to derive
transmissibility:
T  jf  

ao  jf 
ai  jf 
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where f is the frequency; j2=-1; ao(jf) is the output acceleration; ai(jf) is the input
acceleration.
Apparent mass reflects the overall biodynamic response of the human body to wholebody vibration. It reveals important fundamental biodynamics, such as the principal
resonance of the human body. The body transmissibility provides more detailed
information. It reflects the motions of body during vibration excitation.

2.2

Apparent mass with vertical whole-body vibration

Apparent mass of the seated human body with vertical vibration has been widely
investigated in experimental studies. A principal resonance around 5 Hz in the vertical
in-line apparent mass has been consistently reported (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989;
Kitazaki and Griffin, 1998; Mansfield and Griffin, 2000; Mansfield and Griffin, 2002;
Matsumoto and Griffin, 2002a; Matsumoto and Griffin, 2002b; Nawayseh and Griffin
2003; Qiu and Griffin, 2010; Zheng 2011). In addition to the vertical force measured at
the human-seat interface, the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass with a principal
resonance around 5 Hz has also been found with vertical vibration excitation (e.g.,
Nawayseh and Griffin 2003; Mansfield and Maeda, 2005a; Qiu and Griffin, 2010).
Apparent mass of the body depends on the inter-subject variability, such as age,
gender, body size, body mass, etc. (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Wang et al., 2004;
Toward and Griffin, 2011) and the intra-subject variability, such as the posture, body
support, muscular tension, vibration magnitude, vibration waveform, etc. (e.g., Fairley
and Griffin, 1989; Kitazaki and Griffin, 1998; Mansfield and Griffin, 2000; Mansfield and
Griffin, 2002; Matsumoto and Griffin, 2002a; Matsumoto and Griffin, 2002b; Nawayseh
and Griffin 2003; Qiu and Griffin, 2010; Zheng, 2011).

2.2.1

Effect of inter-subject variability

Subject variability in apparent mass has been observed in many previous studies (e.g.,
Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Wang et al., 2004; Toward and Griffin, 2011; Qiu and Griffin,
2010; Zheng, 2011). There is large variability in the apparent masses of 60 subjects
(24 males, 24 females and 12 children) exposed to vertical vibration, as shown in
Figure 2.1 (Fairley and Griffin, 1989).
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Figure 2.1 Effect of inter-subject variability: vertical in-line apparent masses of 60
subjects from Fairley and Griffin (1989). Stimuli: vertical random vibration at 1.0 ms -2
r.m.s. (0.25-20 Hz).

Figure 2.2 Normalised apparent masses of 60 subjects from Fairley and Griffin (1989).
Stimuli: vertical random vibration at 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s. (0.25-20 Hz). Posture: normal
upright.
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Body characteristics have been suggested to affect the magnitude and the resonance
frequency in the apparent mass. The magnitude of the apparent mass at the principal
resonance was correlated with the static sitting mass (Fairley and Griffin, 1989) and the
body mass (Wang et al., 2004). The correlation between the apparent mass and the
body mass was found higher around 3 to 6 Hz than at higher frequencies greater than
12 Hz (Wang et al., 2004). The principal resonance frequency in the apparent mass
has been found to be associated with the static sitting mass of the subject divided by
the sitting height (Fairley and Griffin, 1989), and body mass index (Toward and Griffin,
2011). With the body mass index increasing from 18 to 34 kgm-2, the resonance
frequency decreased by up to 1.7 Hz (Toward and Griffin, 2011).
It has been observed that the normalised apparent mass, defined as the apparent
mass divided by the static sitting mass of the subject, showed less variability at
frequencies less than 5 Hz compared to the un-normalised values (Figure 2.2).
Normalisation reduced the standard deviation at the principal resonance, however had
little effect on the standard deviation at 12 Hz (Toward and Griffin, 2011).
Gender has been suggested to have marginal effect on apparent mass. Men, women
and children showed similar mean normalized apparent mass (Fairley and Griffin,
1986). The median apparent mass of men at the principal resonance frequency was
greater than the values of women (Toward and Griffin, 2011), but it was suggested
more likely to arise from the greater body mass of men than women, rather than the
gender effect. With random vibration excitation up to 40 Hz, Wang et al. (2004) found
that the modulus of the normalised apparent mass of women was slightly greater than
the values of men at higher frequencies from 15 to 40 Hz.
With the age increased from 18 to 65 years, the resonance frequency increased by 1.7
Hz, greater than the change of 0.9 Hz between sitting without a backrest and with a
reclined rigid backrest, and the change of 1.0 Hz when increasing the vibration
magnitude from 0.5 to 1.5 ms-2 r.m.s. (Toward and Griffin, 2011).

2.2.2

Effect of sitting posture of the upper-body

The effect of posture on the apparent mass has been reported extensively (e.g., Fairley
and Griffin, 1989; Kitazaki and Griffin, 1998; Holmlund et al., 2000; Mansfield and
Griffin, 2002; Zheng, 2012).
It has been concluded that both the resonance frequency and the magnitude at the
resonance in the vertical apparent mass increase as the upper-body changing from a
8
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‘slouched’ posture to an ‘erect’ posture (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Kitazaki and
Griffin, 1998; Zheng, 2012). With the posture changing from a ‘slouched’ posture to an
‘erect’ posture, the principal resonance frequency increased by 1.5 Hz (Fairley and
Griffin, 1989), and from 4.4 Hz to 5.2 Hz (Figure 2.3, Kitazaki and Griffin, 1998).

Figure 2.3 Effect of sitting posture on the vertical apparent mass: mean normalised
apparent mass of eight subjects sitting in an erect posture (…….), normal posture (–––),
and slouched posture (- - -) from Kitazaki and Griffin, 1998. Stimuli: vertical random
vibration at 1.7 ms-2 r.m.s. (0.5 - 35 Hz).

Figure 2.4 Diagrammatic representation of the nine postures from Mansfield and
Griffin, 2002.
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The increased resonance frequency with a more erect posture may suggest an
increased stiffness of the seated human body. The increased stiffness has been
suggested to be caused by the higher pressure beneath the ischial tuberosities with the
erect posture ( Sandover, 1978), or the increased muscle tension to maintain the erect
posture (Kitazaki and Griffin, 1998; Zheng, 2012). The greater apparent mass at the
resonance in the erect posture might suggest that the damping is lower with the erect
posture than with a slouched posture (Kitazaki and Griffin, 1998).
Some studies found less effect of posture on the resonance frequency in the apparent
mass (e.g., Mansfield and Griffin, 2002) than the above studies. Mansfield and Griffin
(2002) investigated the differences in the normalised apparent mass of 12 subjects
adopting nine postures: upright, anterior lean, posterior lean, kyphotic, back-on, pelvis
support, inverted SIT-BAR, bead cushion and belt (Figure 2.4). The resonance
frequencies of the normalised apparent mass with the kyphotic posture (median 6.25
Hz) and the anterior lean posture (median 6.06 Hz) were higher than the resonance
frequency with the upright posture (median 5.27 Hz) only at 0.2 ms-2 r.m.s. - no
significant difference was found at higher vibration magnitudes of 1.0 and 2.0 ms -2
r.m.s.

2.2.3

Effect of muscle tension and periodic muscle activity

Effect of muscle tension and muscle activity on the apparent mass has been studied so
as to understand the mechanisms associated with the body resonance and the
nonlinearity in biodynamics (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Matsumoto and Griffin,
2002b; Mansfield and Maeda, 2005a; Mansfield et al., 2006; Huang and Griffin, 2006).
Greater muscle tension has been observed to increase the principal resonance
frequency in the apparent mass (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Matsumoto and Griffin,
2002b, Mansfield et al., 2006). Fairley and Griffin (1989) compared the apparent mass
of eight subjects with normal muscle tension and with maximum muscle tension. Most
of the subjects showed higher resonance frequencies with greater muscle tension
(Figure 2.5). Mansfield et al., (2006) found the resonance frequency and the modules
of the median apparent mass of 12 subjects were higher with the muscle tensed than
with the muscle relaxed. It was further found that the modulus of the fore-and-aft crossaxis apparent mass was lower with greater muscle tension, which indicated that the
muscle tension constrained the body movements in fore-and-aft direction during
vertical vibration (Mansfield et al., 2006). In the study of Huang and Griffin (2006), the
resonance frequency of the median vertical apparent mass of 14 subjects was higher
10
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with tensed muscle than with normal muscle tension at both low and high magnitudes
of vibration.

Figure 2.5 Effect of muscle tension and posture on the apparent mass from Fairley and
Griffin, 1989. N –– normal; E –– erect; B –– backrest; T –– tense. Stimuli: vertical
random vibration at 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s. (0.25 - 20 Hz).
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Back-abdomen bending

Back-to-front

Arm folding

Rest-to-front

Deep breathing

Figure 2.6 Five sitting conditions with periodic muscle tension adopted in the study of
Huang and Griffin (2006).

Figure 2.7 Median normalised apparent mass of fourteen subjects in seven sitting
conditions at two vibration magnitudes. ----- Upright; …… Upper-body tensed; ––––
Back-abdomen bending; –––– Other four conditions with periodic movement defined in
Figure 2.6 (Huang and Griffin, 2006).
Mansfield and Maeda (2005a) measured the apparent masses of 12 subjects sitting in
a ‘moving’ condition (i.e. a periodic twisting task with extended arms) and a ‘steady’
condition exposed to vertical vibration at 0.4 ms-2 r.m.s. The resonance frequency and
the median apparent mass at the resonance were lower with the ‘moving’ condition,
than with the ‘steady’ condition. Huang and Griffin (2006) conducted a systematic study
on the effect of periodic muscle activity on apparent mass. Fourteen subjects sat in five
conditions involving different periodic muscle activities (Figure 2.6) exposed to vertical
vibration at 0.25 and 2.0 ms-2 r.m.s. It was found the voluntary periodic muscle activity
12
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reduced the resonance frequency of the apparent mass at the low vibration magnitude
rather than at the high vibration magnitude (Figure 2.7). The most significant difference
with vibration at 0.25 and 2.0 ms-2 r.m.s. was found in the condition of back-abdomen
bending.

2.2.4
2.2.4.1

Effect of body support
Effect of backrest

Figure 2.8 Influence of backrest on the apparent mass of 27 subjects. Seat height: 0.46
m. Excitation: 1.0 m/s2 rms. NVF: without backrest; BVF: vertical backrest; BIF: inclined
backrest (Wang et al., 2004).

Figure 2.9 The effect of backrest contact and backrest type on apparent mass. ––– no
backrest; …. vertical rigid backrest; –.–.– 100 mm vertical foam backrest (Toward and
Griffin, 2009).
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Contacting with a vertical backrest, with an inclined backrest, and with different types of
backrest (i.e., rigid backrest and foam backrest) can affect the resonance frequency
and the magnitude of the apparent mass (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Mansfield and
Maeda, 2006; Nawayseh and Griffin, 2004; Wang et al., 2004; Rakheja et al., 2006;
Toward and Griffin, 2009).
Studies on the effect of backrest were firstly conducted by comparing the apparent
mass without a backrest and with a vertical backrest. Sitting with a vertical backrest,
the apparent mass decreases at the frequencies less than the resonance frequency
while increases between 8 to 15 Hz, compared to sitting without a backrest (e.g.,
Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Nawayseh and Griffin, 2004; Toward and Griffin, 2009).
Similar findings were also reported by Wang et al. (2004) that the median apparent
mass exhibited a sharp resonance without a backrest, and a broader resonance with a
backrest (Figure 2.8). The decrease in apparent mass at lower frequencies was more
notable with a rigid inclined backrest while the increase at higher frequencies more
evident with a foam inclined backrest (Toward and Griffin, 2009). The consistent
decrease in apparent mass at lower frequencies might be because part of the sitting
weight of the body is supported by the backrest. The increase at higher frequencies
might suggest higher damping of the body around the resonance when contacting with
a backrest (Toward and Griffin, 2009).
Contact with a backrest can influence the principal resonance frequency in the vertical
in-line apparent mass (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Nawayseh and Griffin, 2004;
Toward and Griffin, 2009). Toward and Griffin (2009) measured the vertical in-line
apparent masses of 12 subjects sitting on a rigid seat without a backrest, in the same
seat with a rigid backrest, and in the same seat with three thicknesses of foam backrest
(50, 100 and 150 mm). With the vertical rigid and foam backrest, the resonance
frequency was found to increase than without a backrest (Figure 2.9). The inclination of
the rigid backrest further increased the resonance frequency in the apparent mass,
while the inclination of the 150-mm foam backrest decreased the resonance frequency.
Nawayseh and Griffin (2004) compared the vertical in-line apparent masses and foreand-aft cross-axis apparent masses of 12 subjects sitting in four different conditions
with and without backrest while exposed to vertical vibration. The four different sitting
conditions were designed with varied thigh contact on the seat pan (Figure 2.10). It was
found that in all sitting conditions, the use of the vertical backrest increased the
resonance frequency in both vertical in-line and fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass
(Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12).
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Some studies did not show the increased resonance frequency with a vertical backrest
(e.g., Wang et al., 2004). The differences might be due to the different contact location
(i.e., whole back, lumbar area, or thorax area), the different degree of contact (i.e.,
contact force), and the different muscle tension between studies.

(i)

(ii)

Figure 2.10 Schematic diagrams of the sitting condition: (a) feet hanging; (b) maximum
thigh contact; (c) average thigh contact; (d) minimum thigh contact. (i) sitting without a
backrest (Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003); (ii) sitting with a vertical backrest (Nawayseh
and Griffin, 2004).

Figure 2.11 Effect of backrest on the vertical in-line apparent mass in the four sitting
posture. ––––, with backrest; – – –. without backrest. (Nawayseh and Griffin, 2004).
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Figure 2.12 Effect of backrest on the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass in the four
sitting posture: –––– with backrest; – – – without backrest (Nawayseh and Griffin,
2004).

2.2.4.2

Effect of footrest

Different position of a footrest might influence the mass supported by the seat and the
footrest, changing the dynamic responses of the seated human body. Systematic
studies have been conducted to investigate the effect of footrest with various vertical
positions (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003) and horizontal
positions (e.g., Toward and Griffin, 2009).
With 12 subjects sitting on a rigid seat with their feet supported by an footrest with
increasing height (Figure 2.10), the apparent mass decreased over the whole
frequency range at all vibration magnitudes, as shown in Figure 2.13 (Nawayseh and
Griffin, 2003). This is because that a higher footrest increases the mass supported by
the footrest and reduces the mass on the seat. Toward and Griffin (2010) measured
the vertical in-line apparent masses of 12 subjects with five different horizontal
positions of the footrest exposed to vertical vibration. The apparent masses at 0.4 Hz
and at the resonance frequency increased when the footrest was moved forward. Both
studies found similar results that when the thighs and feet are lowered relative to the
seat, the mass supported on the seat surface increases and the apparent mass at the
resonance frequency increase.
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Figure 2.13 Effect of footrest height on the median apparent mass of 12 subjects. –––,
feet hanging; …., maximum thigh contact; –.–.–, average thigh contact; - - - -, minimum
thigh contact (Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003)
Although the footrest at different vertical positions or horizontal positions has been
reported to affect the magnitude of the apparent mass, it has been found to have little
effect on the resonance frequency of the apparent mass (Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003;
Toward and Griffin, 2010).

2.2.4.3

Effect of hand support

Different hand supports, such as hands in lap and hands on steering wheel, can affect
the dynamic responses of the seated human body. The vertical in-line apparent mass
at the resonance frequency was found lower with hands on steering wheel than with
hands in lap (Wang et al., 2004; Figure 2.14). Toward and Griffin (2010) found a further
decrease in the apparent mass at the principal resonance frequency when the steering
wheel was moved forward (Figure 2.15) but no changes with different vertical position
of the steering wheel. A secondary resonance was also observed by Toward and
Griffin (2010), and it was suggested be related to the mode of the arms and shoulders.
The steering wheel has been found to have little effect on the resonance frequency in
the apparent mass (Wang et al., 2004; Toward and Griffin, 2010).
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Figure 2.14 Effect of hand position on the apparent mass in each sitting condition.
NVF: without backrest; BVF: vertical backrest; BIF: inclined backrest;

…….

LAP (hands

in lap); –––– SW (hands on steering wheel) (Wang et al., 2004).

Figure 2.15 Effect of horizontal position of steering wheel on apparent mass: –––
closest position;

……

close position; –.– mid-position; – – – far position; ––– furthest

position (Toward and Griffin, 2010).

2.2.5

Nonlinearity

The resonance frequency in the apparent mass has been reported to decrease with
increasing vibration magnitude (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Mansfield and Griffin,
2000; Matsumoto and Griffin 2002a; Matsumoto and Griffin, 2002b; Nawayseh and
Griffin, 2003; Nawayseh and Griffin, 2004; Huang and Griffin, 2006; Mansfield et al.,
2006; Qiu and Griffin, 2012; Zheng, 2012). Fairley and Griffin (1989) found the
resonance frequency in the vertical apparent mass decreased from about 6 to 4 Hz
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with vibration magnitude increasing from 0.25 to 2.0 ms-2 r.m.s. Mansfield and Griffin
(2000) reported a reduction in the resonance frequency from 5.4 to 4.2 Hz when
vibration magnitude increased from 0.25 to 2.5 ms-2 r.m.s. The resonance frequency
decreased from 6.4 to 4.75 Hz as the vibration magnitude increased from 0.125 to 2.0
ms-2 r.m.s. (Matsumoto and Griffin 2002a, Figure 2.16). Nonlinearity has also been
reported in the cross-axis apparent mass by Nawayseh and Griffin (2003, 2004), Qiu
and Griffin (2010), and Zheng (2012).

2.2.5.1

Factors influencing the nonlinearity

Factors such as muscle tension, periodic muscle activity, and body support have been
found to affect the nonlinearity in the apparent mass. Systematic studies have been
conducted to identify whether these factors would increase or decrease the degree of
nonlinearity (e.g., Matsumoto and Griffin, 2002b; Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003;
Nawayseh and Griffin, 2004; Huang and Griffin, 2006; Mansfield et al., 2006).
Understanding of the effect of these factors assists understand the mechanisms
associated with the nonlinearity.

Figure 2.16 Effect of vibration magnitude on the normalised apparent mass:

……

the

lowest vibration magnitude at 0.125 ms-2 r.m.s.; ––– the greatest vibration magnitude at
2.0 ms-2 r.m.s. (Matsumoto and Griffin, 2002a).
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Figure 2.17 Mean resonance frequencies of the apparent mass: Effect of muscle
tension on the nonlinearity in the apparent mass. –○– normal muscle tension; –∆–,
buttocks muscle tensed; –□–, abdominal muscle tensed (Matsumoto and Griffin,
2002b).
Increasing muscle tension has been found to reduce the nonlinearity in the vertical
apparent mass (Matsumoto and Griffin, 2002b; Huang and Griffin, 2006; Mansfield et
al., 2006). With vibration magnitude increasing from 0.35 to 1.4 ms -2 r.m.s., Matsumoto
and Griffin (2002b) found the nonlinearity in vertical in-line apparent mass was more
clear with normal muscle tension (5.25 to 4.25 Hz), less clear with abdominal muscle
tensed (5.13 to 4.5 Hz) and with buttocks muscle tensed (5.0 to 4.38 Hz), as shown in
Figure 2.17. However there was no significant effect of muscle tension on the
nonlinearity in the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass (Matsumoto and Griffin,
2002b). Huang and Griffin (2006) found the similar results that when the vibration
magnitude increased from 0.25 to 2.0 ms-2 r.m.s., the resonance frequency in the
vertical in-line apparent mass decreased by 1.08 Hz (5.47 to 4.39 Hz) in the normal
upright posture while decreased by 0.88 Hz (5.96 to 5.08) in the upper-body tensed
posture. Mansfield et al. (2006) also found that the degree of the nonlinearity in the
vertical in-line apparent mass was reduced in the muscle tensed condition, relative to
the normal upright condition.
Besides muscle tension, voluntary periodic muscle activity has also been found to
reduce the degree of nonlinearity in the vertical apparent mass (e.g., Huang and Griffin,
20
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2006). With voluntary periodic muscle activities compared to sitting without voluntary
periodic muscle activities, the changes in the resonance frequency in the apparent
mass decreased with vibration magnitude increasing from 0.25 to 2.0 ms-2 r.m.s.
(Figure 2.6, Huang and Griffin, 2006).
The position of a footrest affects the mass supported at the seat and the contact area
at the thighs. The nonlinearity in the vertical in-line apparent mass has been observed
in all thigh contact conditions as shown in Figure 2.10, however to a lesser extent with
minimum thigh contact (Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003). An increase in the stiffness of the
buttocks tissue was suggested as the reason for the decrease in the nonlinearity
(Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003). The increase in the stiffness of the buttocks tissue may
be arise from the muscular tension required to sit upright with minimum thigh contact,
and the greater pressure at the ischial tuberosities.
Toward (2002) conducted a study to determine the effect of frequency on the
nonlinearity in the apparent mass by measuring apparent masses of 12 subjects
exposed to narrow band inputs at 1/2-octave intervals (from 1 to 16 Hz) at four
magnitudes (0.25, 0.4, 0.63 and 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s.) superimposed upon a broadband
vibration at 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s. It was found that the apparent mass at the principal
resonance was more affected by the vibration with increasing magnitude at frequencies
less than 4 Hz (Figure 2.18). The resonance frequency was found to be more affected
by the vibration at frequencies less than 8 Hz (Figure 2.19), which means the apparent
mass was less nonlinear with respect to the vibration magnitude at higher frequencies
than at lower frequencies.

Figure 2.18 Median apparent mass at the resonance with narrowband inputs at nine ½octave input frequencies (from 1 to 16 Hz) at four magnitudes (0.25, 0.4, 0.63 and 1.0
ms-2 r.m.s.) superimposed upon a broadband (0.125 to 25 Hz) vibration at 0.25 ms-2
r.m.s: Effect of frequency on the nonlinearity (Toward, 2002).
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Figure 2.19 Resonance frequency of the apparent mass with narrowband inputs at nine
½-octave input frequencies (from 1 to 16 Hz) at four magnitudes (0.25, 0.4, 0.63 and
1.0 ms-2 r.m.s.) superimposed upon a broadband (0.125 to 25Hz) vibration at 0.25 ms-2
r.m.s.: Effect of frequency on the nonlinearity (Toward, 2002).

Figure 2.20 Median normalized apparent mass of 12 subjects: effect of vibration
spectrum; –□– ‘high frequency’; –o– ‘low frequency’; –x– ‘sine’ (Mansfield et al., 2006).
With a similar method to that employed in Toward’s study (2002), Mansfield et al.
(2006) designed three vibration spectra: ‘low-frequency’ spectrum (2-7 Hz random
vibration at 1.5 ms-2 r.m.s. added to 7-20 Hz random vibration at 0.5 ms-2 r.m.s.), ‘highfrequency’ spectrum (2-7 Hz random vibration at 0.5 ms-2 r.m.s. added to 7-20 Hz
random vibration at 1.5 ms-2 r.m.s.) and ‘sine’ spectrum (1.0 ms-2 r.m.s. sine at the
second resonance frequency added to random vibration at 0.5 ms-2 r.m.s.). The
apparent masses of 12 subjects exposure to the each spectrum were measured. It was
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found the resonance frequency was lower with the ‘low frequency’ stimulus than with
the ‘high frequency’ stimulus. Identical resonance frequency was shown between the
‘high frequency’ stimulus and ‘sine’ stimulus (Figure 2.20). This indicated that the
changes of the vibration magnitude that encompassed the resonance peak would have
more effect on the shift of the resonance frequency of the apparent mass.
Zhou and Griffin (2014a) measured the apparent masses of 40 subjects with sinusoidal
vibration (13 frequencies fron 1 to 16 Hz) at five magnitudes (0.1 – 1.6 ms-2 r.m.s.) and
with random vibration of 1 to 16 Hz at the same magnitudes. With increasing vibration
magnitude, the change in the magnitude of the apparent mass was found to depend on
the frequency of the vibration excitation, but was similar with sinusoidal and random
vibration. With increasing magnitude of vibration, the stiffness and damping of a single
degree-of-freedom lumped-parameter model fitted to the measured apparent mass
decreased.

2.2.5.2

Causes of the nonlinearity

From the studies of the factors influencing the nonlinearity, it might be speculated that
the voluntary or involuntary muscle activity, or the passive property of the soft tissue, or
both, might be responsible for the nonlinearity.
Huang and Griffin (2006) found that voluntary periodic movement can reduce the
nonlinearity in the apparent mass. One possible explanation might be that the changes
in the involuntary activity of the muscle made by voluntary periodic movements might
be corresponded to the reduction in the nonlinearity. However, since the effect of
passive property of the soft tissue could not be excluded during the experiment, it is
also possible that the reduction in the nonlinearity during voluntary periodic movements
might also be due to the property of the tissue.

Figure 2.21 Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up for measuring the apparent
masses of semi-supine subjects (Huang and Griffin, 2008).
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Thixotropy can be defined as the recovery behaviour of colloidal materials after the
breakdown of structural linkage (Tanner, 1985). Soft tissue of the human body has
been suggested to have thixotropic properties: the tissue stiffness decreases with prior
perturbation but increases with prior stillness or low magnitude stimuli. Different parts
of the human body such as wrists, finger extensors, finger flexors and the rib cage
respiratory muscles exhibit this thixotropic phenomenon (Lakie et al., 1979; Hagbarth et
al., 1985; Lakie, 1986; Homma and Hagbarth, 2000).
To identify the primary cause of the biodynamic nonlinearity (i.e., the voluntary and/or
involuntary muscle activity or passive thixotropy), Huang and Griffin (2008) further
measured the apparent masses of 12 subjects in a semi-supine posture while exposed
to continuous random vibration (0.25 to 20 Hz) at different magnitudes and intermittent
random vibration (0.25 to 20 Hz) alternately at 0.25 and 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s. (Figure 2.21). It
was found that the resonance frequency was higher at the high magnitude and lower at
the low magnitude with intermittent vibration than with continuous vibration at the same
magnitude. This was a typical phenomenon of thixotropy, in which the prior high
magnitude perturbation in the intermittent vibration would allow the stiffness of the
tissue to decrease during exposure to the following low magnitude perturbation, while
the prior low magnitude perturbation in the intermittent vibration would allow the
stiffness of the tissue to increase during exposure to the following high magnitude
perturbation. The author concluded that the thixotropy of the soft tissue may be a
primary cause of the nonlinearity.

2.3

Apparent mass with horizontal whole-body
vibration excitation

The fore-and-aft inline apparent mass with horizontal whole-body vibration excitation
exhibits lower resonance frequencies than the vertical in-line apparent mass with
vertical vibration excitation (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1990; Mansfield and Lundström,
1999; Nawayseh and Griffin, 2005a; Nawayseh and Griffin, 2005b; Hinz et al., 2006a;
Qiu and Griffin, 2010; Zheng, 2012).
In the condition without a backrest, two modes were found in the median fore-and-aft
in-line apparent masses of 8 subjects during fore-and-aft vibration by Fairley and Griffin
(1990). The first mode was found around 0.7 Hz while the second mode in the region of
1.5 to 3 Hz with less pronounced peak than the first mode (Figure 2.22). With 12
subjects sitting on a rigid seat without a backrest while exposed to fore-and-aft
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vibration (0.25 to 20 Hz), Nawayseh and Griffin (2005a) found three modes in the foreand-aft apparent mass: around 1 Hz, between 1 and 3 Hz, and between 3 and 5 Hz.
Similar results that the fore-and-aft in-line apparent mass showed a first resonance
around 1 Hz and a broad second peak between 2 to 6 Hz were also reported by Hinz et
al. (2006), Qiu and Griffin (2010) and Zheng (2012).

Figure 2.22 The median fore-and-aft in-line apparent mass of eight subjects exposed to
fore-and-aft horizontal vibration: ––– without backrest; ….. with a backrest (Fairley and
Griffin, 1990).

Figure 2.23 Median fore-and-aft in-line apparent mass of 11 subjects: effect of
backrest;

- - - - without a backrest; ––– with a backrest; (Nawayseh and Griffin,

2005b).
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Vertical force was also found at the seat during fore-and-aft excitation (Nawayseh and
Griffin, 2005a; Nawayseh and Griffin, 2005b; Qiu and Griffin, 2010; Zheng, 2012).
Nawayseh and Griffin (2005a) measured the vertical cross-axis apparent masses of 12
subjects sitting with various thigh contact area (Figure 2.10) exposed to fore-and-aft
vibration. The first mode was found around 1 Hz in the vertical cross-axis apparent
mass except the feet hanging condition. The second and third mode occurred at about
2 to 3 Hz and higher frequencies, however were not visible for all 12 subjects and
sitting conditions. Qiu and Griffin (2010) reported a first mode at about 1 Hz and a
second mode around 3 to 8 Hz in the median vertical cross-axis apparent mass of 12
subjects exposed to the fore-and-aft vibration at 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s.
Factors such as body support (e.g., backrest and footrest), sitting posture (e.g., erect,
normal and slouched), and vibration magnitude have been reported to affect the foreand-aft in-line apparent mass (Fairley and Griffin, 1990; Nawayseh and Griffin, 2005a;
Nawayseh and Griffin, 2005b; Qiu and Griffin, 2010; Zheng, 2012).
With the usage of backrest, only one peak around 3.5 Hz was found in the fore-and-aft
in-line apparent mass (Fairley and Griffin, 1990, Figure 2.22). Nawayseh and Griffin
(2005b) reported a principal resonance at about 5 Hz in the median fore-and-aft in-line
apparent mass of 11 subjects sitting with a backrest with vibration at 0.125 ms -2 r.m.s.
(Figure 2.23). Qiu and Griffin (2012) also concluded that the resonance occurred at
about 5 Hz in the median fore-and-aft in-line apparent mass of 12 subjects exposed to
fore-and-aft excitation at 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s. with the usage of a vertical backrest. The 1Hz resonance in the fore-and-aft in-line apparent mass disappeared when sitting with a
backrest. This is because the pitch of the upper-body around 1 Hz is constrained by
contacting with a backrest.
When there was no backrest, the footrest was found to have little effect on the foreand-aft in-line apparent mass (Nawayseh and Griffin, 2005a). However, when there
was a backrest, the fore-and-aft in-line apparent mass was found to depend on the
support for the feet (Nawayseh and Griffin, 2005b). With the feet hanging, two
resonances at about 2 Hz and 5 Hz were observed as shown in Figure 2.23. However,
when the feet were supported, only one resonance at about 5 Hz was found. The peak
at about 2 Hz with feet hanging in the fore-and-aft in-line apparent mass might be due
to the mode of the legs and feet.
Sitting posture has also been reported to affect the biodynamic responses to fore-andaft vibration (Zheng, 2012). Zheng (2012) measured the fore-and-aft in-line apparent
masses of 12 subjects exposed to fore-and-aft vibration without backrest sitting in three
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postures: slouched, normal upright and erect. The resonance frequency around 1 Hz in
the fore-and-aft in-line apparent mass decreased when the posture changed from
slouched to normal upright.
Nonlinearity in the fore-and-aft in-line apparent mass has been consistently observed
with varying vibration magnitude (Fairley and Griffin, 1990; Mansfield and Lundström,
1999; Nawayseh and Griffin, 2005a; Nawayseh and Griffin, 2005b; Qiu and Griffin,
2010; Zheng, 2012).
All subjects found a decrease in the second resonance frequency around 2.5 Hz in the
fore-and-aft in-line apparent mass with increasing vibration magnitude from 0.5 to 2.0
ms-2 r.m.s. ( Fairley and Griffin, 1990). However, the vibration magnitude had no effect
on the first resonance frequency around 1 Hz (Fairley and Griffin, 1990; Zheng, 2012).
Mansfield and Lundström (1999) found that both the frequency of the peak around 3 Hz
and the frequency of the peak around 5 Hz decreased with increasing vibration
magnitude. Nawayseh and Griffin (2005a) used the changes of the modulus of the foreand-aft in-line apparent mass with increasing vibration magnitude to measure the
nonlinearity of the biodynamic responses and concluded that nonlinearity was evident
in all postures, and at 2.15 Hz, least nonlinearity was found in the average thigh
contact posture and the minimum thigh contact posture. Qiu and Griffin (2010) found
the second resonance frequency reduced from 4.1 Hz to 2.7 Hz when the vibration
magnitude increased from 0.25 to 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s.

2.4

Body transmissibility

Body transmissibilities reflect how vibration is transmitted from the seat through the
body to different locations of the body. The transmissibilities to the head, locations
along the spine, pelvis, and abdomen of the seated human body have been measured
in previous studies (Griffin et al., 1978; Rao, 1982; Messenger, 1987; Paddan and
Griffin, 1988; Kitazaki and Griffin, 1994; Matsumoto and Griffin, 1998a; Matsumoto,
1999; Mansfield and Griffin, 2000; Zheng, 2012). Understanding of the body
transmissibilities can assist understanding how different parts of the body move during
vibration.

2.4.1

Transmissibility to the head

The transmissibility to the head of the seated human body has been widely studied.
The motion of the head can be measured by transducers mounted to a helmet or a
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head harness or a bite-bar. To minimise the variability, only the transmissibilities to
head obtained with a bite-bar with subjects sitting in a normal upright posture with
similar vertical vibration magnitude were compared in this review (Figure 2.24, Figure
2.25, and Figure 2.26).
As shown in Figure 2.24, the vertical in-line transmissibility to the head shows a
resonance around 5 Hz and a broad peak at higher frequencies (10 to 15 Hz) in most
studies (e.g., Griffin et al., 1978; Rao, 1982; Messenger, 1987; Paddan and Griffin,
1988; Kitazaki 1994; Matsumoto, 1999). Another peak around 2 to 3 Hz has also been
observed in some studies (e.g., Griffin et al., 1978; Messenger, 1987; Paddan and
Griffin, 1988; Matsumoto, 1999).
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Figure 2.24 Vertical in-line transmissibilities to the heads of seated subjects measured
in previous studies.
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Figure 2.25 Fore-and-aft cross-axis transmissibilities to the heads of seated subjects
measured in previous studies.
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Figure 2.26 Pitch transmissibilities to the heads of seated subjects measured in
previous studies.
The fore-and-aft cross-axis transmissibility to the head consistently exhibited a principal
resonance about 5 to 7 Hz and a secondary broad peak around 12 Hz in previous
studies as shown in Figure 2.25 (e.g., Messenger, 1987; Paddan and Griffin, 1988;
Kitazaki 1994; Matsumoto, 1999). The pitch transmissibility to the head consistently
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exhibited a principal resonance at about 5 Hz in previous studies as shown in Figure
2.26 (e.g., Messenger, 1987; Paddan and Griffin, 1988; Matsumoto, 1999). The crossaxis responses have shown a slightly higher resonance frequency than the in-line
responses in some studies (e.g., Paddan and Griffin, 1988).
Large differences between subjects have been found in the transmissibility to head
(Griffin, et al., 1978; Paddan and Griffin, 1988). Griffin, et al. (1978) found that heavier
subjects tended to have lower seat-to-head transmissibility. Men tended to have
greater transmissibilities at low frequencies (1.25 to 5 Hz) and lower values at high
frequencies (5 to 100 Hz). Boys were found to have even lower values from 10 to 100
Hz than those of men. Paddan and Griffin (1988) observed large variability in the
vertical in-line transmissibilities of 12 subjects for the frequencies greater than 2 Hz
without a backrest.
Body support such as a backrest has also been found to affect the transmissibility to
the head (Paddan and Griffin, 1988). Paddan and Griffin (1988) measured the seat-tohead transmissibilities of 12 subjects sitting with and without a backrest exposed to
vertical vibration from 0.2 to 31.5 Hz at 1.75 ms-2 r.m.s. Sitting with the backrest
increased

the

moduli

of

the

vertical,

fore-and-aft

and

pitch

seat-to-head

transmissibilities, especially at the resonance frequency around 5 to 7 Hz (Figure 2.27).
Effects of posture and muscle tension on the seat-to-head transmissibility have been
observed in previous studies (Griffin et al., 1978; Messenger, 1987; Kitazaki, 1994).
Griffin et al. (1978) stated that subjects in a relaxed posture had greater seat-to-head
transmissibility at frequencies less than 7 Hz and lower moduli at higher frequencies
compared with the a stiff posture. A similar trend was observed in both vertical in-line
and fore-and-aft cross-axis transmissibility to the head by Kitazaki (1994) with the
posture changing from a slouched one to an erect posture. Messenger (1987)
measured the seat-to-head transmissibilities of 8 subjects sitting with various pelvis
angles (from 105 degree to 85 degree). With a larger pelvis angle, the moduli of
transmissibility increased at the frequencies less than the principal resonance
frequency, while decreased at high frequencies.
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(a) Back-on

(b) Back-off

Figure 2.27 Seat-to-head transmissibilities of 12 subjects sitting with a backrest (a) and
without a backrest (b), from Paddan and Griffin, 1988.
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Figure 2.28 Median seat-to-head transmissibility of 8 subjects in vertical, fore-and-aft
and pitch directions: effect of vibration magnitude; ---- lowest magnitude 0.125 ms-2
r.m.s.; ––– greatest magnitude 2.0 ms-2 r.m.s. (Matsumoto, 1999).
Nonlinearity has also been observed in the transmissibility to head with varying
vibration magnitude (Matsumoto, 1999). Both the resonance frequency and the
modulus at the resonance frequency were found to decrease with the vibration
magnitude increasing from 0.125 to 2.0 ms-2 r.m.s. (Figure 2.28; Matsumoto, 1999).

2.4.2

Transmissibility to the spine

The dynamic responses of the spine have been of interest in many previous studies
because spine plays a vital role in the vibration transmission through the body.
Understanding the dynamic responses of the spine can help understanding the
resonance behaviours of the human body.
The transmissibilities to different locations over the spine (e.g., sacrum, lumbar spine,
thoracic spine, and cervical spine) have been systematically studied in previous studies
(Panjabi, 1986; Sandover and Dupuis, 1987; Hinz et al., 1988a; Hinz et al., 1988a;
Kitazaki, 1994; Matsumoto, 1999; Zheng, 2012). Some studies further investigated the
body movements and vibration modes of the seated human body during vibration
(Kitazaki, 1994; Matsumoto, 1999).
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Figure 2.29 Transmissibility to the sacrum of the seated human body in previous
studies.

2.4.2.1

Transmissibility to the sacrum

The vertical transmissibility to the sacrum showed a resonance at about 5 Hz (Figure
2.29; Panjabi, 1986; Kitazaki, 1994). Another peak at about 8 Hz was found by Kitazaki
(1994). The fore-and-aft cross-axis transmissibility showed two resonances at 5 and 8
Hz (Kitazaki, 1994).

2.4.2.2

Transmissibility to the lumbar spine

A principal resonance around 4 to 5 Hz was found consistently in the vertical
transmissibilities to each level of the lumbar spine (Figure 2.30; Panjabi, 1986;
Sandover and Dupuis, 1987; Kitazaki, 1994; Matsumoto, 1999; Zheng, 2012). A
secondary peak around 8 Hz was also reported in some studies (Kitazaki, 1994;
Matsumoto, 1999). Matsumoto (1999) found the vertical transmissibility to L5 exhibited
a clear secondary peak around 9 Hz, which is similar to the vertical transmissibility to
the sacrum measured by Kitazaki (1994) as shown in Figure 2.29. Panjabi (1986)
stated that there was no difference between the vertical transmissibilities to the first
and third lumbar vertebrae (L1 and L3). However, a tendency that lower lumbar
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vertebrae have higher vertical transmissibilities has been observed in other studies
(e.g., Sandover and Dupuis, 1987; Matsumoto, 1999).
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Figure 2.30 Vertical in-line transmissibility to the lumbar spine of the seated human
body exposed to vertical vibration
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Figure 2.31 Fore-and-aft cross-axis transmissibility to the lumbar spine of the seated
human body exposed to vertical vibration
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Figure 2.32 Pitch transmissibility to the lumbar spine of the seated human body
exposed to vertical vibration in previous studies.
Fore-and-aft cross-axis responses of the lumbar spine to vertical vibration have also
been investigated in many previous studies (Figure 2.31). It was stated that the foreand-aft cross-axis transmissibilities to different level of lumbar vertebrae did not show a
clear resonance over the whole frequency range as the vertical in-line responses in
some studies (Panjabi, 1986; Kitazaki, 1994; Matsumoto, 1999; Zheng, 2012), but the
fore-and-aft cross-axis transmissibilities to L2 and L4 both showed resonances at 4 Hz
in the study of Sandover and Dupuis (1987). Differences might be due to the limited
accuracy of the cinematographic technique applied in the study of Sandover and
Dupuis (1987). The modulus of the fore-and-aft cross-axis transmissibility to the lumbar
spine was found to be less than one consistently (Panjabi, 1986; Kitazaki, 1994;
Matsumoto, 1999; Zheng, 2012). The lumbar vertebrae at higher locations were
observed to have greater modulus (Sandover and Dupuis, 1987; Matsumoto, 1999).
Figure 2.32 compares the pitch motion of the lumbar spine due to vertical whole-body
vibration in previous studies (Panjabi, 1986; Sandover and Dupuis, 1987; Matsumoto,
1999). No clear peak was found by Panjabi (1986) in the pitch transmissibility to lumbar
because large variability between subjects was observed in his study. Sandover and
Dupuis (1987) stated that the resonance occurred at 3.5 Hz for L2 and 4 Hz for L4.
Matsumoto (1999) found a broad peak at about 6 Hz in the pitch transmissibility to
lumbar spine, however was slightly higher than the resonance frequency found in the
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vertical transmissibility. A tendency that lower measurement locations had higher pitch
motion was observed in both studies (Sandover and Dupuis, 1987; Matsumoto, 1999).

2.4.2.3

Transmissibility to the thoracic spine

The vertical in-line transmissibility to the thoracic spine has consistently shows a
principal resonance at about 5 Hz, as shown in Figure 2.33 (Sandover and Dupuis,
1987; Hinz et al., 1988a; Hinz et al., 1988b; Kitazaki, 1994; Matsumoto, 1999; Zheng,
2012). No consistent trend in the modulus of the transmissibility was observed between
locations over the thoracic spine.
The fore-and-aft cross-axis transmissibilities to the thoracic vertebrae are compared in
Figure 2.34. A clear resonance around 5 Hz was observed in the fore-and-aft crossaxis transmissibility to T1, while no clear peak was found to T5. The transmissibility to
T10 was observed to have a broad peak around 6 to 7 Hz, slightly higher than the
resonance frequency found in their vertical transmissibility.
The pitch motion of the thoracic spine was only reported by Sandover and Dupuis
(1987) and Matsumoto (1999). A clear peak occurred around 7 Hz at T1, while a broad
peak occurred around 7 to 8 Hz at T12 (Figure 2.35; Matsumoto, 1999).
The transmissibility to the spine has also been found to be affected by sitting posture
(Kitazaki, 1994; Zheng, 2012) and vibration magnitude (Matsumoto, 1999; Zheng,
2012). With the postural change from erect to slouched, the resonance frequency in the
vertical in-line transmissibility decreased at all measurement points while the peak
tended to decrease (Kitazaki, 1994; Zheng, 2012).
Nonlinearity has also been observed in the transmissibility to the spine with different
vibration magnitude: the resonance frequency in the vertical in-line transmissibility and
the fore-and-aft cross-axis transmissibility to the spine decreased with increasing
vibration magnitude, as shown in Figure 2.36 (Matsumoto, 1999).
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Figure 2.33 Vertical in-line transmissibilities to thoracic spine (T1, T5, T6, T10, T11,
and T12) in previous studies.
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Figure 2.34 Fore-and-aft cross-axis transmissibilities to thoracic spine (T1, T5, T6, T10,
T11, and T12) in previous studies.
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Figure 2.35 Pitch transmissibilities to thoracic spine (T1, T5 and T10) in previous
studies.
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magnitude 2.0 ms-2 r.m.s. (Matsumoto, 1999).
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2.4.3

Transmissibility to the pelvis

The motion of the pelvis during vertical vibration has been reported in some studies
(Matsumoto, 1999; Mansfield and Griffin, 2000; Mansfield and Griffin, 2002; Zheng,
2012). Results from these studies are compared in Figure 2.37, Figure 2.38, and
Figure 2.39.
The vertical in-line transmissibility to the pelvis showed two resonances: the first peak
around 5 Hz and a more dominant second peak around 8 to 10 Hz (Figure 2.37;
Matsumoto, 1999; Zheng, 2012). In both studies, the frequency of the first peak was
similar to the principal resonance frequency in the vertical apparent mass (Matsumoto,
1999; Zheng, 2012).
The fore-and-aft cross-axis transmissibility to the pelvis showed three broad peaks at
about 3, 8 and 12 Hz (Figure 2.38; Zheng, 2012), but with great variability between
subjects. Matsumoto (1999) found no clear peak in the fore-and-aft motions of the
pelvis at frequencies less than 10 Hz (Figure 2.38).
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Figure 2.37 Vertical in-line transmissibility to the pelvis in previous studies.
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Figure 2.38 Fore-and-aft cross-axis transmissibility to the pelvis in previous studies.
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Figure 2.39 Pitch transmissibility to the pelvis in previous studies.
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Figure 2.40 Median transmissibilities to the pelvis of 8 subjects in vertical, fore-and-aft
and pitch directions: effect of vibration magnitude; ---- lowest magnitude 0.125 ms-2
r.m.s.; ––– greatest magnitude 2.0 ms-2 r.m.s. (Matsumoto, 1999).
The pitch transmissibility to the pelvis exhibited a principal resonance between 8 and
10 Hz in Zheng (2012), around 7 Hz in Matsumoto (1999), and between 10 and 18 Hz
in Mansfield and Griffin (2002), as shown in Figure 2.39. It was consistently stated in
these studies that no clear peak was observed around 5 Hz in the pitch transmissibility,
which may imply that the pitch of the pelvis was not greatly involved in the resonance
at about 5 Hz.
The effect of sitting posture on the transmissibility to the pelvis has been reported (e.g.,
Mansfield and Griffin, 2002). The pitch motion of the pelvis was measured with nine
postures as presented in Figure 2.4 (Mansfield and Griffin, 2002). It was found that
using a pelvis support increased the resonance frequency in the pelvis transmissibility,
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however the changes in vibration magnitude (from 0.2 to 2.0 m/s2 r.m.s.) resulted in
greater changes in seat-to-pelvis transmissibility than changes in posture (Mansfield
and Griffin, 2002).
Nonlinearity in the transmissibility to the pelvis has been reported in previous studies
(e.g., Matsumoto, 1999; Mansfield and Griffin, 2000; Mansfield and Griffin, 2002;
Zheng, 2012). It has been consistently found that the transmissibility shifted to lower
frequencies with increasing vibration magnitude, as shown in Figure 2.40 (Matsumoto,
1999).

2.4.4

Vibration modes and body movements during vertical
vibration

In the light of the transmissibility to various locations along the body in different
directions, the dynamic responses along the spine to vertical vibration can be obtained,
which helps understand the vibration modes and the movements of the seated human
body during vertical vibration.
Kitazaki and Griffin (1998) conducted an experimental modal analysis based on the
measured apparent mass and body transmissibilities. The measured transmissibilities
to different locations of the body have been presented in the above sections. A total of
eight modes were extracted at frequencies below 10 Hz, as shown in Figure 2.41. The
fourth mode at 4.9 Hz was concluded to be responsible for the resonance around 5 Hz
in the apparent mass, with the axial and shear deformation of the buttocks tissue,
bending of the upper thoracic spine and the pitch motion of the head. Bending of the
lumbar spine was not evident in this mode but in the fifth mode at 5.6 Hz. The next
three modes at 8.1, 8.7, and 9.3 Hz involving pitch of the pelvis were suggested to
contribute to the second resonance around 8 Hz in the apparent mass.
Matsumoto and Griffin (1998) measured the transmissibilities to the head, T1, T5, T10,
L1, L3, L5 and pelvis of 8 subjects exposed to random vibration between 0.5 to 20 Hz
at 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s., and derived the movements of the body at the resonance frequency
in the vertical apparent mass based on the measured transmissibilities. The axial and
shear deformation of the buttock tissue, pitch motion of the pelvis, bending of the
lumbar spine coupled with the rocking motion of the upper thoracic spine about the
lower thoracic spine were found at the principal resonance of the seated human body
while exposed to vertical vibration (Figure 2.42).
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Figure 2.41 Vibration modes obtained from the measured median transfer functions of
8 subjects sitting in a normal upright posture: ––– mode shape; - - - - initial position
(Kitazaki and Griffin, 1998).

Figure 2.42 Upper-body movements at the principal resonance frequency of the vertical
apparent mass of one subject at 5 Hz. The unit for both axes are metre (exaggerated
scale for clarity) (Matsumoto and Griffin, 1998).
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2.5

Pressure distribution

Perception of discomfort can be affected by the interaction between the human body
and seat. Measurement of the pressure at the interface provides a method to quantify
the interaction between the seated human body and the seat and is being considered
to predict discomfort for various seats in the design process.
Investigations of pressure distributions are not extensive. Previous studies have
concentrated on measuring the static pressure distribution and established the
relationship between the static pressure and the discomfort in static or dynamic seating
conditions (e.g., Lee and Ferraiuolo, 1993; Zhao et al., 1994; Thakurta et al., 1995;
Tewari et al., 2000; Ebe and Griffin, 2001; Porter et al., 2003). Some have reported a
relationship between discomfort and the average pressure (Tewari et al., 2000) or the
maximum pressure at the ischial tuberosities (e.g., Zhao et al., 1994; Thakurta et al.,
1995; Ebe and Griffin, 2001), while some studies reported that the discomfort in a real
long-term driving was not associated with the static pressures over the seat measured
after the driving (Porter et al., 2003). Consistent conclusion on the relationship between
the pressure and vibration discomfort has not been achieved. It is still unknown
whether the dynamic pressure is associated with discomfort caused by vibration.
Before establishing the relationship between the dynamic pressures over the interface
and the discomfort caused by vibration, the characteristics of the dynamic pressures at
various locations over the interface need to be understood. Only a few studies reported
the characteristics of the static and dynamic of the pressures at the interface (e.g., Ebe,
1994; Wu et al., 1998; Wu et al., 1999).

2.5.1

Static pressure distribution

Wu et al. (1998) measured the static pressure distributions of six adult subjects sitting
in an erect posture on a rigid seat at three different heights (340, 380 and 420 mm) with
and without backrest. A typical static pressure distribution of one subject is shown in
Figure 2.43. The static pressures showed the maximum value around 40 kPa beneath
the ischial tuberosities and lower pressure beneath the thighs. The maximum static
pressure at the ischial tuberosities and the contact area were affected by the subject
weight, the height of the seat, and the backrest. Heaver subjects tended to have lower
static pressures at the tuberosities with larger contact area, and trend was clearer
when sitting with a backrest. The higher seat position yielded lower static pressures
beneath the ischial tuberosities with larger contact area.
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Wu et al. (1999) further measured the static pressure of six subjects sitting on a foam
seat with and without a backrest (Figure 2.44). The static pressure was more uniform
than sitting on a rigid seat, with lower peaks at the ischial tuberosities and greater
contact area.

Figure 2.43 The static pressure distribution of one subject sitting on a rigid seat at a
height of 380 mm with a backrest (Wu et al., 1998).

Figure 2.44 The static pressure distribution of one subject sitting on a foam seat at a
height of 420 mm with a backrest (Wu et al., 1999).
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Ebe (1994) measured the static pressure distribution of ten subjects sitting in a normal
posture on different foam seats with varying combination of hardness, density, and
thickness of the polyurethane foam to identify the effect of foam properties on the static
pressure distribution. It was concluded that the harder foam tended to have higher
peak pressures around the ischial tuberosities and smaller contact areas over the seat.
However if the foam was too soft, the peak pressure around the tuberosities would
increase due to bottoming. Increasing thickness of the foam reduced the peak under
the ischial tuberosities and increased the contact area over the seat. However the trend
was not evident when the thickness of the foam was greater than 100 mm.

2.5.2

Dynamic pressure distribution

Only a few studies have investigated the characteristics of the dynamic pressure
distribution with vertical vibration (e.g., Wu et al., 1998; Wu et al., 1999) and applied
the dynamic pressures to derive the apparent mass with a soft seat (e.g., Hinz et al.,
2006b; Dewangan et al., 2013).

Figure 2.45 The static pressure distributions of one subject sitting on a foam seat with
the same density but different foam thickness: effect of foam thickness; (a) 50 mm; (b)
70 mm; (c) 100 mm; (d) 120 mm (Ebe, 1994).
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2.5.2.1

Dynamic pressures on a rigid seat

Wu et al. (1998) measured the dynamic pressures of four subjects sitting on a rigid
seat at three different heights (340, 380 and 420 mm) with and without a backrest while
exposed to sinusoidal vibration at 2, 3, 4, 4.5, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 Hz at 1.0 and 2.0 ms-2
r.m.s. The dynamic pressures approached the maximum value at frequencies between
4 to 5 Hz which is consistent with the resonance frequency in the vertical in-line
apparent mass. The peak ischial pressure varied with the vibration magnitude, while
the mean value of the dynamic ischial pressure was similar to the static value at both
vibration magnitudes (Figure 2.46).
The peak of the dynamic ischial pressure and mean value of the dynamic pressure
were further normalised by the static ischial pressure, known as the normalised peak
ischial pressure and normalised mean value, respectively. The normalised peak value
and showed the primary resonance around 4 to 5 Hz and a secondary peak at about 7
Hz (Figure 2.47). The normalised mean value was observed to be close to unity
(ranging from 0.9 to 1.2) at all frequencies, irrespective of the frequency and vibration
magnitude.

Figure 2.46 The dynamic pressure distribution (Left, peak dynamic value) and the
ischial pressure (Right, time history) of one subject sitting with a backrest with
sinusoidal vibration at 5 Hz with magnitude of 2.0 ms-2 r.m.s. (Wu et al., 1998).
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Figure 2.47 The normalised dynamic ischial pressure: effect of frequency; NiPmax: the
normalised peak ischial pressure; NiPmean: the normalised mean ischial pressure; (Wu
et al., 1998).

With backrest

No backrest

Figure 2.48 The normalised ischial pressure of one subject sitting on a rigid seat (low:
340 mm, mid: 380 mm, and high: 420 mm) exposed to vibration: effect of seat height
and backrest. NiPmax: the normalised peak ischial pressure; NiPmean: the normalised
mean ischial pressure; (Wu et al., 1998).
The effect of seat height position on the normalised peak ischial pressure was found to
be more apparent when the seat changed to the highest position (Wu et al., 1998). The
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highest seat yielded significant higher values than with the mid and low seat position in
the frequency range between 2 to 5.5 Hz, irrespective of the presence of the backrest
(Figure 2.48).

2.5.2.2

Dynamic pressure on a foam seat

Wu et al. (1999) conducted a similar study to investigate the characteristics of the
dynamic pressure with a foam seat. The dynamic pressures of six subjects sitting on a
foam seat while exposed to sinusoidal vibration at 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.5, 5, 6, 8 Hz at 1.0 and
2.0 ms-2 r.m.s. were measured. It was stated that the dynamic pressure at the ischial
tuberosities exhibited a resonance around 2 to 4 Hz, lower than the resonance
frequency with the rigid seat in the earlier study. The time history of the dynamic
pressure beneath the ischial tuberosities with the soft seat was asymmetric around the
static pressure (Figure 2.49). When there was no backrest, with the vibration
magnitude increasing from 1.0 to 2.0 ms-2 r.m.s., the resonance frequency decreased
from 3 Hz to around 2.5 Hz, while the decrease in the resonance frequency was not
apparent when there was a backrest. The presence of the backrest increased the
principal resonance frequency but decreased the pressure at the resonance as shown
in Figure 2.50.

Figure 2.49 Typical time histories of the dynamic pressure beneath the ischial
tuberosities: ––– rigid seat, 2 ms-2 r.m.s.; – – – rigid seat, 1 ms-2 r.m.s.; - - - rigid seat,
static; ▬▬ soft seat, 2 ms-2 r.m.s.; ▬ ▬ soft seat, 1 ms-2 r.m.s.; ▪ ▪ ▪ soft seat, static
(Wu et al., 1999).
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Figure 2.50 The dynamic peak ischial pressure: effect of backrest and vibration
magnitude. EBS: sitting with backrest; ENS: sitting without backrest (Wu et al., 1999).
Inter-subject variability in the dynamic ischial pressure was also reported (Wu et al.,
1999), as shown in Figure 2.51. While the lightest subject (A: 470 N) had the lowest
dynamic ischial pressure over the entire frequency range, the heavier subject (F: 931
N) also exhibited low values relative to other subjects. It seemed that the peak
pressure might be a complex function of the subject weight, height, and build.

Figure 2.51 The individual dynamic ischial pressure of six subjects exposed to vertical
vibration at 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s.; weight of the each subject, A: 470 N; B: 536 N; C: 570 N; D:
750 N; E: 773 N; F: 931 N (Wu et al., 1999).
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2.5.2.3

The apparent mass measured with a soft seat

The dynamic pressures over the interface have been used to derive the total dynamic
force over a soft seat, and further calculate the apparent mass of the body sitting on a
soft seat (Hinz et al., 2006b; Dewangan et al., 2013).
Hinz et al. (2006b) measured the accelerations beneath the ischial tuberosities and the
dynamic pressures of 13 subjects sitting on a soft seat with a backrest exposed to
vertical random vibration at 0.25, 0.8, and 1.6 ms-2 r.m.s. The apparent mass with the
soft seat were calculated by taking the total force derived from the dynamic pressure
distribution to the acceleration. The mean apparent mass with the foam seat are
compared with that with a rigid seat in Figure 2.52. Lower modules were observed in
the apparent mass with the soft seat at frequencies greater than about 2 Hz. This was
suggested to be attributed to the use of backrest, the interaction between the body and
the soft cushion, and the error in pressure measurements. It could also be because the
force obtained from the measurement of pressure was the normal component to the
surface, which would be lower than the actual vertical force because of the initial
inclination and profile of the cushion and its deformation during vibration. The
accelerations on a soft seat might vary with locations over the seat, and the
acceleration measured beneath the ischial tuberosities might not be sufficient to reflect
the motions over the interface.

Rigid 0.26 ms-2 r.m.s.
Rigid 0.83 ms-2 r.m.s.
Rigid 1.57 ms-2 r.m.s.
Soft 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s.
Soft 0.80 ms-2 r.m.s.
Soft 1.60 ms-2 r.m.s.

Figure 2.52 Comparison between the apparent mass measured with the soft seat and
with the rigid seat (Hinz et al., 2006b).
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Figure 2.53 Comparison between the apparent mass measured with the soft seat and
with the rigid seat; NB: no backrest; WB: with a vertical backrest (Dewangan et al.,
2013).

Figure 2.54 Comparison between the apparent mass measured with the soft seat and
with the rigid seat (median and median normalised apparent mass of 15 subjects); —
rigid seat; – –foam 1; – - –foam 2; ---- -foam 3 (Tufano and Griffin, 2013).
Similar work has also been conducted to obtain the apparent mass of the human body
sitting on a foam seat using a pressure sensing mat (Dewangan et al., 2013). At
frequencies greater than 2 Hz, the apparent mass with the rigid seat measured with the
pressure mat was less than that measured with a force plate. The ratio between the
apparent mass measured with the pressure mat and the values measured with the
force plate was calculated for each subject, and was further used for the soft seat to
correct the force measured with the pressure mat. The apparent mass measured with
the soft seat revealed lower principal resonance frequency with lower peak magnitude
compared to those measured with the rigid seat (Figure 2.53).
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The force and acceleration at the seat base and acceleration at the human-seat
interface were measured during random vertical vibration excitation (0.25–25 Hz) at
each of five vibration magnitudes, (0.25–1.6 ms−2 r.m.s.) with four seating conditions
(rigid flat seat and three foam cushions) in Tufano and Griffin (2013). Mass cancellation
for the mass of the force platform and the mass of the seat and wooden frame was
performed in the time domain to derive the dynamic force over the soft seat surface.
The apparent masses of subjects sitting on the rigid seat and on foam cushions were
similar, but with an apparent increase in damping when sitting on the foams (Figure
2.54).

2.6

Biodynamic modelling

Biodynamic modelling has been conducted to represent the findings from the
experimental studies, which helps understand the mechanisms associated with the
experimental phenomenon and predict biodynamic responses. Biodynamic models of
the seated human body have been developed for different objectives with different
structures and complexities. In this Chapter, previous models are reviewed by the
objective of the model.

2.6.1

Biodynamic models of the apparent mass and body
transmissibility

Various biodynamic models have been developed to represent the apparent mass,
body transmissibilities, and the effect of body support, cross-axis effect, and
nonlinearity (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Wei and Griffin, 1998; ISO 5982, 2001; Cho
and Yoon, 2001; Yoshimura et al., 2005; Rakheja et al., 2006; Qiu and Griffin, 2011;
Zheng et al., 2011b; Zheng 2012).

2.6.1.1

In-line responses

Fairley and Griffin (1989) developed a single-degree-of freedom lumped-parameter
model to represent the median apparent mass of 60 subjects (Figure 2.55). The upperbody was represented by two masses: m1 representing the upper-body moving relative
to the platform and m2 for the body mass supported on the platform. The contribution of
the foot and lower legs to the apparent mass was represented by m3, spring kT and
damper cT.
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Figure 2.55 The lumped-parameter model of the vertical in-line apparent mass of the
seated human body (Fairley and Griffin, 1989).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.56 Lumped-parameter models of the vertical in-line apparent mass. (a) single
degree-of-freedom model; (b) single degree-of-freedom model with support structure;
(c) two degree-of-freedom model; (d) two degree-of-freedom model with support
structure (Wei and Griffin, 1998).

Figure 2.57 Three degree-of-freedom lumped-parameter model of the vertical in-line
apparent mass, the mechanical impedance, the seat-to-head transmissibility (ISO
5982, 2001).
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Wei and Griffin (1998) investigated the relative merits of four alternative mathematical
models of the vertical in-line apparent mass as shown in Figure 2.56. The models were
calibrated with the apparent masses of 60 subjects measured by Fairley and Griffin
(1989). It was stated that the single degree-of-freedom model (a) and the two degreeof-freedom model with support (d) provided best fits to the experimental modulus and
phase of the apparent mass. The two degree-of-freedom model (c) was found to
provide better fit to the phase at frequencies greater than 8 Hz and the apparent mass
around 5 Hz. It was concluded that the two degree-of-freedom model provided the
similar apparent mass to the measured apparent mass, however it does not imply that
the human body moves in the same manner as the two degree-of-freedom during
vibration.
A three degree-of-freedom lumped-parameter model of the vertical apparent mass,
mechanical impedance and the transmissibility to the head of the seated human body
in an erect posture without a backrest while exposed to vertical vibration has been
recommended in ISO 5982 (Figure 2.57). The masses, springs, and dampers do not
correspond to any structures of the body. Due to the nonlinearity of the human body,
the model parameters defined in the standard may not be able to represent the
biodynamic responses when the vibration magnitude is outside the range between 0.5
ms-2 and 3.0 ms-2 r.m.s.

Figure 2.58 The nine degree-of-freedom multi-body model of the human-seat system to
represent the transmissibilities to the hip, back and head developed by Cho and Yoon
(2001).
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Figure 2.59 The four degree-of-freedom biodynamic model of the seated occupant with
back support (Rakheja et al., 2006).

Figure 2.60 The ten degree-of-freedom multi-body model of the seated human to
evaluate the vibration effect to the spinal column by Yoshimura et al., (2005).
Cho and Yoon (2001) proposed a nine degree-of-freedom multi-body dynamic model of
the human-seat system to represent the vertical transmissibilities to the hip and head
as well as the fore-and-aft transmissibility to the back of the seated human body sitting
in a car seat with a backrest while exposed to vertical vibration (Figure 2.58). Three
rigid bodies were applied to represent the head, the whole back and the thighs
interconnected by rotational and translational springs and dampers. The springs and
dampers connecting the seat and the body represented the overall stiffness and
damping between the seated human body and the seat. The model provided
reasonable fits to the experimental transmissibilities.
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A four degree-of-freedom biodynamic model was developed to represent the apparent
mass at the seat and at the backrest of 24 subjects sitting on a inclined seat (13○ with
respect with the horizontal plane) with the back supported by an inclined backrest (24○
with respect with the vertical plane) while exposed to vertical vibration (Figure 2.59;
Rakheja et al., 2006). Eigenvalue analyses of the identified models revealed two
vibration modes, at 7.8 and 15.7 Hz for the hand in lap posture, and 6.5 and 13.7 Hz
for the hand at steering wheel posture. The identified model parameters suggested that
the model masses, stiffness and damping parameters increased with increasing body
mass, only with exception of kb2 for some subjects.
Yoshimura et al. (2005) developed a multi-body dynamic model of the seat human
body sitting on a rigid seat without a backrest exposed to vertical vibration (Figure
2.60). Emphasis was made on the representation of the spine column so as to
represent transmissibilities to the lumbar spine. Eight rigid bodies were adopted to
model the head, the cervical and the thoracic spine, the five lumbar vertebrae, and the
pelvis. Rigid bodies were interconnected by revolute joints with stiffness and damping.
The pelvis was connected to the seat by two vertical sets of springs and dampers and
one fore-and-aft spring and damper. It was stated that the simulated transmissibilities
to L1 and L4 showed reasonable agreement to the measured values.

Figure 2.61 The combined human-seat model of the fore-and-aft in-line apparent mass
and transmissibility at the backrest (Qiu and Griffin, 2011).
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Qiu and Griffin (2011) formulated a combined human-seat model to represent and
predict the fore-and-aft in-line apparent mass at the backrest and the fore-and-aft inline transmissibility to the backrest (Figure 2.61). The upper-body of the human body
was modelled by masses, mb, and m2, while the lower-body was represented by
masses, ms and m1. The upper-body and the lower-body of the human were connected
by rotational spring kt and damper ct. The seat was represented by mob and mos
interconnected by rotational spring and damper. Having the seat model and the human
body model being calibrated separately, the combined model can predict the
transmissibility for different subjects. Through the sensitivity analysis, m1 and k1 were
found to be most sensitive with the peak modulus and the resonance frequency of the
fore-and-aft apparent mass at the backrest respectively. Both the peak modulus and
the resonance frequency of the transmissibility were most sensitive to ks.

2.6.1.2

Cross-axis responses

Some biodynamic models have been developed to represent both in-line and crossaxis apparent masses and transmissibilities of the seated human body exposed to
vertical vibration. To reflect the cross-axis responses, rotational elements have been
applied because the pitch motions of the upper-body were evident during vertical
whole-body vibration in experimental studies and were thought to cause the dynamic
force in the fore-and-aft direction (e.g., Kitazaki and Griffin, 1998; Matsumoto and
Griffin, 1998).
Zheng et al. (2011b) developed a multi-body dynamic model of the in-line and crossaxis apparent mass of the seated human body exposed to vertical vibration with and
without a backrest (Figure 2.62). The model consisted of five rigid bodies representing
the upper body, middle body, pelvis, thighs, and legs, reflecting the gross anatomy of
the body. It was found that the model was able the represent the vertical in-line and
fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the seat pan and at the backrest. Sensitivity
studies indicated that the vertical apparent mass and the fore-and-aft cross-axis
apparent mass at both the seat pan and the backrest were highly sensitive to the axial
stiffness of the tissue beneath the buttocks. The apparent mass at the backrest was
more sensitive to the stiffness and damping of the lower back than those of the higher
back.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.62 The multi-body model of the human body in the normal upright posture: (a)
no backrest; (b) contact with backrest at the lumbar spine; (c) contact with backrest at
the thoracic spine; (d) contact with backrest at the whole back (Zheng et al., 2011b).

Figure 2.63 The finite-element model of the in-line and cross-line apparent mass and
transmissibility to lower back with vertical vibration: (a) the complete model; (b) the
pelvis-thighs segment (Zheng et al., 2012).
Zheng et al. (2012) developed a simple finite-element model of the in-line and crossaxis apparent mass and transmissibility to lower back with vertical vibration (Figure
2.63). The model consisted of five body segments (the head-neck, torso, arms, pelvisthighs, and legs-feet) representing the gross anatomy of the body. For the pelvis-thighs
segments, rigid cylinders were modelled inside with one end proximately at the
tuberosity to represent the femur. Deformable elements were generated surrounded
representing the soft tissue of the thighs and buttocks. Other body segments were
modelled as rigid bodies interconnected by several revolute joints. The modelled in-line
and cross-axis responses provided reasonable fits to the measured data. Further
application of a nonlinear material (‘low density foam’ with a piecewise stress-strain
curve) for the soft tissue was found to be able to represent the nonlinearity with various
vibration magnitudes. The model was also performed to predict the dynamic pressure
distribution at the human-seat interface however it has not been validated.
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2.6.2

Biodynamic models of the vibration modes

Modal analysis is a method to obtain the dynamic characteristics of mechanical
systems. Vibration modes reveal the principal mechanism associated with the
resonance in the biodynamic responses. Some biodynamic models have been
developed to reflect the vibration modes of the seated human body, and can be
regarded as mechanistic models.
Kitazaki and Griffin (1997) developed a two-dimensional finite-element model to reflect
the vibration modes of the seated human body (Figure 2.64). The model consisted of
several beams, masses, and springs and dampers beneath the pelvis, representing the
spine column, the viscera and body mass distribution, and the buttocks tissue
respectively. The model provided seven vibration modes at frequencies less than 10
Hz. The fourth model at 5.06 Hz involving an entire body mode in which the head,
spine and pelvis moved almost rigidly with the axial and shear deformation of the
buttocks tissue in phase with the motion of viscera was suggested to be corresponded
to the resonance around 5 Hz in the apparent mass. The sixth and seventh modes
around 8 Hz with the mode of the viscera and pitch of the pelvis were suggested to
contribute to the secondary peak in the apparent mass. With the postural change from
‘erect’ to ‘slouched’, more contact area was assumed to occur beneath the thighs
which reduced the stiffness of the tissue. The changes in the soft tissue stiffness were
stated to be responsible for the resonance shift with postural change.

Figure 2.64 The planar finite-element model of human body in the normal posture
proposed to reflect the vibration modes of the seated human body (Kitazaki and Griffin,
1997).
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Figure 2.65 Two alternative lumped-parameter models of the mechanism associated
with the body resonance during vertical vibration (Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001).
Matsumoto and Griffin (2001) developed two lumped-parameter models with four and
five degree-of-freedom respectively to represent the apparent mass and the
transmissibilities to the thoracic spine (T1, T5, T10), the lumbar spine (L1, L3, L5), and
pelvis in vertical in-line, fore-and-aft cross-axis, and

pitch direction (Figure 2.65).

Masses 1, 2, and 4 were assumed to represent the legs, the pelvis, and the viscera in
both models. Mass 3 in Model 1, and masses 3 and 5 in Model 2 represented the
upper-body except the pelvis and viscera. Having been calibrated with the median
apparent mass and the transmissibilities over the body in vertical, fore-and-aft, and
pitch directions, the models obtained four modes less than 15 Hz. The first mode was
found at 1.11 Hz for Model 1 and 2.53 Hz for Model 2 with pitch of the entire upperbody. The second mode at 5.66 Hz for both models involving the axial deformation of
the buttocks tissue in phase with the vertical motion of the viscera and bending of the
spine was suggested to contribute to the principal resonance in the apparent mass.
The third mode at 8.34 Hz for Model 1 and 8.62 Hz for Model 2 involved the similar
shape with the principal mode but with the axial deformation of the tissue out of phase
with the viscera. This mode might be corresponded to the secondary peak in the
apparent mass. The fourth mode was found around 12 Hz dominated by the pitch of
the pelvis.
Some reviewed models like those developed by Zheng et al. (2011b) also provided
similar vibration modes as those obtained in this section. From this point of view, they
may also be regarded as mechanistic models.
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2.6.3

Biomechanical models of the static pressure
distribution

Lumped-parameter models and multi-body models have been widely used partly
because they are easy to calibrate by fitting the measured data, and are sufficient to
reflect the mechanisms of the biodynamics. However these types of model are not
sufficient to represent the pressure distribution at the human-seat interface due to the
absence of representation of the continual soft tissue at the contact interface. Some
finite-element models have shown the capacity of representation of the static or
dynamic pressure distribution (e.g., Verver et al., 2004; Pankoke et al., 2008; Zheng et
al., 2012).
Verver et al. (2004) developed a finite-element model of the buttocks and thighs to
predict the static pressure distribution on various seats (Figure 2.66). The model
consisted of real-shaped pelvic bones, femur bones, and soft tissue, obtained by
scanning a 78 year old male cadaver. The muscles, fat, and ligaments are modelled
with homogenous deformable elements. In the model the bony structures was treated
as rigid bodies, while the skin and the soft tissues were assigned with linear elastic
material and Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic isotropic material respectively. The model was
validated with the static pressure distribution measured with a rigid seat and a soft
seat. The model provided reasonable maximum static pressure, average pressure and
contact area between the human body and seat.

Figure 2.66 The finite-element model of the buttocks and thighs to predict the static
pressure distribution at the human-seat interface; Left: the bony structures; Middle: the
bony structure and the soft tissue; Right: the complete model with skin (Verver et al.,
2004).
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2.6.4

Biodynamic models of the spinal force

As it is difficult to measure the spinal force directly, attempt has been made to estimate
the spinal force with biodynamic models. This type of model usually includes the
vertebrae structures, ligaments, and muscles. The geometry and position of the
ligaments, muscles, and intervertebral discs, and the material properties are however
difficult to obtain and validate.
Pankoke et al. (1998) developed a two dimensional dynamic finite-element model of
sitting human body to estimate the dynamic spinal force at the low back region (Figure
2.67). Lower lumbar spine (L3 – L5) was modelled in detail and then combined with
simplified pelvis, thighs, legs, upper torso with viscera, arms, neck, and head. All parts
were modelled with rigid bodies connected by linear springs. Parameters of the spine
stiffness were based on the static in-vitro experiments by Berkeson (1979) and Schultz
(1979). Other parameters were determined by fitting the experimental seat-to-head
transmissibility and the driving point mechanical impedance. The model was able to
provide reasonable responses at frequencies less than 7 Hz. The model also provided
the flexibility to be adjusted to different body build with different postures.

Figure 2.67 The planar finite-element model of seated human body to estimate the
lumbar spinal force; Left: the complete model; Right: the lumbar region; (Pankoke et
al., 1998).
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Figure 2.68 CASIMIR occupant model; Left: the complete model; Middle: abdominal
muscles; Right: The lumbar spine (Pankoke et al., 2008).
Pankoke et al. (2008) reported a comprehensive three dimensional finite-element
model of seated human body (CASIMIR occupant model) to evaluate the static and
dynamic comfort and provide the dynamic spinal force and muscle forces under
vibration excitation (Figure 2.68). The CASIMIR occupant model included detailed
lumbar spine, abdominal and dorsal muscles, upper torso, arms, pelvis, legs, neck, and
head. The model was stated able to predict the static pressure distribution, the
apparent mass, and the seat transmissibility.

2.7
2.7.1

Discussion
Biodynamic responses of human body

Biodynamic responses to whole-body vibration have been investigated with the driving
point apparent mass. Reviewed studies have consistently shown a principal resonance
around 5 Hz in the apparent mass, suggesting that the human body behaves as sprung
masses during whole-body vibration, as reflected in all existing biodynamic models
(one example in Figure 2.56; Wei and Griffin, 1998). However, since only the total force
has been measured for calculating the apparent mass, how the dynamic forces vary
with various locations over the interface and how they contribute to the total force have
not been distinguished. Forces at different locations over the interface may present
different resonance frequencies, which will improve the understanding of the resonance
behaviour of the human body.
Sitting with a vertical backrest, or an inclined backrest can affect the apparent mass at
the seat (e.g., Nawayseh and Griffin, 2004; Rakheja et al., 2006; Toward and Griffin,
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2009). The effect of backrest may be partly due to the reduced mass supported on the
seat (Nawayseh and Griffin, 2004; Toward and Griffin, 2009), but full mechanism may
be complex. It is still unclear how the interaction at the back affects, or relates to the
interaction at the seat. Systematic studies on the relationship between the resonance
frequencies at different locations over the seat and that at the back are needed.
Attempts have been made to obtain the apparent mass of the human body sitting on a
soft seat (Hinz et al., 2006; Dewangan et al., 2013; Tufano and Griffin, 2013; Zhou
2014). However a consistent conclusion on whether the apparent mass with a soft seat
differs from that with a rigid seat and the mechanism associated with has not been
achieved. Different results between previous studies might be due to the different
methods for obtaining the total dynamic force over a soft seat, but could also be
because the single driving point apparent mass is not suitable for the soft seat, as the
acceleration may vary with locations over the soft surface. Studies quantifying the
variability in transmissibilities to different locations over a foam seat should be
conducted, and the concept of the apparent mass should be re-considered.
Nonlinearity in the apparent mass has been observed, with decreased resonance
frequency as increasing the vibration magnitude (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Huang
and Griffin, 2006). It remains unknown whether the nonlinearity would present in all the
responses at different locations over the seat, or how the nonlinearity would differ with
locations. Studies quantifying the variability in the nonlinearity at different locations, and
the relationship between the nonlinearity at various locations to the nonlinearity in the
apparent mass are needed.
Pressure measurements may provide details on the forces over the interface, but great
errors have been observed (e.g., Dewangan et al., 2013; Saggin et al., 2013). Dynamic
calibration has been applied to the total forces over the sitting surface, but may not be
applicable when there is large variability in the sensitivity between sensing points of the
pressure mat. Dynamic calibrations of individual sensing points are expected to provide
more accurate measurements than the calibration of the total force, but have not been
tested for a resistive pressure sensor before. Studies systematically quantifying the
errors of the pressure sensor and investigating the calibration method are needed.

2.7.2

Biodynamic modelling

Extensive biodynamic models have been developed to represent either the apparent
mass, the body transmissibility, or the spinal loads, etc. A model that can represent the
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static pressure distribution at the seat, the apparent mass at the seat with vertical
vibration, and the biodynamic responses at different locations over the seat has not
been seen. Such model has the potential to be developed to represent the dynamic
pressures and assist improve design of seats.
Existing biodynamic modes have shown various structures with various complexities,
from a single degree-of-freedom lumped parameters model without representing the
anatomy of the body to a finite element model including the spine structures with
muscles. A structure of the model that is necessary for representing both the static
pressure and the biodynamic responses at different locations over the seat remains
unclear. A structure that avoids unnecessary complexities but is sufficient to represent
the principal vibration modes of the body should be developed in this study.
To model the pressure, a finite element model with representation of the soft tissues of
the buttocks and the thighs is needed. The material type and the properties for the soft
tissues are the key factors. Since previous biodynamic models only represent the total
force over the seat, it is unknown whether the material models which have been used
in previous models can be used to model the responses at different location, or
whether the same or different material properties are required for the buttocks tissues
and the thigh tissues. Further studies need to be done to find out the proper types of
material and the properties for the soft tissues of the buttocks and the thighs.

2.8

Scope of the study

According to the review of previous studies and discussions, this study is to answer the
following questions:
(1) How do the biodynamic responses measured at the ischial tuberosities, the middle
thighs, and the front thighs relate to, or influence, the apparent mass at the seat?
(2) How does the nonlinearity in the biodynamic responses measured at the ischial
tuberosities, the middle thighs, and the front thighs relate to, or influence, the
nonlinearity in the apparent mass at the seat?
(3) What structure of model and material properties are needed to represent and static
pressure, the apparent mass at the seat, and the biodynamic responses at the ischial
tuberosities, the middle thighs, and the front thighs?
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Chapter 3
3.1

Apparatus and analysis

Introduction

This chapter describes the apparatus and data analysis used in the experiments in this
thesis. All the experiments were conducted in the laboratory of the Human Factors
Research Unit, the Institute of Sound and Vibration Research, University of
Southampton. The experiment reported in Chapter 5 was approved by the Human
Experimentation Safety and Ethics Committee of the Institute of Sound and Vibration
Research at the University of Southampton (approval number 7931). Experiments
reported in Chapters 6 and 7 were approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of
Engineering and the Environment at the University of Southampton (approval number
12557).

3.2
3.2.1

Vibrators
One-metre vertical electro-hydraulic vibrator

An electro-hydraulic vibrator (Figure 3.1) was used in the experimental studies
(Chapters 5 to 7) to produce the vertical vibration input to the seated human body. The
vibrator consists of a servo-hydraulic actuator, a vibration table, electronic control
systems (Servotest Test Systems, Egham, UK) and the hydraulic power supply. The
vibrator is capable of producing motions with peak-to-peak displacements up to 1 m
and peak accelerations up to 10 ms-2 in the frequency range between 0.05 to 50 Hz. A
1500 x 900 mm aluminium alloy platform is attached to the upper surface of the
vibration table which is fixed to the piston rod driven by the servo-hydraulic actuator
and fitted with an anti-rotation assembly.

3.2.2

Indenter rig

The calibration of the pressure mapping systems (Chapter 4) was implemented on an
indenter rig (Figure 3.2). The indenter rig had a steel frame mounted over an electrodynamic shaker (Ling V860). The shaker was capable of accelerations up to 23 g,
peak-to-peak displacements of up to 25.4 mm, and a frequency range from 1 to 1500
Hz. The indenter head was driven by a motor to provide static vertical compression
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preload. A RDP MCL DC load cell for measuring the static force and a Kistler 9347B
load cell for measuring the dynamic force were installed inline above the indenter head.

Figure 3.1 One-meter vertical electro-hydraulic vibrator (from
http://www.southampton.ac.uk/hfru/lab_facilities/vertical_vibrator.html)

Figure 3.2 Typical setup of the indenter rig (from
http://www.southampton.ac.uk/hfru/lab_facilities/vertical_vibrator.html)
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3.3

Transducers

3.3.1

Accelerometers

The input motions at the vibration platform were measured using a capacitive micromachined Silicon Designs 2260-002 accelerometer (Figure 3.3). The Silicon Designs
2260-002 has a sensitivity of approximately 2000 mV/g with an operating range of ±2g.
The main specification of the Silicon Designs 2260-002 is listed in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.3 Silicon Designs 2260-002 accelerometer.
Table 3.1 Specification of Silicon Designs 2260-002 accelerometer.
Parameter

Specification

Range

±2 g

Sensitivity

2000 mV/g

Frequency range

0 – 400 Hz

Cross Axis Sensitivity

2%

Non-linearity (-90 to +90% of full scale)

<0.7%

Mass (not including cable)

6 grams
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For the experiments with a foam seat or foam backrest (Chapters 6 and 7), the
accelerations at locations over the interfaces between the human body and the foam
were measured using a ‘standard SIT-pad’ and two ‘mini SIT-pads’ (Figure 3.4). The
standard SIT-pad contained a piezo-resistive accelerometer (Entran EGCS-Y-240D-10)
with a range of ±10 g and a sensitivity of approximately 10 mV/g conforming to ISO
10326-1 (1992). The ‘mini SIT-pad’ contained a miniature piezo-resistive accelerometer
(Entran EGAX-F-5) attached to the centre of a circular wooden plate (5-cm diameter
and 2-mm thickness). The Entran EGAX-F-5 had a sensitivity of about 5 mV/g with an
operating range ±5 g. The standard SIT-pad was used to measure the acceleration
beneath the ischial tuberosities. Two mini SIT-pads were used to measure the
acceleration beneath the middle of the thighs and beneath the front of the thighs.
All accelerometers were calibrated with a D.C. calibration procedure. Each
accelerometer was calibrated to give zero reading when it was attached to a horizontal
flat surface and 2 g when it was inverted.
Ideally, the transfer function between the signals from two calibrated accelerometers
attached to the same horizontal flat rigid surface exposed to vertical vibration excitation
would provide a magnitude of unity and phase of zero at all frequencies. Figure 3.5
shows an example of the transfer function between two calibrated accelerometers
placed on a horizontal rigid vibration platform during vertical random vibration (1 to 20
Hz, 1.0 ms-2, 60 s). The error in the magnitude was less than 5%. The error in the
phase was less than 1 ̊ at frequencies less than 20 Hz.

Figure 3.4 Standard SIT-pad and mini SIT-pad for measuring accelerations at the
interface between the human body and the foam.
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Figure 3.5 Transmissibility and phase between accelerations measured with two
calibrated accelerometers.

RDP MCL DC load cell

Kistler 9347 B

Figure 3.6 RDP MCL DC load cell and Kistler 9347 B load cell equipped in the indenter
rig.
Table 3.2 Specification of tri-axial Kistler 9281 B force plate.
Parameter

Specification

Range

-10 to 10 kN (x, y); -10 to 20 kN (z)

Cross-talk

< ±1.5%

Natural frequency

> 1000 Hz

Table 3.3 Specification of tri-axial Kistler 9602 load cell.
Parameter

Specification

Range I

-2.5 to 2.5 kN (x, y); -5 to 5 kN (z)

Range II

-0.5 to 0.5 kN (x, y); -1 to 1 kN (z)

Cross-talk

< ±3.0%

Natural frequency

> 1000 Hz
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3.3.2

Force transducers

In the study reported in Chapter 4, two force transducers were installed inline above
the indenter head so as to measure the applied force (Figure 3.6). An RDP MCL DC
load cell with a sensitivity of about 1.98 V/kN was employed to measure the static
force. A Kistler 9347B with a sensitivity of about 3.7 pC/N and operating range of ±30
kN was used to measure the dynamic force. The transducers were calibrated statically
with a known force.
In the studies reported in Chapters 5 to 7, a Kistler 9281B force plate and four Kistler
9602 load cells were used to form a new force plate (Figure 3.7) for measuring the
localised dynamic forces at the buttocks, middle thighs, and front thighs.
The Kistler 9281B force plate consisted of four tri-axial quartz piezo-electric force
transducers mounted at the four corners of the force plate. An aluminium alloy plate
with dimensions 600 x 400 x 90 mm was bolted onto the top of the four transducers to
support subjects. The total force was obtained by summing the charges from the four
transducers and conditioning using a Kistler 5073 charge amplifier. The specification of
the Kistler 9281B force plate is shown in Table 3.2.
The Kistler 9602 is a tri-axial quartz piezo-electric force sensor with integrated charge
amplifier. The specification of the Kistler 9602 is shown in Table 3.3. The amplifier had
two operating ranges. As the Kistler 9602 load cells were only used for measuring the
localised force beneath the thighs, Range II was used in the experiments.
The newly formed force plate for measuring the localised forces beneath the buttocks,
the middle thighs, and the front thighs is shown in Figure 3.7. The Kistler 9281 B force
plate was secured to the rigid seat frame to measure the overall forces on the seat
surface. Two load cells (Kistler 9602) supported a rectangular wooden plate at the front
area of the force plate to measure the vertical forces beneath the distal parts of the
thighs. Another two load cells (Kistler 9602) supported a rectangular wooden plate in
the middle area of the force plate to measure the vertical forces beneath the proximal
thighs. A wooden block was secured on the rear of the force plate to provide a surface
to take the weight at the ischial tuberosities. The upper surface of this wooden block
was level with the upper surfaces of the two wooden plates supported by the two pairs
of load cells.
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Figure 3.7 Force cells for measuring forces at different locations. 1 to 4: Kistler 9602
load cells; 5 and 6: wooden plates to support thighs; 7: wooden block to support the
ischial tuberosities; 8: Kistler 9281B force plate.
In the study reported in Chapter 6, a single-axis Kistler Z 13053 force plate was
mounted to the backrest frame for measuring the dynamic force normal to the backrest
when subjects sat with a backrest. Four single-axis quartz piezo-electric force
transducers were mounted at the four corners of the force plate. An aluminium alloy
plate with a dimension of 600 x 400 x 20 mm was bolted onto the top of the four
transducers. The total force was obtained by summing the charges from the four
transducers and conditioning using a Kistler 5073 charge amplifier.
All the force transducers were calibrated statically and dynamically in the z-axis. For
the tri-axial force transducers, the x-axis measurements were calibrated statically.
For static calibration, the charge amplifier was adjusted so that the rate of charge
leakage was low and the force signal was stable for few seconds with a static load. In
the vertical direction, the static calibration was conducted by placing 10 kg weights on
the top plate. In the fore-and-aft direction, the static calibration was conducted by
loading a 3 kg weight via a pulley system pulling the top plate horizontally.
In the vertical direction, the dynamic calibration was carried out by measuring the
apparent mass of the top plate of the Kistler 9281B force plate, or each Kistler 9602
load cell, during random vibration (0.25 to 20 Hz, 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s., 60 s). The apparent
masses showed constant magnitude (the weight of the mounted masses) and the
phase lag was less than 5 ̊ at frequencies less than 15 Hz (Figure 3.8), which indicated
the calibration of the sensor was reasonable and the transducers were mounted with
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necessary rigidity. Small peaks in the magnitude and phase at about 17 Hz for the
Kistler Z 13053 force plate were observed (Figure 1.8), which were caused by the
resonance of the backrest frame.
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Figure 3.8 Dynamic calibration of force transducers with vertical random vibration at 1.0
ms-2 r.m.s.: apparent masses of the Kistler 9602 load cell, Kistler 9281 B force plate,
and Kistler Z 13053 force plate.
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Conductive strips in columns
Polymeric films

Conductive strips in rows
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Figure 3.9 Schematic of structure of the resistive pressure sensor: (a) global view; (b)
cross-section view; (c) cross-section view of a single sensing unit.

3.4

Resistive pressure mapping systems

The static and dynamic performance of a resistive pressure mapping system was
studied in this thesis. The system contains a pressure sensing mat and an acquisition
system.
The pressure sensing mat had a sensing matrix located between two polymeric films
(Figure 3.9, (a)). The sensing matrix consisted of two layers of conductive strips, with
one layer distributed in rows at equal intervals, and the other in columns at equal
intervals (Figure 3.9, (a) and (b)). The conductive strips were covered by a layer of
semi-conductive material with a rough surface (Figure 3.9, (c)). With pressure applied
to the polymeric film, the upper conductor is forced to contact with the lower conductor
at the intersections, causing deformation of the rough surfaces. Such deformation
increases the contact area and reduces the resistance of the sensing unit. The
pressure sensor has 2016 sensing units (42 rows and 48 columns) with a sensing area
of 0.2081 m2 (width: 487.68 mm; depth: 426.72 mm).
The acquisition system is designed to measure the resistance at each sensing unit in
sequence. During acquisition, a selected column is excited by a non-zero voltage, with
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all the 42 sensing units on the excited column brought to the same voltage, while other
columns are grounded. A multiplexor then connects each excited sensing unit in
sequence to read the voltage caused by the resistance at the unit. After reading all the
sensing points on the selected column, a short period of about 20 microseconds is
taken so as to allow the voltage to dissipate before exciting the next column. The
maximum sampling rate for the pressure system used in this study is 100 frames per
second (one frame contains the pressure readings from all 2016 sensing units).
Detailed characteristics and calibration of the resistive pressure mapping system is
presented in Chapter 4.

3.5

Data acquisition

Input signals were generated using HVLab toolbox (version 2.0) and were sent to the
controller of the vibrators via a 16-channel HVLab data acquisition system. The output
signals from the accelerometers and the force transducers were acquired using HVLab
toolbox (version 2.0) after low-pass anti-aliasing filtering at 50 Hz. The acquisition
sampling rate was set to 5 samples per second for the static test in the experiment
reported by Chapter 4, and was set to 256 or 512 samples per second for the dynamic
tests in the later chapters.

3.6
3.6.1

Analysis
Frequency response functions

The responses of the investigated system (e.g. the pressure mapping system, the
human body, or the human-seat system) were analysed relative to the inputs of the
system. The frequency response functions used in the thesis and their definitions are
listed in Table 3.4.
The apparent masses and the transmissibility in Table 3.4 were calculated from the
ratio of the cross spectral density between the input and the output, Gio(jf), to the power
spectral density of the input, Gii(jf) (i.e. H1 estimation, because of greater noise in the
output (Brandt, 2011)):
H(jf) = Gio(jf) / Gii(jf)
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Table 3.4 Definition of the frequency response functions used in the thesis.
Overall vertical in-line / fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at seat:
The complex ratio between the total vertical / fore-and-aft force at the seat and the
vertical acceleration at the seat.
Localised vertical in-line / fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the buttocks:
The complex ratio between the vertical / fore-and-aft force at the ischial tuberosity and
the vertical acceleration beneath the ischial tuberosity.
Localised vertical in-line / fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the middle thighs:
The complex ratio between the vertical / fore-and-aft force at the middle thighs and the
vertical acceleration beneath the middle thighs.
Localised vertical in-line / fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the front thighs:
The complex ratio between the vertical / fore-and-aft force at the front thighs and the
vertical acceleration beneath the front thighs.
Normal apparent mass at the backrest:
The complex ratio between the force at the back of the body in the direction normal to
the backrest surfaces and the vertical acceleration at the seat.
Vertical transmissibility of the foam to the buttocks/middle thighs/front thighs:
The complex ratio between the vertical acceleration beneath the buttocks/middle
thighs/front thighs and the vertical acceleration at the seat base.

In Chapter 4, the transfer functions between the force measured by the pressure
sensor and the applied forces, used as a dynamic calibration of the pressure sensor,
were calculated from the ratio of the power spectral density of the applied forces,
Goo(jf), and the cross spectral density between the applied forces and the force
measured by the pressure sensor, Goi(jf) (i.e., H2 estimation, because of greater noise
in the input (Brandt, 2011)):
H(jf) = Goo(jf) / Goi(jf)
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The median of the transfer functions of a group of subjects (e.g., median apparent
mass of 14 subjects) was used to represent the trend in the characteristics of the
subjects. It was calculated in the frequency domain at each frequency point, for
modulus and phase separately.

3.6.2

Mass cancellation

Mass cancellation was involved in the time-domain to obtain the vertical force
subjected to the body.
The total vertical dynamic force on the whole body was determined by subtracting the
inertia forces due to the 50.5-kg mass above the force sensing elements of the Kistler
9281B force plate from the vertical force measured by this force plate. The setup of the
force plate is shown in Figure 3.7.
The vertical force at the front thighs was obtained by summing the forces from the two
front Kistler 9602 load cells and then subtracting the inertia force due to the 0.7-kg
mass above these load cells in the time-domain. The same procedure was applied to
obtain the vertical force at the middle thighs. The force at the ischial tuberosities of the
seated human body was obtained by subtracting in the time-domain the vertical forces
at the front and middle thighs from the total vertical force for the whole body as
calculated from the signals given by the Kistler 9281B force plate.
When subjects sat with a backrest (Chapter 6), the normal force at the back of the
human body was calculated by subtracting in the time-domain the normal inertial force
due to the masses of the force plate (17 kg) and the supports (2 kg for the wooden rigid
support, 0.5 kg for the high stiffness foam block, 0.4 kg for the low stiffness foam block)
mounted on the force plate from the signals given by the Kistler Z 13053 force plate.

3.6.3

Statistical analysis

Non-parametric statistical analysis was used in this thesis because the distribution of
the population was unknown.
The Friedman two-way analysis of variance was used to test the null hypothesis with
more than two conditions with matched samples drawn from the same population. For
example, it was used to test for an effect of sitting posture (more than two postures) on
the resonance frequencies in the apparent masses of a group of fourteen subjects, or
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the effect of vibration magnitude (more than two magnitudes) on the resonance
frequencies in the apparent masses.
The Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test was applied to test the null hypothesis
with two related samples. For example, it was used to test whether there was a
significant difference in the resonance frequencies of apparent masses at two different
locations.
The Spearman rank-order correlation test was used to investigate associations
between data from two conditions. For example, it was used to test whether there was
a correlation between the resonance frequencies of the apparent masses on the seat
pan and at the backrest.
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Chapter 4
Dynamic characteristics of a
resistive pressure sensor system
4.1

Introduction

Biodynamic responses of the human body to vibration have been widely studied in
terms of the driving point apparent mass. The apparent mass reflects some of the
dynamic properties of the seated human body, such as the principal resonances, the
effective stiffness and damping. However differences in the dynamic responses at the
ischial tuberosities and at the thighs have not been identified. Measurements of
pressure at the human-seat interface may provide useful information on the responses
over the contact area and advance understanding of the mechanisms associated with
resonances in the apparent mass of the body.
A few studies have measured dynamic pressure distributions at the human-seat
interface over a rigid seat (Wu et al., 1998) or a compliant seat (Wu et al., 1999).
Pressure measurements have also been used to derive the apparent mass with a
compliant seat (Hinz et al., 2006; Dewangan et al., 2013). Pressure at the feet has
been measured to derive the apparent mass of the body standing in different postures
while exposed to vertical vibration (Tarabini et al., 2013).
Flexible thin-film pressure sensors are commonly used. The sensor types may be
grouped into two categories: capacitive sensors (e.g., Wu et al., 1998 and 1999; Hinz
et al., 1998; Tarabini et al., 2013) and resistive sensors (e.g., Dewangan et al., 2013).
With capacitive pressure sensors, the distance between two parallel plates of the
condenser (i.e., the sensor) changes with the loaded pressure, resulting in a change in
the capacitance. For a resistive sensor, the resistance of the sensor is affected by the
loaded pressure. Both types of sensor have been reported to have non-ideal
performance for both static measures (Paikowsky and Hajduk, 1997; Arndt, 2003;
Palmer et al., 2009; Saggin et al., 2013) and dynamic measures (Dashti et al., 2012;
Dewangan et al., 2013; Tarabini et al., 2013; Saggin et al., 2013).
The pressure readings of both types of pressure measuring systems have been found
to increase with time during a static constant load (Paikowsky and Hajduk, 1997; Arndt,
2003; Palmer et al., 2009; Saggin et al., 2013). The extent of the increase has varied
between studies: relative to the readings at the commencement of loading the increase
was about 17% after 3 hours in the study of Arndt (2003), and around 27% after 2
hours in the studies of Paikowsky and Hajduk (1997) and Saggin et al. (2013). The
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percentage change was reported to be independent of the load, but dependent on the
temperature: relative to the reading at 5 s, the output after 2 hours increased from 27%
to 37% with an increase from room temperature to 40°C (Saggin et al., 2013).
Static calibration of pressure sensors has been conducted by applying static pressures
at various magnitudes and determining the coefficients relating the digital outputs of the
pressure sensors to the applied pressures. Palmer et al. (2009) found the coefficient
obtained 60 s after the commencement of loading was similar to the value obtained at
120 s. The magnitude of the applied pressure did not greatly affect the calibration
because the output of the sensor was almost linearly related to the applied pressure
(Palmer et al., 2009).
The dynamic forces derived from the pressure sensor have been found to be lower
than the applied value for both types of pressure measuring systems, with greater
underestimation at higher frequencies (Dewangan et al., 2013; Tarabini et al., 2013;
Saggin et al., 2013). It has been suggested this may arise from the viscoelastic
behaviour of the material of the sensors (Dashti et al., 2012; Tarabini et al., 2013;
Saggin et al., 2013) and the low sampling rates of the acquisition systems (Dewangan
et al., 2013).
A dynamic calibration, or compensation as it is called in some studies, is needed. A
way reported in some studies is to calculate the transfer function between the output of
the sensors and a reference force, and the transfer function is then used to
compensate the output of the sensors in future measurements, either in the frequency
domain (e.g., Dewangan et al., 2013) or in the time domain (e.g., Dashti et al., 2012;
Tarabini et al., 2013; Saggin et al., 2013). Such dynamic calibrations can be obtained
either from the sum of the outputs of all the loaded sensing units (e.g., Dewangan et
al., 2013; Dashti et al., 2012) or from the output from each sensing unit (e.g., Tarabini
et al., 2013; Saggin et al., 2013).
Measuring the static and dynamic pressures at the human-seat interface requires a
reasonable calibration for each sensing unit of the pressure sensor. Such calibration
requires understanding of the static and dynamic performance of the sensor. Although
there have been studies investigating the performances of a capacitive pressure
sensor, systematic investigation of the performance of a resistive pressure sensor has
not been seen. It is still unknown whether the reported performance of a resistive
pressure sensor, such as the increasing reading with a static load and the
underestimation of a dynamic load, would be affected by load or other factors. It is also
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unknown whether the idea of providing a known force on the pressure sensor to
calibrate each sensing unit is applicable to reduce the error.
The objective of this study was to identify the static and dynamic performance of a
resistive pressure sensor system with a known force controlled by an indenter rig so as
to investigate what factors affect the sensor performance, and whether a reasonable
calibration can be obtained with a controlled force.

4.2

Method

The resistive pressure mapping system as described in Chapter 3 was studied in this
Chapter. Two pressure sensor mats were studied: Sensor A with maximum pressure of
5 psi; Sensor B with maximum pressure of 30 psi. The indenter rig, as described in
Chapter 3, was used to produce a force load on the pressure sensor.

4.2.1

Static performance

The behaviour of each sensing unit with constant load was studied. A foam layer with
its area covering 42 sensing units was placed on the pressure sensor (Sensor B: 30
psi). Each of three masses (3.8, 7.2, and 10.7 kg) rested on the foam for 30 minutes.
The pressure sensor was left unloaded for 5 minutes between each load condition. The
time histories of the output of each sensing unit were normalised to the corresponding
readings at 20 s. It was assumed that the static force acting on the pressure sensor
was not affected by the possible creep behaviour of the foam layer, because the foam
layer was very thin (2 mm).
The pressure data were acquired at 5 frames per second by the acquisition hardware
of the pressure sensing system (one frame contained the readings of 2016 sensing
units).

4.2.2

Static calibration

The pressure sensor (Sensor B: 30 psi) was placed on the platform of the shaker
(which did not vibrate), and a foam block with its area corresponding to 221 sensing
units was placed on the pressure sensor. A known force was produced to the pressure
sensor by compressing the foam block with the indenter rig (Figure 4.1). The indenter
head was controlled to compress the foam block at a constant velocity of 0.5 mm/s until
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Foam block

Pressure sensor
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Figure 4.1 The indenter rig used for producing dynamic loads to the pressure sensor.
the compressing force reached about 150 N, 440 N, or 660 N (approximately 25%,
50% and 75%, respectively, of the range of the pressure sensor), and then maintained
at the position for 10 minutes. Recordings of the force and the pressure were started
slightly before commencing compression of the foam. The pressure sensor was left
unloaded for 5 minutes between each run.
The force data were sampled at 5 samples per second by the same HVLab system.
The pressure data were acquired at 5 frames per second.
The static calibration involved converting the digital output of the pressure sensors to
force. To calibrate each sensing unit, it was assumed that the foam was compressed
vertically by the horizontal flat plate (i.e., indenter head) and the pressure beneath was
uniformly distributed. The actual force acting on an individual sensing unit was
calculated by dividing the force measured from the force cell by the number of the
loaded sensing units. Relationships between the digital output of each sensing unit at
60, 120, 300, and 600 s with the three different loads and the corresponding calculated
individual forces were obtained and fitted linearly with straight lines passing through the
origin. The slope of each line was then used for calibration of the corresponding
sensing unit.

4.2.3

Dynamic calibration

The pressure sensor (Sensor A: 5 psi) was calibrated statically with a pneumatic device
provided by the manufacturer of the pressure sensor system before dynamic tests.
The pressure sensor was placed on the horizontal top plate of the shaker. A block of
polyurethane foam with its area corresponding to 400 sensing units was placed on the
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pressure matrix. The indenter head was controlled to compress the foam at a constant
velocity of 0.5 mm/s until the average raw digital reading of all the sensing units
reached about 60, 90, 120, 150, 180 (the full range of the pressure sensor is 255). This
was maintained for 5 minutes and then fixed at the position. The shaker then presented
a sine sweep signal with a constant peak-to-peak displacement of 1 mm, duration of
120 s and a frequency range between 1 to 18 Hz. The pressure sensor was left
unloaded for 5 minutes between each load condition.
With the foam compressed by a constant peak-to-peak displacement of 1 mm, the
compression force had almost constant peak-to-peak values at all frequencies. The
magnitudes of the dynamic force loaded on each cell were about 0.16, 0.11, 0.16, 0.19,
0.325 N peak-to-peak values, for the five preload conditions of 60, 90, 120, 150, and
180 raw digital output respectively.
The applied dynamic force was measured using a Kistler 9347B force cell (see Chapter
3), sampled at 512 samples per second by the HVLab system. The pressure data were
sampled at 100 frames per second during acquisition, and were later resampled at 512
Hz using the HVLab data analysis toolbox in post processing.
The transfer function, H1(jf), was calculated between the force measured with the
Kistler force cell, Forcereference(jf), and the summed force from the pressure sensor,
Forcepressure_summed(jf), as Equation (3.1):
H1  jf   Force reference  jf  Force

pressure_summed

 jf  .

Equation (3.1)

The individual forces on each sensing unit, Forcereference_individual(jf), were estimated by
dividing the force measured with the Kistler load cell by the number of loaded sensing
units. Transfer functions, H2(jf), were calculated for each sensing unit between the
estimated individual force and the individual force reading from the sensing unit,
Forcepressure_individual (jf), as Equation (3.2):
H 2  jf   Forcereference_individual  jf  Force pressure_individual  jf  .

Equation (3.2)

The transfer functions of H1(jf) and H2(jf), were calculated from the ratio of the power
spectral density of the output, Goo(jf), and the cross spectral density between the output
and the input, Goi(jf) (i.e., using H2 estimation because of the greater noise in the
input):

H  jf   Goo  jf  Goi  jf 
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Figure 4.2 Experiment setup for measuring the pressures between a subject and a rigid
seat during vertical vibration

4.2.4

Effectiveness of the dynamic calibration

Once the transfer function is obtained, the pressure data in future measurements can
be filtered with the transfer function, referred to as ‘the dynamic calibration’. To do this,
a time-domain impulse response was firstly generated by taking the inverse Fourier
transform of the transfer function, and then convolved with the newly measured
pressure data. This can be done either based on the total force using H1(jf), referred to
as the ‘average dynamic calibration’, or based on the force at each sensing units using
H2(jf), referred to as the ‘individual dynamic calibration’.
The effectiveness of the dynamic calibration obtained with the indenter rig was further
tested. A rigid seat was secured to the platform of the 1-m vertical shaker. A Silicon
Designs 2260-002 accelerometer was secured to the seat frame. The newly-formed
force plate, containing one Kistler 9281 B force plate and four Kistler 9602 load cells as
described in Chapter 3, was mounted to the frame of the rigid seat for measuring the
force beneath the ischial tuberosities, the middle part of thighs, and the front part of
thighs. The pressure sensor (Sensor B: 30 psi) was placed on top of the new force
plate (Figure 4.2). The sensitivity of the pressure sensor was chosen so that the
pressure range can cover the maximum pressure at the interface. A subject sat on the
pressure sensor and was exposed to vertical random vibration between 0.5 to 15 Hz at
1.0 ms-2 r.m.s. with a duration of 60 s.
The complex ratio between the force measured with the force plate (with mass
cancellation as discussed in Chapter 3) at each of the locations (at the ischial
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tuberosities, at the middle thighs, and front thighs) and the acceleration on the seat
was calculated, and is referred to as the “localised apparent mass” at that location. The
localised apparent masses were also measured with the pressure sensor (no mass
cancellation needed) and were compared with the values measured with the force
plate.

Results

4.3
4.3.1

Static performance

For all three loads, the digital outputs of one sensing unit (identified as 23, 23, the unit
at the 23rd row and the 23rd column) increased with time, as shown in Figure 4.3(a).
Most of the sensing units showed similar normalised responses for different loads
(Figure 4.3(b) and Figure 4.4), suggesting that there was little effect of load on the
time-dependency of the sensing units. Discrepancies in the responses of some units
(e.g., sensing unit: 24, 21) might be due to the uncertain contact at the edge of the
foam.
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Figure 4.3 Digital output of one sensing unit (23, 23) with constant loads: ─── 3.8 kg
mass over 4439 mm2; – – – 7.2 kg mass over 4439 mm2; −∙−∙−∙ 10.7 kg mass over
4439 mm2; (a): the absolute digital output; (b): the normalised digital output; data from
Sensor B: 30 psi.
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Figure 4.4 Normalised digital outputs of all 42 loaded sensing units with constant loads:
effect of load on the time-dependency in the static responses; ─── 3.8 kg mass; – – –
7.2 kg mass; −∙−∙−∙ 10.7 kg mass; data from Sensor B: 30 psi.
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Figure 4.5 Static calibration of an individual unit (23, 23): ─○─ reading at 60 s; –▼–
reading at 120 s; –□– reading at 300 s; –◊– reading at 600 s; –▪– calibration using a
pneumatic device; data from Sensor B: 30 psi.
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Sensor B: 30 psi.
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Figure 4.7 Differences in the calibrations (obtained at 300 s) of all 221 loaded sensing
unit; data from Sensor B: 30 psi.
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4.3.2

Static calibration

The relationship between the digital output and the load force for a single unit (23, 23)
obtained using the indenter rig is presented in Figure 4.5. The relationship is almost
linear for each reading time. The slope obtained at 300 s was reduced by 10.8%, with
respect to the slope obtained at 60 s, because of the time-dependency in the readings.
The calibration using the indenter rig was also compared with the calibration obtained
using a pneumatic calibration device recommended by the manufacturer of the
pressure sensing system (Figure 4.5). The calibrations from the two devices are
similar, with linear characteristics and the consistency. Calibrations for all sensing units
were found similar between the two devices, as shown in Figure 4.6.
The calibrations differed between sensing units, as shown in Figure 4.7, indicating
different sensitivities between units. For the 221 loaded sensing units, the coefficients
(i.e., digital output per applied force) varied from 0.013 to 0.021, with no systematic
variations.

4.3.3

Dynamic performance

The moduli of the transfer function, H1(jf), between the force measured with the load
cell and the force summed from the pressure sensor are shown in Figure 4.8. The
modulus was greater than unity at all frequencies for all preloads, indicating that the
dynamic force was underestimated (by about 60 to 83%). The underestimation was
greater at higher frequencies for all preloads, with an error of about 60 to 71% at 1 Hz,
about 68 to 83% at 15 Hz, depending on the magnitude of load. With the average
dynamic load on each cell increasing from 0.16 to 0.325 N peak-to-peak, the
underestimation was reduced by about 10%.
The moduli of the transfer functions, H2(jf), between the estimated force on each
sensing unit and the force measured with the pressure sensor at each sensing unit are
shown in Figure 4.9. The moduli for all sensing units were greater than unity. The
transfer functions showed high values at low frequencies (less than 2 Hz) for the
sensing units at the centre of the contact area, and high values at about 3 to 5 Hz for
the sensing units around the centre. The transfer functions for the sensing units at the
edge of the contact area were lower than those at the centre, especially for the low
preloads (60 and 90).
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Figure 4.8 Transfer function between the force measured from the load cell and the
force summed from the pressure sensor (i.e. H1): ––– preload 60; ––– preload 90; –––
preload 120; ––– preload 150; ––– preload 180. Data from Sensor A: 5 psi (hamming
window of 4 s, 62 averages; excitation: sine sweep (a constant peak-to-peak
displacement of 1 mm, and a duration of 120 s and a frequency range between 1 to 18
Hz))
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Transfer function of each loaded cell

Figure 4.9 Moduli of transfer function between the individual reference force and the
force indicated by the corresponding sensing unit (i.e. H2); same legend as Figure 4.8.
Data from Sensor A: 5 psi.
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4.3.4

Effectiveness of the dynamic calibration

The effectiveness of the dynamic calibration obtained with the indenter rig was further
tested by comparing the apparent mass of the human body measured by the pressure
sensor and that measured by the Kistler force plate, as described in Section 4.2.4.
With no dynamic calibration applied, the frequency content of the apparent mass at the
ischial tuberosities, the middle thighs, and the front thighs was reflected by using the
pressure sensor, but with underestimation at all frequencies (Figure 4.10). The error
was about 20% around 1 Hz and 60% around 15 Hz (Figure 4.11). The dynamic force
measured beneath the middle thighs presented greater errors than the forces at other
locations. Phase was not shown as the measurements of pressure and acceleration at
the seat were not synchronised.
With the application of both the average dynamic calibration and the individual dynamic
calibration, the underestimation was reduced to within 10% at frequencies less than 5
Hz and within 30% at frequencies between 5 to 15 Hz (Figure 4.11). The calibrated
dynamic force beneath the middle thighs presented greater errors than the calibrated
forces at other locations.
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Figure 4.10 Comparison between the overall and the localised apparent masses
measured with the force plate and with the pressure sensor (Sensor B: 30 psi); ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙
measured with the force plate; – – – measured with the pressure sensor with static
calibration but without dynamic calibration; –––– measured with the pressure sensor
with average dynamic calibration; −∙−∙− measured with the pressure sensor with
individual dynamic calibration.
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Figure 4.11 Errors in the measured apparent masses using the resistive pressure
sensor (Sensor B: 30 psi) with and without dynamic calibration; ––– errors in the overall
force; – – – errors in the force measured beneath the ischial tuberosities; −∙−∙− errors
in the force measured beneath the middle thighs; ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ errors in the force measured
beneath the front thighs.

4.4
4.4.1
4.4.1.1

Discussion
Characteristics of the pressure sensing system
Time dependency

With a constant load, the readings of the resistive pressure sensor increased with time
(Figure 4.3), consistent with the previous findings (Paikowsky and Hajduk, 1997; Arndt,
2003; Palmer et al., 2009; Saggin et al., 2013). The increase in the readings over time
seems like the creep behaviour of a viscoelastic material, suggesting that the material
of the sensor has a viscoelastic property. With a constant load, the deformation
between the two contacting rough surfaces increases, causing increased area of
contact and decreased sensor resistance and, therefore, increased pressure readings.

4.4.1.2

Underestimation of dynamic loads

Dynamic loads were underestimated by the pressure sensor (Figure 4.8), similar to the
previous findings (Hinz, et al., 2006b; Dewangan et al., 2013), but the underestimation
in the current study was greater than that in other studies. At 5 Hz, the error was about
66 to 76% for Sensor A and about 38% for Sensor B in the current study, 25% in the
study of Hinz, et al., (2006b), and 35% in the study of Dewangan et al., (2014).
Different errors may be due to the different types of sensor (resistive sensor in the
current study and the study of Dewangan et al., (2014), capacitive sensor in the study
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of Hinz, et al., (2006b)) and the different conditions of the sensor (accuracy of a
resistive pressure sensor depends on the conditions of the rough surfaces of the
sensor).
The viscoelastic behaviour of the material of the pressure sensor is partly responsible
for the underestimation of dynamics loads, as illustrated by a Maxwell viscoelastic
model (Figure 4.12). The two massless plates of the model represented the two layers
of the pressure sensor. The displacement of the top plate, x(t), that represented the
deformation between the two contacting rough surfaces, determines the pressure
reading. The equation of motion is shown as:

f t   kxt   cx t 

Equation (3.4)

where f(t) is the applied force, k is the stiffness, and c is the viscous damping. The
transfer function between the indicated force (i.e. the displacement, x(t))

and the

applied force, f(t), which is the dynamic stiffness of the model, can be expressed as:

F  
 k  ic
X  

Equation (3.5)

With the stiffness and the damping of the model set to 1 N/m and 0.05 Ns/m,
respectively, the dynamic stiffness is shown in Figure 4.13. Except at very low
frequencies, the indicated force is lower than the applied force, with the
underestimation increasing with increasing frequency. Large underestimation (e.g.
75%) can be caused, depending on the damping of the sensor. Base on Equation (3.5),
the long-term readings (i.e., static or quasi-static readings) of such a viscoelastic
system depend on the stiffness, while the short-term readings (i.e., readings at high
frequencies) depend on both stiffness and damping.
f

x
k

c

Figure 4.12 A Maxwell model of the effect of viscoelastic behaviour on the dynamic
performance of the pressure sensor.
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Figure 4.13 The transfer function between the indicated force (i.e., displacement, x(t))
and the applied force , f(t), based on the model (i.e., the dynamic stiffness): effect of
viscoelastic behaviour on the dynamic performance of the pressure sensor.
Distortion with flattened peaks were observed in the time histories from a single unit
with a sine sweep load (e.g., with preload 90 and 60), as shown in Figure 4.14. The
measured signal with flattened peaks might be able to reflect the basic frequency
pattern (e.g., show the resonance frequency) if it can reflect the basic periodical
waveform. However the flattened peaks will underestimate the dynamic load.
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Figure 4.14 Measured time histories (raw digital output) of a sensing unit to the sine
sweep load with five preloads (only a period data shown for clarity).
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The flattened peaks might be partly because the pressure resolution of the pressure
sensor (0.005 N as used in Figure 4.14) was relatively low compared to the
underestimated variance in the dynamic force (0.025 N peak-to-peak for the condition
of preload 90 in Figure 4.14). The flattened peaks could also be because the dynamic
load around the peaks did not cause any change in the contact area between the two
rough surfaces of the sensor, possibly due to the friction between the two surfaces or
the influence from the stiffness of the polymeric cover of the sensor.

4.4.1.3

Load dependency

The dynamic performance of the pressure sensor showed load dependency, with the
moduli of transfer function decreasing with increasing load (Figure 4.8). As discussed
in Section 4.4.1.1, the long-term static readings depend on the stiffness of the sensor.
Because the static calibration presented almost linear results, as shown in Figure 4.5
and Figure 4.6, the stiffness of the pressure sensor should be almost linear. The load
dependency can be caused if the damping of the pressure sensor is nonlinear.
Load dependency could also be partly caused by the distortion in the measured
signals. Greater distortion tended to occur with a low magnitude dynamic load (Figure
4.14). This might be because the waveform of a small load will be more affected by the
low sensitivity of the pressure senor than a greater load. This also explained the
greater errors in the force at the middle thighs than at the other locations (Figure 4.11).

4.4.1.4

Effect of scanning

The scanning introduces phase differences between the sensing units. The scanning
effect was studied using a mathematical model (Figure 4.15). A block of mass, m, (30
kg) was excited with random vibration of magnitude, a, (1.0 ms-2 r.m.s.) with a flat
constant bandwidth acceleration spectrum between 0.5 and 15 Hz and a duration of 10
s. The total force, Ft(t), associated with the motion was calculated by Equation (3.6).
Suppose there are 2016 sensing units with a sampling rate of 100 frames per second
(as with the current pressure sensor), the sub-force, Fn(t), was calculated by dividing
the total force, Ft(t), by 2016, as in Equation (3.7). Then each sub-force was artificially
shifted by a period of time to represent the scanning procedure, as in Equation (3.8)
where Fns(t) is the shifted sub-force, and the time increment, dt, is 4.96 x 10-6 s
(equivalent to the sampling rate of 100 frames per second over 2016 cells), n is the
sensing unit index. The scanned total force, Fts(t), was calculated by summing the
shifted sub-forces. The scanned apparent mass was calculated as the complex ratio
between the scanned total force, Fts(t), and the acceleration, a.
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Ft(t) = m * a(t)

Equation (3.6)

Fn(t) = Ft(t) / 2016

Equation (3.7)

Fns(t) = Fn(t + (n-1)*dt)

Equation (3.8)
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Figure 4.15 Mathematical model of scanning effect
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Figure 4.16 Comparison between the scanned apparent mass and the reference
apparent mass of the model: effect of scanning procedure based on the mathematical
model.
The scanned apparent mass caused only slight underestimation of the dynamic force
within 5% at all frequencies (Figure 4.16). Such underestimation was much less than
that caused by the viscoelastic behaviour of the sensor material. However, the phase
error was 0.5 rad at 15 Hz and should not be ignored. A lower sampling rate over the
pressure sensor will increase the errors in both magnitude and phase.
In the calculations leading to Figure 4.16, the increments between each sensing unit
were assumed to be equal, which differs from the real scanning procedure (Chapter 3).
The calculations illustrate the scanning effect but are insufficient for a quantitative
compensation of the scanning errors.

4.4.1.5

Contribution of the factors to the errors of the pressure sensor

Without any dynamic calibration, the total dynamic force was underestimated by 60%
to 83% from 1 to 15 Hz for Sensor A (Figure 4.8), and about 20% to 60 % from 1 to 15
Hz for Sensor B (Figure 4.11). Different errors between the two pressure mats were
due to the different pressure range and sensitivity.
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Based on the discussion above, underestimation can be caused by the viscoelastic
behaviour of the sensor material, the distortion in the measured signal, and the
scanning effect. The viscoelastic behaviour can cause great underestimation,
depending on the damping of the sensor (Figure 4.13), and was expected to be the
principal cause for the underestimation. Whether the distortion in the measured signal
would cause great error should depend on the magnitude of the dynamic forces. Based
on the model in Figure 4.15, the underestimation caused by the scanning is expected
to be less than 5%.

4.4.2
4.4.2.1

Recommendation on calibration methods
Effectiveness of the dynamic calibration

With the dynamic calibration applied, the errors were reduced to within 10% at
frequencies less than 5 Hz and within 30% between 5 to 15 Hz (Figure 4.10 and Figure
4.11). At 5 Hz, the median of the percentage changes of the 14 individual apparent
masses with respect to the median apparent mass was 14.5% for the ischial
tuberosities, 37.5% for the middle thighs, and 14.9% for the front thighs (calculated
from the measured data in Chapter 5). Using the pressure sensor with the dynamic
calibration developed in the current study, accurate pressures may not be obtained, but
the trend of pressures between subjects might be distinguished.
Dynamic calibration did not fully eliminate the errors, possibly because the dynamic
performance of the sensor depends on the magnitude of load. For example, at 5 Hz,
with vibration magnitude at 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s., the dynamic force at the middle thighs was
found around 16 N r.m.s. (Figure 4.10). With 248 sensing units loaded beneath the
middle thighs measured by the pressure sensor, the average dynamic force at each
sensing units was about 0.0726 N r.m.s. However, the force resolution of the pressure
sensor was 0.04 N, which is not sensitive enough to reflect the variation of the dynamic
force at the middle thighs. Therefore, there were greater errors in the calibrated forces
beneath the middle thighs than at other locations (Figure 4.10).
To reflect the variation of the dynamic force at the middle thighs (the average dynamic
force at each sensing units was about 0.0726 N r.m.s.), a more sensitive pressure
sensor is thought needed. Suppose a resolution of 0.01 N was chosen, the saturation
force was then 2.5 N, which is lower than the static force measured at the ischial
tuberosities (3.5 N) in this study. Great variation in the dynamic forces at the ischial
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tuberosities and the middle thighs introduces difficulties when measuring the dynamic
pressures between the human body and a rigid seat.

4.4.2.2

Use of foam

Calibration of each sensing unit requires a known load at each unit. In this study, the
force at each unit was calculated assuming the pressure under the foam compressed
vertically by a horizontal flat plate was uniformly distributed. For the static calibration,
this assumption seems reasonable as the static calibration was consistent with that
obtained using the calibration device provided by the sensor manufacturer (Figure 4.5
and Figure 4.6). For the dynamic calibration, there was a consistent trend that the
dynamic pressure readings were much higher at the edges than at the central area of
the foam. Therefore the moduli of transfer functions from the units at the centre were
greater than those from the edges (Figure 4.9), which introduced errors to the
calibrations of individual sensing units. If the magnitudes of the small loads at the
centre are close to the resolution of the pressure sensor (e.g., only 3 or 4 times greater
than the resolution), error will also be introduced to the calibration of total force. The
un-uniform dynamic pressure might be caused by the property of the foam and air flow
in the foam. The use of a foam block seemed not suitable for calibrating each sensing
unit dynamically.

4.4.2.3

Recommendation

The static calibration of each sensing unit in the current study differs from other studies
where calibration has been based on the force summed over all sensing units
(Paikowsky and Hajduk, 1997; Arndt, 2003; Palmer et al., 2009). Such calibration is
more convenient and may provide a reasonable estimate of the total force over all
sensing units. However, it cannot reflect the pressure at different locations if there is
large variability in the sensitivities among the sensing units. Calibration of each sensing
unit can provide reasonable estimates of the total force and the force at individual
points.
The static calibration depends on the duration of application of a force to the pressure
sensor, with the slope obtained at 300 s reduced by 10.8% with respect to the slope
obtained at 60 s (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6). When measuring the static pressure at the
human-seat interface, the period for loading the pressure sensor before making a
measurement should be similar to the time used when calibrating the sensor.
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Existing pneumatic devices can only generate uniform static pressures. A dynamic
pneumatic device needs to be designed to generate uniform dynamic pressures over
an area. Alternatively, a small indenter rig with the indenter head having the same area
as the sensing unit might be designed to load each single sensing unit dynamically
(e.g., Saggin et al., 2013). Both would allow the calibration of each sensing unit.

4.5

Conclusions

Without dynamic calibration, the total dynamic force was underestimated by 60% to
83% from 1 to 15 Hz for Sensor A, and about 20% to 60% at frequencies from 1 to 15
Hz for Sensor B. Underestimation can be caused by the viscoelastic behaviour of the
sensor material, the distortion in the measured signal, and the scanning effect. The
viscoelastic behaviour can cause great underestimation, depending on the damping of
the sensor, and is expected to be the principal cause for the underestimation. Whether
the distortion in the measured signal would cause great error depends on the
magnitude of the dynamic forces. The underestimation caused by the scanning
procedure is suggested to be less than 5%.
With the application of both the average dynamic calibration and the individual dynamic
calibration, the underestimation of the total force was reduced to within 10% at
frequencies less than 5 Hz and within 30% at frequencies between 5 to 15 Hz. A
method and equipment to provide more accurately known forces at individual units is
required.
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Chapter 5
Localised biodynamic responses to
vertical vibration on a rigid seat without a
backrest
5.1

Introduction

Dynamic forces over the interfaces between a seat and the human body can contribute
to the perception of discomfort caused by vibration. Understanding the variation in
biodynamic responses over these surfaces, and the contribution of each response to
the overall apparent mass of the body sitting on a seat, will advance understanding of
biodynamic responses to whole-body vibration and may contribute to improving sitting
comfort.
The biodynamic responses of the human body exposed to vertical vibration have been
widely studied in terms of the driving point apparent mass. The vertical in-line apparent
mass (i.e., the complex ratio between the vertical driving force and the vertical
acceleration at the same point) has shown a principal resonance around 5 Hz (Fairley
and Griffin, 1989). A secondary resonance around 8 to 10 Hz is presented in the
apparent mass in some studies. The fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass of the
seated human body exposed to vertical vibration (i.e., the complex ratio between the
fore-and-aft force to the vertical acceleration at the driving point) has also shown a
principal resonance around 5 Hz (Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003).
Experimental and analytical modal analyses of the seated human body have suggested
that the deformation of the soft tissue beneath the pelvis contributes to the principal
resonance in the apparent mass around 5 Hz and the secondary resonance around 8
Hz (Kitazaki and Griffin, 1997; Kitazaki and Griffin, 1998; Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001).
Since the deformation of the soft tissue referred to the overall effect of the soft tissue
beneath the ischial tuberosities and the thighs, specific contributions of the soft tissues
at the ischial tuberosities or at the thighs, to the apparent mass of the human body
have not been distinguished. Such contributions are complex because the soft tissues
may present different stiffness and damping at the ischial tuberosities and at the thighs,
and the principal resonance evident at a location can be caused either by a mode of
the body at that location or a mode of the body at distant locations. It is therefore
expected that the localised response at the thighs would have different principal
resonance frequency than that at the ischial tuberosities.
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The apparent mass of the body depends on the vibration magnitude, with the principal
resonance frequency decreasing with increasing vibration magnitude (e.g., Fairley and
Griffin, 1989; Huang and Griffin, 2008). This nonlinearity in the biodynamic responses
may be a property of the soft tissues (Huang and Griffin, 2008). The dynamic
properties of the soft tissues at the ischial tuberosities and thighs (i.e., stiffness and
damping) may differ due to the differences in contact pressures, tissue types, and
tissue thicknesses. It is therefore expected that the nonlinearity in the biodynamic
responses measured over the contact areas might differ. It has been suggested that
the nonlinearity in the vertical apparent mass increases as thigh contact increases
(Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003), however whether the increase in the nonlinearity in the
vertical apparent mass is caused by the increase in the nonlinearity at the thighs or at
the ischial tuberosities or both is unknown.
A study of dynamic forces in both the vertical and fore-and-aft directions at different
locations over the contact area (i.e., localised dynamic forces) can improve
understanding of the resonance behaviours of the body. The effect of the thigh contact
on contributions of the localised dynamic forces to the total forces can help to identify
the posture where the response at the thighs can have a significant contribution to the
apparent mass and cannot be neglected in biodynamic models.
The objective of this study was to investigate the biodynamic responses beneath the
ischial tuberosities, the middle thighs, and the front thighs of the human body sitting on
a rigid seat without a backrest while exposed to vertical vibration. The study was
designed to identify the contributions of the biodynamic responses at different locations
to the overall apparent mass of the human body. It was hypothesised that the localised
response at the thighs would have a different principal resonance frequency than that
at the ischial tuberosities. It was also hypothesised that the nonlinearity in the response
at the thighs would differ from that at the ischial tuberosities.

5.2
5.2.1

Method
Equipment

A rigid seat with a flat horizontal surface was secured to the platform of a 1-m vertical
electro-hydraulic vibrator (Figure 5.1). An accelerometer (Entran EGCSY-240D-10)
was mounted beneath the centre of the seat pan to measure the acceleration of the
vibration. A force plate (Kistler 9281B) was secured to the seat frame to measure the
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overall force on the seat surface. Two load cells (Kistler 9602) supported a rectangular
wooden plate at the front area of the force plate to measure the vertical forces beneath
the distal parts of the thighs. Another two load cells (Kistler 9602) supported a
rectangular wooden plate in the middle area of the force plate to measure the vertical
forces beneath the proximal thighs. A wooden block was secured on the rear of the
force plate to provide a surface to take the weight at the ischial tuberosities. The upper
surface of this wooden block was level with the upper surfaces of the two wooden
plates supported by the two pairs of load cells.

1

3

5
4

2

6
7
8

Figure 5.1 Force cells for measuring forces at different locations. 1 to 4: Kistler 9602
load cells; 5 and 6: wooden plates to support thighs; 7: wooden block to support the
ischial tuberosities; 8: Kistler 9281B force plate.

Figure 5.2 Sitting postures with various thigh contacts; left: feet hanging posture (i.e.,
maximum thigh contact); middle: normal sitting posture (i.e., average thigh contact);
right: high footrest posture (i.e., no thigh contact).
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Forces in the vertical and fore-and-aft directions were measured in this study. Signals
from the accelerometer and the load cells were acquired at 512 samples per second
via anti-aliasing low-pass filters at 50 Hz.

5.2.2

Subjects and stimuli

Fourteen male subjects sat on the seat with their ischial tuberosities supported by the
wooden block at the rear of the seat, and their upper-body in a normal upright posture.
Characteristics of the subjects are listed in Table 5.1. Three sitting postures with
different thigh contact were involved in the experiment: feet hanging posture (i.e.,
maximum thigh contact), normal sitting posture in which the thighs were positioned
approximately parallel to the seat surface (i.e., average thigh contact), and high footrest
in which front thighs did not contact the seat (i.e., minimum thigh contact), as shown in
Figure 5.2.
In each thigh contact condition, the subjects were exposed to vertical random vibration
with an approximately flat constant bandwidth acceleration power spectrum between
0.5 and 20 Hz at three magnitudes (i.e. 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s.), each with a
duration of 60 s.
Table 5.1 Characteristics of the 14 male subjects: median (range).
Age
[Year]

Weight
[kg]

Stature
[cm]

Sitting height*
[cm]

Knee height**
[cm]

Buttock-knee
length*** [cm]

28.4
(24-40)

74.2
(65.5-85.5)

179
(165-188)

91
(86-94)

57.6
(50-62.5)

60.6
(56-66)

*: The height from the sitting surface to the top of the head;
**: The height from the footrest surface to the musculature just above the knee;
***: The horizontal distance from the rearmost surface of the buttocks to the front of the
kneecaps.

The experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Engineering
and the Environment at the University of Southampton (approval number 7931).

5.2.3

Analysis

The total vertical dynamic force on the whole body was determined by subtracting the
inertia forces due to the 50.5-kg mass above the force sensing elements of the Kistler
9281B force plate from the vertical force measured by this force plate. This ‘mass
cancellation’ was performed in the time-domain.
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The vertical force at the front thighs was obtained by summing the forces from the two
front Kistler 9602 load cells and then subtracting the inertia force due to the 0.7-kg
mass above these load cells in the time-domain. The same procedure was applied to
obtain the vertical force at the middle thighs. The force at the ischial tuberosities of the
seated human body was obtained by subtracting in the time-domain the vertical forces
at the front and middle thighs from the total vertical force for the whole body as
calculated from the signals given by the Kistler 9281B force plate.
The complex ratio between the vertical or fore-and-aft force at each location (front
thighs, middle thighs, and ischial tuberosities) and the vertical acceleration on the seat
were calculated using the cross-spectral density method, and is referred to as the
‘localised vertical in-line apparent mass’ or ‘localised fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
mass’ at the measurement position:
AM(ω) = Saf(ω) / Saa(ω),

Equation 5.1

where AM(ω) is the ‘localised apparent mass’, Saf(ω) is the cross-spectral density
between the acceleration and the force, and Saa(ω) is the power spectral density of the
acceleration.
The complex ratio between the total force in the vertical or the fore-and-aft direction
and the vertical acceleration on the seat was also calculated using Equation 5.1, and is
referred to as the ‘overall vertical in-line apparent mass’ or the ‘overall fore-and-aft
cross-axis apparent mass’ of the human body.
The degree of nonlinearity in the localised apparent mass at different locations or in the
overall apparent mass is quantified by the percentage change in the magnitudes of the
apparent mass with vibration at 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s. and 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s.:
P(ω) = |AM(ω)1.0 - AM(ω)0.25| / AM(ω)0.25 ,

Equation 5.2

where P(ω) is the percentage change in the magnitude of apparent mass, AM(ω)0.25 is
the magnitude of apparent mass measured with vibration at 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s., and
AM(ω)1.0 is the magnitude of apparent mass measured with vibration at 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s.
The degree of nonlinearity in the response at different locations is quantified by the
ratio, R, of the resonance frequencies in response to vibration at 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s. and
1.0 ms-2 r.m.s.:
R = f0.25 / f1.0

Equation 5.3
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where f0.25 is the frequency of resonance in response to vibration at 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s.
and f1.0 is the frequency of resonance in response to vibration at 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s. A
greater R value indicates greater nonlinearity.

Results

5.3
5.3.1

In-line responses in the vertical direction

5.3.1.1

Characteristics in the overall and localised vertical in-line
apparent masses

For all the postures, the overall vertical apparent masses showed principal resonances
in the region of 5 Hz with variability between subjects (Figure 5.3). With feet hanging,
twelve of fourteen subjects showed another resonance at about 8 to 10 Hz and eight
subjects showed a third broad resonance at about 13 Hz.
With the feet hanging, the vertical localised apparent masses showed principal
resonances around 5 Hz at the ischial tuberosities, around 5 Hz with a secondary
resonance in the range 8 to 10 Hz at the middle thighs, and around 8 to 10 Hz at the
front thighs. There is great variability in the apparent mass measured at the thighs,
possibly because of the variability in the size of the thighs and contact area between
subjects (Figure 5.3).
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180
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Overall
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0

0
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Figure 5.3 Overall vertical apparent masses and vertical apparent masses at the ischial
tuberosities, the middle thighs, and the front thighs with vibration at 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s for
the three sitting postures. Individual data from 14 subjects.
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In the normal sitting posture and high footrest posture, the localised responses at the
middle thighs and the front thighs were complex with great variability between subjects
(Figure 5.3). The forces at the middle thighs of some subjects presented two clear
peaks at about 5 and 10 Hz while some showed three peaks at about 5 Hz, 5 to 7 Hz,
and 8 to 13 Hz. The forces at the front thighs showed broad peaks around 5 to 8 Hz
and peaks at about 10 Hz for the normal sitting posture.
For all the postures, the overall apparent masses presented similar resonance
frequencies to the responses at the ischial tuberosities (Figure 5.4), with no significant
difference in the resonance frequencies at any vibration magnitude (Wilcoxon, p>0.05).
In the feet hanging posture, the localised apparent masses presented significantly
higher resonance frequencies at the front thighs than at other locations at every
vibration magnitude (Figure 5.4, Wilcoxon, p<0.005).

Phase [rad]
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Feet hanging

Normal sitting

High footrest
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100
50
0
0
-1

Coherency

-2
Overall
Hip
Middle thighs
Front thighs

0.5

0

0

5
10
Frequency [Hz]

0

5
10
Frequency [Hz]

0

5
10
Frequency [Hz]

15

Figure 5.4 Overall vertical apparent mass and vertical apparent masses at the ischial
tuberosities, the middle thighs, and the front thighs with vibration at 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s. for
all three postures: – – – overall apparent mass; –––– apparent mass at the ischial
tuberosities; ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ apparent mass at the middle thighs; −∙−∙−∙ apparent mass at the
front thighs. Median data from 14 subjects.
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Table 5.2 Statistical comparison of the localised vertical apparent masses between
locations at frequencies from 1 to 16 Hz for each posture at each vibration magnitude
(Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test).

Ischial tuberosities
versus
Middle thighs
Vibration magnitude
-2
(ms r.m.s.)
0.25
0.5
1.0
****B
****B
****B

Feet hanging
Ischial tuberosities
versus
Front thighs
Vibration magnitude
-2
(ms r.m.s.)
0.25
0.5
1.0
***B
****B
****B

Front thighs
versus
Middle thighs
Vibration magnitude
-2
(ms r.m.s.)
0.25
0.5
1.0
****F ****F ****F

2
3.25
4
5
6.25
8
10

****B
****B
****B
****B
****B
***B
****B

****B
****B
****B
****B
****B
***B
****B

****B
****B
****B
****B
****B
****B
****B

***B
****B
****B
****B
*B
**F
***F

****B
****B
****B
***B
*F
-

****F
****F
****F
****F
****F
****F
****F

****F
****F
****F
****F
****F
****F
****F

****F
****F
****F
****F
****F
****F
****F

12.5
16

****B
****B

****B
****B

****B
****B

*B
***B

****F
****F

****F
****F

****F
****F

1
2
3.25

****B
****B
****B

****B
****B
****B

****B
****B
****B

*B
*B
Normal sitting
****B
****B
****B
****B
****B
****B

****B
****B
****B

****M
****M
****M

****M
****M
****M

****M
****M
****M

4
5
6.25
8
10
12.5

****B
****B
****B
****B
****B
****B

****B
****B
****B
****B
****B
****B

****B
****B
****B
****B
****B
****B

****B
****B
****B
****B
****B
****B

****B
****B
****B
****B
****B
****B

****M
****M
****M
***M
**M
****M

****M
****M
****M
***M
**M
***M

****M
****M
****M
***M
***M
****M

16

****B

****B

****B

****B
****B
High footrest

****B

****M

****M

****M

1
2
3.25
4

0.25
****B
****B
****B
****B

0.5
****B
****B
****B
****B

1.0
****B
****B
****B
****B

Frequency
(Hz)

1

****B
****B
****B
****B
****F
-

****B
****B
****B
****B
****B
****B

5
****B
****B
****B
6.25
****B
****B
****B
8
****B
****B
****B
10
****B
****B
****B
12.5
****B
****B
****B
16
****B
****B
****B
*p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.005; ****: p<0.001; -: p>0.05
B: median apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities greater than that at the other location;
M: median apparent mass at the middle thighs greater than that at the other location;
F: median apparent mass at the front thighs greater than that at the other location.
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The localised apparent masses were significantly greater at the ischial tuberosities than
at the middle thighs and the front thighs at all frequencies for all the postures, with
exception only found around 8 to 10 Hz with the feet hanging posture (Figure 5.4,
Table 5.2). The localised apparent masses were less at the middle thighs than at the
front thighs at all frequencies only when the feet were hanging (Table 5.2).

5.3.1.2

Effect of posture on the overall and localised vertical in-line
apparent masses

At all frequencies with each vibration magnitude, the median overall apparent mass
was greater with feet hanging posture than with the other postures (Figure 5.5). The
median localised apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities increased with increasing
footrest height, while the median localised apparent masses at the middle thighs and
the front thighs decreased with increasing footrest height.
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Figure 5.5 Effect of sitting posture on the vertical apparent masses at different locations
at each vibration magnitude: ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ Feet hanging posture; –––– Normal sitting posture;
−∙−∙−∙ high footrest posture. Median data from 14 subjects.
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No statistically significant difference was found in the resonance frequencies in the
overall apparent masses or in the localised apparent masses at the buttocks among
postures for each vibration magnitude (Friedman, p>0.05).
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Figure 5.6 Effect of vibration magnitude on the overall vertical in-line apparent mass
and the localised vertical in-line apparent masses at each location. Median data from
14 subjects.
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Figure 5.7 Median percentage change in the overall vertical in-line apparent mass and
the localised vertical in-line apparent masses between postures with vibration
increasing from 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s. to 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s. Median data from 14 subjects.

5.3.1.3

Nonlinearity in the overall and localised vertical in-line apparent
masses

The resonance frequencies in the overall vertical apparent masses and in the localised
apparent masses at the ischial tuberosities decreased with increased vibration
magnitude for all the postures (Figure 5.6; Friedman, p<0.05).
With the feet hanging, the resonance frequencies in the localised apparent masses at
the middle thighs and front thighs decreased with increased the vibration magnitude
(Friedman, p<0.05).
For the overall apparent mass, the feet hanging posture presented greater percentage
change with vibration at 0.25 and 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s. in the region of 9 Hz than the other
two postures. The normal sitting posture showed similar greater percentage change to
the high footrest posture at all frequencies (Table 5.3).
For the localised apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities, the greater percentage was
greater around 6 Hz in the feet hanging posture than in the other two postures (Table
5.3). For the localised apparent mass at the middle thighs, no significant differences in
the degree of nonlinearity were found between postures (Table 5.3). For the localised
apparent mass at the front thighs, the feet hanging posture presented greater
nonlinearity at about 6 to 10 Hz than the normal sitting posture (Table 5.3).
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Table 5.3 Statistical comparison of the percentage changes in the vertical responses
between different sitting postures (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test).

Frequency
/Hz

Feet
hanging vs
Normal
sitting

Overall
Feet
hanging vs
High
footrest

3
5
6
7
8
9

*F
*N
****F

*F
*F
***F

*H

**F
-

*F
*F
*F
-

*N
-

10
11
12
13
15

*F
*F
-

Middle thighs

-

-

*H
Front thighs

*H
-

Frequency
/Hz

Feet
hanging vs
High
footrest

Normal
sitting vs
High
footrest

Feet
hanging vs
Normal
sitting
*F

Feet
hanging vs
High
footrest

Normal
sitting vs
High
footrest

3
5
6

Feet
hanging vs
Normal
sitting
-

7
8
9
10
11
12

-

Normal
sitting vs
High
footrest

Feet
hanging vs
Normal
sitting

Buttocks
Feet
hanging vs
High
footrest

Normal
sitting vs
High
footrest

*F
**F
-

13
15
*F
*p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.005; ****: p<0.001; -: p>0.05
F: median percentage change greater in the feet hanging posture than in the other posture;
N: median percentage change greater in the normal sitting posture than in the other posture;
H: median percentage change greater in the high footrest posture than with the other posture.
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Figure 5.8 Median percentage change in the overall vertical in-line apparent mass and
the localised vertical in-line apparent masses between locations with vibration
increasing from 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s. to 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s. Median data from 14 subjects.
Contributions of nonlinearity in the localised responses to the nonlinearity in the overall
apparent mass for each posture are shown in Figure 5.8. For the feet hanging posture,
the median percentage change in the overall apparent mass was similar to that in the
localised apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities at frequencies less than 5 Hz, while
showed a similar shape to that at the front thighs at 5 to 12 Hz. For the normal sitting
posture and the high footrest posture, the nonlinearity in the overall apparent mass was
similar to that in the apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities.
For the feet hanging posture, when the vibration magnitude increased from 0.25 to 1.0
ms-2 r.m.s., the median ratio, R, calculated with Equation 5.2, was 1.18, 1.18, and 1.25
for the overall vertical apparent mass, the apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities,
and the apparent mass at the front thighs, respectively. The ratio was significantly
greater for the front thighs than for both the overall apparent mass and the apparent
mass at the ischial tuberosities (Wilcoxon, p<0.001).

5.3.2
5.3.2.1

Cross-axis responses in the fore-and-aft direction
Characteristics in the overall and localised fore-and-aft crossaxis apparent masses

The overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses showed principal resonances
around 4 to 7 Hz with variability between subjects (Figure 5.9). The localised cross-axis
apparent masses presented principal resonances around 4 to 7 at the ischial
tuberosities and the middle thighs for all postures, and around 7 to 10 Hz at the front
thighs with feet hanging.
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Figure 5.9 The ‘overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses’ and the ‘localised
fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses’ of the 14 subjects with vertical vibration at
0.25 ms-2 r.m.s. for each posture.
For all the sitting postures, the cross-axis apparent masses showed significantly lower
principal resonance frequencies at the middle thighs than at the ischial tuberosities
(Wilcoxon, p<0.05). Both the resonances at the middle thighs and the ischial
tuberosities occurred in the region of the principal resonance frequency of the overall
fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass (Figure 5.10). The cross-axis apparent masses
showed significantly higher principal resonance frequencies at the front thighs than at
other locations only when the feet were hanging (Wilcoxon, p<0.001).
At frequencies between 1 to 5 Hz, the localised cross-axis apparent mass was greater
at the middle thighs than at the other two locations for all the sitting postures (Figure
5.10; Table 5.4). At frequencies between 8 to 10 Hz, the localised cross-axis apparent
mass was greater at the ischial tuberosities than at the other locations when the feet
were supported, while was greater at the front thighs than at the other locations when
the feet were hanging (Figure 5.10; Table 5.4).
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Figure 5.10 The median ‘overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass’ and the median
‘localised fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses’ at different locations with vertical
vibration at 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s. for each posture.
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Table 5.4 Statistical comparison of the localised cross-axis apparent masses between
locations at frequencies from 1 to 10 Hz for each posture at each vibration magnitude
(Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test).

1
2
3.25

Ischial tuberosities
versus
Middle thighs
Vibration magnitude
-2
(ms r.m.s.)
0.25
0.5
1.0
***M
*M
***M
****M
****M
****M
****M
****M
****M

4
5
6.25
8
10

****M
****M
***M
–
*B

****M
****M
**M
–
**B

****M
***M
–
**B
**B

1

–

–

–

2
3.25
4
5
6.25
8

–
****M
****M
***M
*M
–

–
***M
***M
*M
–
*B

**M
***M
***M
*M
–
**B

10

*B

*B

–

1
2
3.25
4

–
–
****M
****M

–
–
***M
***M

–
–
***M
**M

Frequency
(Hz)

Feet hanging
Ischial tuberosities
versus
Front thighs
Vibration magnitude
-2
(ms r.m.s.)
0.25
0.5
1.0
–
*F
**F
***F
***F
**F
–
–
–

Front thighs
versus
Middle thighs
Vibration magnitude
-2
(ms r.m.s.)
0.25
0.5
1.0
–
–
–
–
–
–
****M ****M ****M

–
–
–
–
*F
***F
****F
****F
–
–
Normal sitting
–
–

–
–
****F
***F
–

****M
****M
–
****F
***F

****M
****M
–
****F
***F

****M
*M
*F
***F
**F

–

****M

****M

***M

–
–
–
–
–
***B

–
–
–
–
***B
****B

***M
****M
****M
****M
****M
***M

****M
****M
****M
****M
****M
**M

***M
****M
****M
****M
****M
–

***B

****M

***M

***M

–
–
–
–
*B
****B

****B
****B
High footrest

5
–
–
*B
6.25
–
***B
****B
8
****B
****B
****B
10
****B
****B
****B
*p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.005; ****: p<0.001; -: p>0.05
B: median apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities greater than that at the other location;
M: median apparent mass at the middle thighs greater than that at the other location;
F: median apparent mass at the front thighs greater than that at the other location.
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5.3.2.2

Effect of posture on the overall and localised fore-and-aft crossaxis apparent masses
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Figure 5.11 Effect of sitting posture on the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses at
different locations at each vibration magnitude: ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ Feet hanging posture; ––––
Normal sitting posture; −∙−∙−∙ high footrest posture. Median data from 14 subjects.
Around the resonance frequencies, the median overall cross-axis apparent mass was
greater with the feet hanging posture than with the other postures for all the vibration
magnitudes (Figure 5.11). Around the resonance, with increasing footrest height, the
median localised apparent mass increased at the ischial tuberosities, while decreased
at the middle thighs and the front thighs.

5.3.2.3

Nonlinearity in the overall and localised fore-and-aft cross-axis
responses

The resonance frequencies in the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass and
the localised cross-axis apparent masses at all three locations decreased with
increasing vibration magnitude (Figure 5.12; Friedman, p<0.05 for the overall crossaxis apparent mass; p<0.05 for the localised cross-axis apparent mass at the middle
and front thighs; p<0.005 for the localised cross-axis apparent mass at the ischial
tuberosities).
For the overall apparent mass, the feet hanging posture presented greater nonlinearity
around 7 to 10 Hz than the other two postures, and the normal sitting posture showed
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similar nonlinearity with the high footrest posture at all frequencies (Figure 5.13; Table
5.5).
For the localised cross-axis apparent masses, sitting posture had little effect on the
nonlinearity at the ischial tuberosities or at the front thighs (Table 5.5). Effect of posture
on the nonlinearity in the localised cross-axis apparent mass was only found at the
middle thighs, where percentage changes in the cross-axis apparent mass at the
middle thighs were greater in the high footrest posture than in the other two postures
around 5 to 8 Hz (Table 5.5).
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Middle thighs

Middle thighs
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5
0
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0
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5
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Figure 5.12 Effect of vibration magnitude on the median overall cross-axis apparent
mass and the median localised cross-axis apparent masses at each location.
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Figure 5.13 Median percentage change in the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
mass and the localised cross-axis apparent masses between postures with vibration
increasing from 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s. to 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s. Median data from 14 subjects.
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Table 5.5 Statistical comparison of the percentage changes in the fore-and-aft crossaxis responses between sitting postures (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test).

3
5
6
7

Feet
hanging vs
Normal
sitting
*F
*F

Overall
Feet
hanging vs
High
footrest
*F

Normal
sitting vs
High
footrest
-

8
9
10
11
12
13
15

*F
*F
-

***F
**F
**F
*F
-

-

*N

Frequency
/Hz

3

Feet
hanging vs
Normal
sitting
-

Middle thighs
Feet
hanging vs
High
footrest
*H

Normal
sitting vs
High
footrest
***H

Feet
hanging vs
Normal
sitting
-

5
6
7
8
9
10

***F

*H
**H
*H
-

*H
****H
*H
****H
*H

-

Frequency
/Hz

Ischial tuberosities
Feet
Feet
Normal
hanging vs hanging vs
sitting vs
Normal
High
High
sitting
footrest
footrest
*F
***H

-

Front thighs
Feet
hanging vs
High
footrest

Normal
sitting vs
High
footrest

11
**F
*H
***H
12
*F
*H
13
*F
*H
15
*H
*N
*p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.005; ****: p<0.001; -: p>0.05
F: median percentage change greater in the feet hanging posture than in the other posture;
N: median percentage change greater in the normal sitting posture than in the other posture;
H: median percentage change greater in the high footrest posture than with the other posture.

For all sitting postures, the median percentage change in the overall cross-axis
apparent mass was similar to that in the localised cross-axis apparent mass at the
middle thighs at frequencies less than 5 Hz and showed a similar trend to that in the
cross-axis apparent mass at the front thighs at frequencies greater than 5 Hz (Figure
5.14).
The ratios of the resonance frequencies in the cross-axis apparent masses with
vibration at 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s. and with vibration at 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s. were significantly
greater at the front thighs than at other locations for the feet hanging posture
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(Wilcoxon, p<0.01). No significant differences were found for the other two postures

Median percentage change
in cross-axis apparent masses

(Wilcoxon, p>0.1).
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Figure 5.14 Median percentage change in the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
mass and the localised fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses between locations
with vibration increasing from 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s. to 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s. Median data from 14
subjects.

5.4
5.4.1
5.4.1.1

Discussion
In-line responses in the vertical direction
Resonance behaviour of the human body

Previous studies have suggested that the mode associated with the principal wholebody resonance of the human body involves deformation of the soft tissues beneath
the ischial tuberosities (Kitazaki and Griffin, 1997; Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001; Zheng
et al., 2011b). In this study, the vertical apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities
showed a similar resonance frequency to the overall vertical apparent mass, consistent
with soft tissue deformation at the ischial tuberosities contributing to the resonance. In
contrast, the resonance evident at the front of the thighs occurred at a frequency that
was higher than the principal resonance of the body, showing that deformation of the
front thighs was not primarily responsible for the major resonance of the whole-body. It
may be concluded that soft tissues beneath the ischial tuberosities are more involved in
the principal resonance in the vertical apparent mass of the human body than the soft
tissues at the thighs.
With feet hanging, the localised vertical in-line apparent mass at the front thighs
showed a higher resonance frequency than that at other locations (Figure 5.4). This is
similar to the apparent mass measured at the feet when subjects sit with their heels
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just in contact with a footrest (Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003). In their study, the vertical
force at the feet presented a principal resonance at about 10 Hz, higher than the
principal resonance frequency in the vertical apparent mass at the seat. At frequencies
around 8 Hz in the present study, the apparent mass at the front thighs was greater
than the apparent masses at the ischial tuberosities and the middle thighs (Figure 4,
Table 2). This indicates that the response at the front thighs can make an appreciable
contribution to the overall vertical apparent mass of the body, and that around 8 Hz the
soft tissues at the front thighs are more involved than the soft tissues at the ischial
tuberosities.
The resonance in the apparent mass measured at the front thighs around 8 Hz might
arise from the masses (of the thighs, legs, and feet) being supported on the thighs and
the femurs bouncing on the soft tissues of the thighs with a pitch mode about the hip
joints.
A simplified multi-body model of the human body sitting in a feet hanging posture was
developed to study the mode of the thighs (Figure 5.15). The multi-body dynamic
model had a rigid body representing the thighs supported by three groups of springs
and dampers in both vertical and fore-and-aft directions representing the soft tissue at
the ischial tuberosities, the middle thighs, and the front thighs respectively. The upperbody of the model adopted the structure of a previous model of human resonance
behaviour (Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001), with three rotational rigid bodies representing
the pelvis, lower torso, and upper torso interconnected by rotational springs and
dampers, and with a rigid body representing the viscera moving vertically on the pelvis.
The geometry and the inertial properties of the rigid bodies were based on the previous
models (Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001; Zheng et al., 2011b). The stiffness and damping
in the model were optimized with the measured median apparent masses at all the
locations. The calculated vertical in-line and fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses at
all locations showed reasonable fit to the measured apparent masses (Figure 5.16). Six
vibration modes were extracted below 15 Hz as shown in Figure 5.17. A mode with the
thighs and the legs rotating about the buttocks joint with deformation at the front thighs
was found at 9.6 Hz (the 6th mode), corresponding to the peak in the localised apparent
mass at the front thighs.
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Figure 5.15 A multi-body dynamic model of the human body sitting in the feet hanging
posture
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Figure 5.16 Comparison between the calculated apparent masses and the measured
apparent masses; left: vertical in-line apparent masses; right: fore-and-aft cross-axis
apparent masses; –––– calculated values; - - - - measured values.
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Figure 5.17 The calculated vibration modes of the multi-body model for the feet
hanging posture: –––– initial shape;

–– deformed shape.

For the normal sitting posture and the high footrest posture, the localised vertical in-line
apparent mass at the middle and front thighs showed two or three peaks with their
trends not consistent between the subjects (Figure 5.3). This is similar to the vertical
forces at the feet which showed two or three peaks with subjects sitting in a normal
posture and in a high footrest posture (Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003). The complex
characteristics in the localised responses of the thighs might be because the dynamic
forces at the thighs can be caused by the mode of the thighs at the contact location,
and the modes at other locations such as the feet or the upper-body, depending on the
support to the legs and the degree of thigh contact. When the feet are supported, the
mode of the thighs may occur at a higher frequency compared to sitting with the feet
unsupported due to less mass supported by the thighs. The mode of legs bouncing on
the soft tissues of the feet may also occur at higher frequencies. It has been suggested
that the apparent mass at the feet of one subject sitting in a normal sitting posture
when only the feet were excited exhibited peaks at about 7.5 Hz and 12 Hz (Kitazaki,
1996).
A secondary resonance in the vertical in-line apparent mass has been observed in
many previous studies, with subjects sitting in a normal sitting posture (Fairley and
Griffin, 1989). Previous modelling studies have suggested that the mode associated
with the secondary peak in the vertical apparent mass involved the viscera moving
vertically out of phase with axial deformation of the soft tissue of the buttocks and
thighs (e.g., Kitazaki and Griffin, 1997; Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001). As the mode of
the thighs can also occur around 8 to 10 Hz, depending on the degree of thigh contact,
the less-clear secondary peak in the vertical apparent mass of the human body might
also be caused by the mode of the thighs.
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5.4.1.2

Nonlinearity in the vertical responses

Nonlinearity was observed in the localised vertical in-line apparent mass at all three
locations, with the principal resonance frequency decreasing with increasing vibration
magnitude (Figure 5.6), similar to the nonlinearity in the vertical apparent mass (e.g.,
Fairley and Griffin, 1989).
The percentage changes of the overall vertical in-line apparent masses were greater in
the feet hanging posture than in the other postures around 9 Hz (Table 5.3). This
indicates that the nonlinearity in the overall vertical in-line apparent mass was greater
in the feet hanging posture than in the other postures. This is consistent with the
nonlinearity in the vertical apparent mass decreased with decreasing thigh contact
(Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003). It was suggested that the increased stiffness of the soft
tissues beneath the tuberosities reduced the nonlinearity (Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003).
In the current study, the median percentage change in the overall vertical in-line
apparent mass exhibited greater values around 9 Hz, associated with the great
nonlinearity in the vertical apparent mass at the front thighs (Figure 5.8). This indicates
that the greater nonlinearity in the apparent mass of the human body in the feet
hanging posture can be introduced by nonlinearity in the response of the front thighs.
With the feet hanging, when the vibration magnitude increased from 0.25 to 1.0 ms-2
r.m.s., the nonlinearity (as indicated by the ratio, R, calculated with Equation 5.2), was
greater at the front thighs than at the ischial tuberosities. Since the principal resonance
at the front thighs may be caused by the thighs bouncing on the soft tissues beneath
the femurs, as discussed in Section 5.4.1.1, the nonlinearity measured at the front
thighs may be related to the compression properties of the soft tissues in the thighs.
The cause of the non-linearity associated with the principal resonance in the vertical
apparent mass around 5 Hz is less clear and may reflect the characteristics of the soft
tissues beneath the ischial tuberosities and the tissues of the upper-body. This study
shows that the soft tissues at the thighs can introduce greater nonlinearity than the soft
tissues beneath the ischial tuberosities.
With the normal sitting posture or the high footrest posture, the cause of the
nonlinearity at the thighs or at the ischial tuberosities may be less clear, because the
forces at a location can be caused by the vibration modes of human body at the
location as well as the modes at other locations, such as the feet and the upper-body.
The nonlinearity at the front thighs might reflect the characteristics of both the soft
tissues at the thighs and the soft tissues at other locations of the body.
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5.4.2
5.4.2.1

Cross-axis responses in the fore-and-aft direction
Resonance behaviour of the human body

There were considerable forces on the seat in the fore-and-aft direction when subjects
were exposed to vertical vibration excitation, similar to the findings of Matsumoto and
Griffin (2002) and Nawayseh and Griffin (2003).
For all the conditions of thigh contact, the localised cross-axis apparent mass at the
middle thighs made the principal contribution to the overall cross-axis apparent mass
around 1 to 5 Hz (Figure 5.10, Table 5.4). Around 8 to 10 Hz, the localised cross-axis
apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities made the principal contribution when the feet
were supported, while that at the front thighs dominated when the feet were
unsupported (Figure 5.10, Table 5.4). It seems that the vibration modes of the human
body at low frequencies (e.g., 1 to 5 Hz) involve the shearing deformation of the tissues
of the middle thighs, while the modes at higher frequencies (e.g., 8 to 10 Hz) involve
the shearing deformation of the tissues beneath the ischial tuberosities when the feet
are supported. This is consistent with the vibration modes of the spine (Kitazaki and
Griffin, 1997; Kitazaki and Griffin, 1998), in which it can be observed that the modes
with pelvis pivoting about the ischial tuberosities are at frequencies less than 5 Hz,
while the modes with pelvis rotating about a point higher than the ischial tuberosities at
higher frequencies. Pelvis pivoting about the ischial tuberosities may push femurs to
move horizontally, causing the shearing deformation at the soft tissue beneath the
thighs. Pelvis rotating about a point higher than the tuberosities may introduce great
shear beneath the ischial tuberosities.
For all postures, the principal resonances in localised cross-axis apparent mass at the
middle thighs and the ischial tuberosities occurred in the region of the principal
resonance around 5 Hz in the overall cross-axis apparent mass of the human body
(Figure 5.10). This may suggest that there is more than one vibration mode of the
human body associated with the resonance in the overall cross-axis apparent mass.
This is consistent with previous studies where two vibration modes of the spine
involving shearing of the soft tissue of beneath the ischial tuberosities has been
suggested at 5.06 and 5.77 Hz (Kitazaki and Griffin, 1997; Kitazaki and Griffin, 1998).

5.4.2.2

Nonlinearity in the fore-and-aft responses

Nonlinearity was also observed in the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at all three
locations, with the principal resonance frequency decreasing with increasing vibration
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magnitude (Figure 5.12), similar to the nonlinearity in the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis
apparent mass reported previously (e.g., Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003).
Around 6 to 10 Hz, with the sitting posture changed from the feet hanging posture to
the normal sitting posture, the nonlinearity in the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis
apparent mass decreased, but there was no significant differences in the nonlinearity in
the cross-axis apparent mass at either the ischial tuberosities, at the middle thighs, or
at the front thighs between postures (Wilcoxon, p>0.05; Figure 5.13). This was
because around 6 to 10 Hz, the nonlinearity in the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
mass was greater at the middle thighs than at the ischial tuberosities (Figure 5.14), but
the contribution of the cross-axis apparent mass at the middle thighs to the overall
cross-axis apparent mass of the body decreased from the feet hanging posture to the
normal sitting posture, while the contribution of the cross-axis apparent mass at the
ischial tuberosities increased (Figure 5.11).
With the feet hanging posture and the normal sitting posture, the percentage change in
the overall cross-axis apparent mass showed a similar trend to the percentage change
in the localised cross-axis apparent mass at the thighs at all frequencies (Figure 5.14).
This suggests that the nonlinearity in the localised cross-axis responses at the thighs
made the principal contribution to the nonlinearity in the overall cross-axis response.
With the high footrest posture, the percentage change in the overall cross-axis
apparent mass showed a similar trend to the percentage change in the localised crossaxis apparent mass at the thighs around 1 to 5 Hz, and to that at the ischial tuberosities
around 8 to 10 Hz (Figure 5.14). This suggests that the nonlinearity in the localised
cross-axis responses at the thighs made the principal contribution to the nonlinearity in
the overall cross-axis response around 1 to 5 Hz, while the nonlinearity in the crossaxis response at the ischial tuberosities made the principal contribution around 8 to 10
Hz.

5.5

Conclusions

It is concluded that for the normal sitting posture and the high footrest posture, the
vertical in-line apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities dominates the overall vertical
apparent mass at all frequencies less than 15 Hz. But for the feet hanging posture, the
localised vertical apparent mass at the front thighs makes the dominant contribution to
the overall vertical apparent mass around 8 Hz. The principal resonance around 8 Hz
in the apparent mass at the front thighs measured with feet hanging is suggested to
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involve rotation of femurs about the hip joints with bouncing on the soft tissue of the
thighs.
It is concluded that the middle thighs provide the principal contribution to the overall
fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass around 1 to 5 Hz, while the ischial tuberosities
provide the principal contribution around 8 to 10 Hz if the feet are supported, and the
front thighs make the principal contribution around 8 to 10 Hz if the feet are
unsupported. It is suggested that shearing of the soft tissues at the middle thighs is
more involved around 1 to 5 Hz, while shearing beneath the ischial tuberosities is more
involved around 8 to 10 Hz when feet are supported.
For all the sitting postures (i.e., with various thigh contact conditions), the localised
fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass showed a slightly lower principal resonance
frequency at the middle thighs than at the ischial tuberosities. It is suggested that there
is more than one vibration mode contributing to the resonance in the overall fore-andaft cross-axis apparent mass.
As the vibration magnitude increases, the resonance frequencies in the localised
vertical in-line apparent masses measured at all three locations (i.e., ischial
tuberosities, middle thighs, and front thighs) decrease. With the feet hanging, there was
greater nonlinearly in the vertical apparent mass at the thighs than at the ischial
tuberosities. When sitting with the feet unsupported, the overall vertical apparent mass
shows greater nonlinearity than sitting with the feet supported. The greater nonlinearity
is suggested to be introduced by the greater nonlinearity at the front thighs with the feet
hanging posture.
As the vibration magnitude increases, the resonance frequencies in the localised foreand-aft cross-axis apparent masses measured at all three locations (i.e., ischial
tuberosities, middle thighs, and front thighs) decrease. For the feet hanging and the
normal sitting posture, the nonlinearity in the cross-axis apparent mass at the middle
thighs dominates at all frequencies. For the high footrest posture, the nonlinearity in the
cross-axis apparent mass at the middle thighs dominates around 1 to 5 Hz, and the
nonlinearity at the ischial tuberosities dominates around 8 to 10 Hz.
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Chapter 6
Biodynamic responses of human
body on a rigid seat exposed to vertical
vibration: effect of backrest, inclination of
backrest, and stiffness of backrest
6.1

Introduction

Apparent mass has been often used to study the biodynamic responses of the seated
human body to whole-body vibration. When the body sits on a rigid seat without a
backrest while exposed to vertical vibration, a principal resonance has been found at
about 5 Hz in the vertical in-line apparent mass and the fore-and-aft cross-axis
apparent mass. A less-clear secondary resonance of the human body has been seen
at about 8 to 10 Hz in the vertical in-line apparent mass (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989;
Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003).
When the body sits with a vertical rigid backrest, the vertical in-line apparent mass at
the seat pan has shown a lower magnitude at the principal resonance frequency and
higher magnitudes at frequencies higher than the principal resonance frequency,
compared to sitting without a backrest (e.g. Nawayseh and Griffin, 2004; Wang et al.,
2004). With the rigid backrest further inclined, the resonance frequency in the vertical
in-line apparent mass increases and the magnitude at the resonance frequency
decreases (Toward and Griffin, 2009).
When the body sits with a vertical rigid backrest, the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
mass at the seat pan has shown a similar resonance frequency to the vertical in-line
apparent mass at the seat pan (e.g., Nawayseh and Griffin, 2004; Qiu and Griffin,
2012), but the effect of an inclined backrest on the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
mass at the seat pan has rarely been reported. Sitting with an inclined backrest
constrains the movement of the upper-body, changes the curvature of the spine, and
increases the shearing force at the seat and the normal force at the backrest. All these
changes may result in a different fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass compared to
sitting without a backrest or sitting with a vertical backrest. If the resonance frequency
in the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the seat does not present a similar
trend to that in the vertical in-line apparent mass when increasing the backrest
inclination, it may indicate that the modes of vibration associated with the principal
resonance in the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass differ from those associated
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with the resonance in the vertical in-line apparent mass. Further investigation could
improve understanding of the biodynamic responses of the body sitting with a backrest.
Similar to the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the seat pan, the effect of
backrest inclination on the apparent mass at the backrest has rarely been known.
Relationship between the resonance frequencies in the apparent mass at the backrest
and the seat pan need to be studied so as to identify whether they are caused by the
same modes of vibration.
The effect of inclination of a soft backrest on the vertical apparent mass at the seat pan
differs from that of a rigid backrest (Toward and Griffin, 2009), but the mechanism
associated with the effect is not clear. The upper-body may bounce on the soft
backrest, or it may deform on the soft backrest more freely than sitting with a rigid
backrest, either of which is expected to affect the response measured at the seat pan.
Improved understanding requires obtaining the responses at the backrest and their
relationship to the responses at the seat pan.
Detailed contributions of the apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities, the middle of
thighs, and the front of thighs to the overall apparent mass at the seat have been
reported in Chapter 5. When the feet are unsupported, there was a resonance around
8 to 10 Hz at the front thighs. With a normal sitting posture, the apparent mass at the
ischial tuberosities made a dominant contribution to the overall apparent mass while
the apparent mass at the front thighs presented several peaks which were suggested
to be related to the modes of both the upper-body and the thighs. Nevertheless, the
modes of the upper-body may be changed when contacting a backrest and result in
different dynamic forces at the various locations of contact with the seat. The
contributions of the apparent mass at these locations may therefore differ when sitting
with a backrest.
The objective of this study was to investigate how the interaction between the human
upper-body and a backrest influences the apparent mass at the seat pan and the
backrest during vertical whole-body vibration. It was hypothesised that the resonance
frequency of the overall vertical in-line apparent mass at the seat pan would increase
with increasing inclination of the rigid backrest, while the resonance frequency in the
overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the seat pan would decrease. It was
also hypothesised that the resonance frequency in the apparent mass at the backrest
would be correlated with the resonance frequency in the vertical apparent mass at the
seat pan.
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6.2
6.2.1

Method
Equipment

The rigid seat and the force plate for measuring the forces at the ischial tuberosities,
the middle thighs, and the front thighs were the same as described in Chapter 3. In
addition, a backrest frame was secured to the 1-m vertical shaker. The backrest angle
could be adjusted through a hinge. The backrest frame had no resonance below 15 Hz
(Chapter 3). A single-axis force plate (Kistler Z 13053) was secured to the backrest
frame to measure the forces at the backrest (Figure 6.1). An accelerometer (Entran
EGCSY-240D-10) was mounted beneath the centre of the seat pan to measure the
acceleration of the vibration.
For soft backrest conditions, each of two foam blocks (thickness 100 mm but with
different stiffness) was attached to the surface of the force plate.
For rigid backrest conditions, the foam block was replaced with a 100-mm thick
wooden block (2 kg) so that the posture of the subjects remained similar to sitting with
the soft backrest.

1

2

4

3

5

Figure 6.1 Experiment setup. 1: single-axis force plate Kistler Z 13053; 2: rigid seat; 3:
1-m vertical shaker; 4: the force plate for measuring the localised forces (described in
Chapter 3); 5: footrest.
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Forces at the seat were measured in both vertical and fore-and-aft directions, while the
forces at the backrest were measured in the direction normal to the backrest surface.
Signals from the accelerometer and the load cells were acquired at 256 samples per
second via anti-aliasing filters at 50 Hz.

6.2.2

Experiment design

Fourteen male subjects sat on the seat with their ischial tuberosities supported by the
wooden block at the rear of the seat. Their upper-bodies were either in a normal upright
posture (when sitting without a backrest) or resting against the backrest at lower thorax
(around T10). Their feet were supported by a footrest. The height of the footrest was
adjusted so that the upper surfaces of the thighs were parallel to the seat. The
characteristics of the subjects are listed in Table 5.1.
The experiment involved five backrest conditions: without a backrest, or with a backrest
at 0º, 10º, 20º, and 30º, with respect to the vertical plane. There were three conditions
of backrest stiffness: rigid backrest, high stiffness foam, and low stiffness foam.
Vertical random vibration with an approximately constant bandwidth acceleration power
spectrum between 0.5 and 20 Hz at 0.5 ms-2 r.m.s. with a duration of 60 s was applied
to the platform of the shaker.
The experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Engineering
and the Environment at the University of Southampton (approval number 12557).

6.2.3

Analysis

The procedure of mass cancellation for obtaining vertical forces at the ischial
tuberosities, the middle thighs, and the front thighs of the subjects, and the force at the
back of the human body normal to the backrest surface was described in Chapter 3.
Table 6.1 Characteristics of the 14 male subjects: median (range).
Age
[Year]

Weight
[kg]

Stature
[cm]

Sitting height*
[cm]

28.4
(24-40)

74.2
(65.5-85.5)

179
(165-188)

91
(86-94)

*: The height from the sitting surface to the top of the head.
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The following transfer functions as defined in Table 3.4 in Chapter 3 were used in this
study:


The localised vertical in-line apparent mass at each location (front thighs,
middle thighs, and ischial tuberosities);



The localised fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at each location (front
thighs, middle thighs, and ischial tuberosities);



The overall vertical in-line apparent mass at the seat pan;



The overall fore-and-aft apparent mass at the seat pan;



The apparent mass normal to the backrest (referred to as the normal apparent
mass at the backrest);

Results

6.3
6.3.1

Effect of rigid backrest and inclination of the backrest
on the vertical apparent mass at the seat pan
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Figure 6.2 Overall and localised vertical in-line apparent masses at the seat with each
backrest inclination with vertical vibration at 0.5 ms-2 r.m.s. Individual data from 14
subjects.
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The overall vertical in-line apparent masses showed principal resonances at about 5
Hz when sitting without a backrest and sitting with the vertical backrest (Figure 6.2).
Ten of the fourteen subjects showed two peaks (around 4 to 5 Hz and 6 to 8 Hz) when
the backrest was inclined to 10º, 20º, or 30º, with the second peak more pronounced
with a greater inclination.
When sitting without a backrest and sitting with the upright backrest, the localised
vertical in-line apparent masses showed principal resonances around 5 Hz at the
ischial tuberosities, and around 5 Hz with secondary peaks around 6 to 10 Hz at both
the middle thighs and the front thighs. With the backrest inclined to 10º, 20º, or 30º,
some subjects showed two peaks around 4 to 5 Hz and 6 to 8 Hz at the ischial
tuberosities. There were great variabilities in the localised responses at the middle
thighs and front thighs for all backrest conditions.
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Figure 6.3 Effect of rigid backrest and inclination of the rigid backrest on the overall and
localised vertical apparent masses at the seat with vertical vibration at 0.5 ms-2 r.m.s.: –
––– no backrest; ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ rigid backrest at 0º; – – – rigid backrest at 10º; −∙−∙− rigid
backrest at 20º; –––– rigid backrest at 30º. Median data from 14 subjects.
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Table 6.2 Statistical comparison of the resonance frequency in the overall vertical
apparent mass at the seat pan and localised vertical apparent masses at the ischial
tuberosities (a), and the magnitudes of the apparent masses at the resonance
frequency (for the overall apparent mass and the apparent mass at the ischial
tuberosities, (b)), at 0.5 Hz (for the overall apparent mass and all the localised apparent
masses (c)) and at 10 Hz (for the overall apparent mass and the apparent mass at the
ischial tuberosities, (d)) between backrest conditions (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signedranks test).
Backrest
condition

0º

10º

20º

30º

(a) Principal resonance frequency (overall / ischial tuberosities)
No backrest

-↓ / -↓

0º

-n / -n

10º

*↑ / -↑

20º

-↑/ ***↑
(b) Magnitude at the principal resonance (overall / ischial tuberosities)

No backrest

****↓ / ****↓

0º

****↓ / -↓

10º

****↓ / ****↓

20º

****↓ / ****↓

(c) Magnitude at 0.5 Hz (overall / ischial tuberosities / middle thighs / front thighs)
No backrest

***↓ / ***↓ / **↑ / -↑

0º

**↓ / *↑ / ****↓ / -↓

10º

*↓ / -↓/****↓/-↓

20º

****↓/****↓/*↓/*↓
(d) Magnitude at 10 Hz (overall / ischial tuberosities)

No backrest
0º

-↑/-↑
*↑/*↑

10º

*↑/****↑

20º

-↑/-↑

*: p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.005; ****: p<0.001; -: p>0.05.
↑: higher median with the vertical backrest or the greater backrest inclination;
↓: lower median with the vertical backrest or the greater backrest inclination;
n: same median with the two backrest angles.

When sitting with the vertical backrest compared to sitting without a backrest, and with
the angle of the backrest increasing from 0ºto 30º, the overall vertical apparent mass
decreased at the resonance frequency and at frequencies less than the resonance
frequency, and increased at frequencies greater than the resonance frequency (Figure
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6.3, Table 6.2). The resonance frequency in the median apparent mass increased and
the resonance became broader with increasing backrest inclination from 10º to 30º
(Figure 6.3, Table 6.2). The localised vertical apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities
showed a similar trend to the overall vertical apparent mass at the seat pan.
At 0.5 Hz, the localised vertical apparent mass at the middle thighs and the front thighs
increased when using the vertical backrest compared to sitting without a backrest, and
then decreased with increasing inclination (Figure 6.3, Table 6.2).

6.3.2

Effect of rigid backrest and inclination of the backrest
on the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the seat
pan

The overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses and the localised fore-and-aft
cross-axis apparent masses at all locations showed principal resonances around 4 to 6
Hz for each of the backrest conditions, with variability between subjects (Figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.4 Overall and localised fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses at the seat
with each backrest inclination with vertical vibration at 0.5 ms-2 r.m.s. Individual data
from 14 subjects.
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The overall and localised cross-axis apparent masses at all locations showed higher
principal resonance frequencies with the upright backrest than without a backrest
(Figure 6.5; Wilcoxon, p<0.01 for the overall cross-axis apparent mass; p<0.05 for all
the localised cross-axis apparent masses). With the backrest inclination increasing
from 0ºto 30º, the principal resonance frequencies in the overall cross-axis apparent
mass and all the localised values decreased, with an exception only at the front thighs
when the backrest inclined from 10ºto 20º(Table 6.3).
At 0.5 Hz, the overall cross-axis apparent mass was greater with the vertical rigid
backrest than without a backrest, and further increased with increasing backrest
inclination, with an exception only when the backrest inclined from 20ºto 30º(Figure
6.5; Table 6.3). At 0.5 Hz, the localised cross-axis apparent masses at the ischial
tuberosities tended to show a similar trend to the overall cross-axis apparent mass,
while there was no consistent trend in the localised cross-axis apparent masses at the
middle thighs and the front thighs.
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Figure 6.5 Effect of rigid backrest and inclination of the rigid backrest on the overall and
localised fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses at the seat with vertical vibration at
0.5 ms-2 r.m.s.: –––– no backrest; ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ rigid backrest at 0º; – – – rigid backrest at 10º;
−∙−∙− rigid backrest at 20º; –––– rigid backrest at 30º. Median data from 14 subjects.
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Table 6.3 Statistical comparison of the resonance frequency in the overall and all the
localised fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses (a), and the magnitudes of the
apparent masses at 0.5 Hz (b) between backrest conditions (Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-ranks test)
Backrest
condition

0º

10º

20º

30º

(a) Principal resonance frequency (overall / buttocks / middle thighs / front thighs)
No backrest

**↑/*↑/*↑/*↑

0º

*↓/*↓/***↓/*↓

10º

***↓/***↓/**↓/-↓

20º

****↓/*↓/**↓/****↓
(b) Magnitude at the 0.5 Hz (overall / buttocks / middle thighs / front thighs)

No backrest
0º

****↑/-↑/****↑/***↑
****↑/****↑/*↓/-↓

10º

****↑/****↑/***↑/-↓

20º

-↑/-↑/-↑/****↑

*: p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.005; ****: p<0.001; -: p>0.05.
↑: higher median with the vertical backrest or the greater backrest inclination;
↓: lower median with the vertical backrest or the greater backrest inclination.

At frequencies 1 to 3 Hz, the cross-axis apparent mass measured at the seat pan with
a backrest showed the phase at about –π, while that measured without a backrest
showed less phase lag than that with a backrest (Figure 6.5). The difference may arise
from the motion of the body at lower frequencies being constrained by the backrest.
When there is no backrest, the body is able to pitch forward or backward, depending on
the sitting posture or muscle activities.
For the conditions without a backrest, with the upright backrest, and with the backrest
inclined at 10º, there were no significant differences in the principal resonance
frequencies in the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses and in the vertical
in-line apparent masses (Wilcoxon, p>0.05), and the two resonance frequencies were
correlated (Spearman, p=0.04 for 10º, p=0.03 for 0ºand for no backrest). When the
backrest was inclined at 20º or 30º, the principal resonance frequency in the overall
fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass was significantly lower than, and not correlated
with, the principal resonance frequency in the vertical in-line apparent mass (Wilcoxon,
p<0.05 for 20ºand p<0.001 for 30º; Spearman, p>0.05). Same trend was also found in
the apparent mass localised at the ischial tuberosities.
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6.3.3

Effect of inclination of the rigid backrest on the
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Figure 6.6 Apparent masses measured normal to the rigid vertical backrest and the
inclined backrests with vertical vibration at 0.5 ms-2 r.m.s. Individual data from 14
subjects.
The apparent masses measured normal to the backrest (refer as to the normal
apparent mass at the backrest) showed principal resonances in the range 5 to 8 Hz for
all backrest inclinations, with variability between subjects (Figure 6.6).
The normal apparent mass at the backrest showed similar resonance frequencies at all
backrest inclinations, with no significant differences between inclinations (Figure 6.7;
Friedman, p>0.05). At all frequencies, the normal apparent mass at the backrest
increased with every increment in backrest inclination (Figure 6.7; Wilcoxon test at 1, 3,
5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 Hz, p<0.005).
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Figure 6.7 Normal apparent mass at the rigid backrest with each backrest inclination
with vertical vibration at 0.5 ms-2 r.m.s. ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ rigid backrest at 0º; – – – rigid backrest at
10º; −∙−∙− rigid backrest at 20º; –––– rigid backrest at 30º. Median data from 14
subjects.
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Figure 6.8 Comparison between the overall vertical apparent mass at the seat pan and
the normal apparent mass at the rigid backrest: –––– apparent mass at the seat pan; –
– – normal apparent mass at the backrest. Median data from 14 subjects.
The resonance frequency in the normal apparent mass was higher than that in the
overall vertical apparent mass at the seat with the backrest at 0º, 10º, and 20º(Figure
6.8; Wilcoxon, p<0.001), but was similar with the backrest at 30º with no significant
difference (Wilcoxon, p>0.05). The principal resonance frequency in the normal
apparent mass was not correlated with the principal resonance frequency in the overall
vertical apparent mass at the seat at any backrest inclination (Spearman, p>0.05).
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Figure 6.9 Overall and localised vertical in-line apparent masses at the seat pan: (a)
with low stiffness backrest; (b) with high stiffness backrest; ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ rigid backrest at 0º; –
– – rigid backrest at 10º; −∙−∙− rigid backrest at 20º; –––– rigid backrest at 30º. Median
data from 14 subjects.
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6.3.4

Effect of inclination of the soft backrest on the apparent
masses at the seat pan and the backrest

With increasing inclination of the low stiffness backrest, the principal resonance
frequencies in the overall vertical in-line apparent mass at the seat pan and in the
vertical apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities tended to decrease (Figure 6.9), with
significant reductions in four of the six pairs of inclination (Wilcoxon, p<0.05 for the
angle increasing from 0ºto 20º, 0ºto 30º, 10ºto 30º, and 20ºto 30º).
With the high stiffness backrest, the overall vertical in-line apparent mass at the seat
pan and the vertical in-line apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities showed similar
resonance frequencies between various backrest inclinations, with no significant
differences (Figure 6.9; Wilcoxon, p>0.05).
For both soft backrests, the principal resonance frequency in the normal apparent
mass was similar between backrest inclinations, with no significant differences (Figure
6.10; Wilcoxon, p>0.05). At each backrest inclination, the resonance frequency in the
normal apparent mass at the backrest decreased with decreasing backrest stiffness
(Wilcoxon, p<0.001 for all angles).
For both soft backrests, the principal resonance frequency in the normal apparent
mass at the backrest was not correlated with the principal resonance frequency in the
overall vertical apparent mass at the seat pan at any backrest inclination (Spearman,
p>0.05).
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Figure 6.10 Normal apparent mass at the backrest with the rigid backrest and the soft
backrests: ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ rigid backrest at 0º; – – – rigid backrest at 10º; −∙−∙− rigid backrest at
20º; –––– rigid backrest at 30º. Median data from 14 subjects.
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6.4
6.4.1

Discussion
Effect of rigid backrest and inclination of the backrest
on the vertical apparent masses at the seat pan

With the vertical rigid backrest and with backrest inclinations up to 30º compared to
sitting without a backrest, the overall vertical apparent mass at the seat pan at 0.5 Hz
decreased (Figure 6.3 and Table 6.2), consistent with Toward and Griffin (2009). This
is because some of the body mass is supported by the backrest. The localised vertical
apparent masses at the ischial tuberosities and the middle thighs decreased with
increasing inclination of the backrest (Table 6.2), indicating that the body mass
supported at the ischial tuberosities and the middle thighs was reduced with increasing
inclination of the backrest.
With all backrest conditions, the localised vertical apparent mass was greater at the
ischial tuberosities than at the middle thighs and the front thighs (Figure 6.3), indicating
the localised vertical apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities made a dominant
contribution to the overall vertical apparent mass at the seat. This is similar to the
normal sitting posture without a backrest (Chapter 5).
There are great variabilities in the localised vertical apparent mass at the middle thighs
and the front thighs between subjects with all backrest conditions (Figure 6.2), similar
to the normal sitting posture without a backrest (Chapter 5). The great variability in the
responses at the thighs may be due to the variability in the mass supported by the
thighs and the contact area beneath the thighs between subjects.
With the rigid backrest inclined to 10º, 20ºor 30º, ten of the fourteen subjects showed
two peaks around 4 to 5 Hz and 6 to 8 Hz in the overall vertical apparent mass at the
seat (Figure 6.2). It appears that the human body may have several vibration modes in
the region around 4 to 8 Hz, consistent with Kitazaki and Griffin (1997), and that more
than one vibration mode of the human body may be excited when sitting with an
inclined backrest.
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Figure 6.11 Overall vertical in-line apparent mass at the seat pan and the body
transmissibilities from the vertical acceleration at the seat to the acceleration normal to
the skin at the upper thorax (about T2) and the lumbar region (around L3) with different
backrest inclinations: –––– no backrest; ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ rigid backrest at 0º; – – – rigid backrest
at 10º; −∙−∙− rigid backrest at 20º; –––– rigid backrest at 30º. Data from one subject.
To study the motions of the body associated with the two peaks, two miniature piezoresistive accelerometer (Entran EGAX-F-5) were attached to the skin of the upper
thorax (around T2) and the lumbar (around L3) of a subject who presented two
resonances in the apparent mass at the seat pan to measure the acceleration normal
to the skin surfaces. The body transmissibilities from the vertical acceleration at the
seat to the acceleration normal to the skin surfaces were measured with different
backrest conditions. Around 4 to 5 Hz (i.e., the first peak in the overall vertical apparent
mass at the seat), the transmissibility exhibited a principal resonance to the upper
thorax, without a resonance at the lumbar area (Figure 6.11). The first peak seems to
be caused by the fore-and-aft motion at the upper thorax accompanied by little motion
in the lumbar region, like the pitch motion of the thorax suggested by Matsumoto and
Griffin (2001). Around 6 to 8 Hz (i.e., the second peak in the overall vertical apparent
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mass at the seat), the no resonance was found in the transmissibility to the upper
thorax, while there was a resonance in the lumbar region (Figure 6.11). It appears that
the second peak was caused by the fore-and-aft motion of the lumbar spine with little
motion at the upper thorax, like the bending mode of the lumbar spine suggested by
Kitazaki and Griffin (1997). The second peak in the overall vertical apparent mass at
the seat pan became more pronounced with increasing backrest inclination (Figure 6.2)
because the bending of the lumbar can be more easily excited with vertical vibration
when there is a greater angle between the upper-body and the thighs.
The two peaks in the overall vertical apparent mass at the seat pan with an inclined
backrest in the current study differ from the observation of only one peak in some
previous studies (e.g., Rakheja et al., 2006; Toward and Griffin, 2009). This might be
due to different locations of backrest contact in the studies. In this study the contact
point was at about T10 on the spine and there was no contact in the lumbar region.
Such posture introduces a more kyphotic curvature of the spine, allowing the thorax
and head to nod and the lumbar spine to bend. In other studies, the lumbar region was
constrained by contacting with the backrest.

6.4.2

Effect of rigid backrest and inclination of the backrest
on the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the seat
pan

At 0.5 Hz, compared to sitting with no backrest, the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis
apparent mass at the seat pan increased with the vertical rigid backrest and with
increasing the backrest inclination (Figure 6.5). This is because sitting with a backrest
increases the normal force at the backrest, resulting in greater shear force at the seat
pan. At 0.5 Hz, compared to sitting with no backrest, the localised fore-and-aft crossaxis apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities also increased with the vertical backrest
and with increasing backrest inclination, but there were no consistent trends in the foreand-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the middle thighs and the front thighs (Table 6.3).
This indicates that the increased shear force at the seat pan with greater backrest
inclinations mainly occurs beneath the ischial tuberosities.
For the condition without a backrest, with the upright backrest, and with the backrest at
10º, the principal resonance frequencies were similar and correlated between the
overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the seat pan and the overall vertical
apparent mass at the seat pan (Wilcoxon, p>0.05; Spearman, p=0.04 for 10º, p=0.03
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for 0ºand for no backrest). This suggests the resonances in the vertical apparent mass
at the seat pan and the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the seat pan may be
caused by the same mode of vibration. With the backrest at 20ºand 30º, the resonance
frequency was lower in the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass than in the
overall vertical apparent mass, and the resonance frequencies were not correlated
(Wilcoxon, p<0.05 for 20ºand p<0.001 for 30º; Spearman, p>0.05). This suggests the
modes associated with the principal resonance in the vertical force at the seat pan
differ from those associated with the resonance in the fore-and-aft cross-axis force at
the seat pan. Two vibration modes, with fore-and-aft motion at the head and at the
pelvis in opposite phase and in phase respectively, caused by bending of the spine at
1.49 and 2.81 Hz have been suggested based on a finite-element model of the spine
(Kitazaki and Griffin, 1997). These modes may be associated with the principal
resonance in the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the seat pan when the
backrest is inclined to 20ºand 30º.
The principal resonance frequency in the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass
decreased with increasing backrest inclination (Figure 6.5). If the resonance in the foreand-aft cross-axis at the seat pan is caused by the pitch modes of the upper-body, the
resonance frequency decreased with increasing backrest inclination might be because
the bending stiffness of the upper-body decreased, as less muscle tension in the
upper-body may be needed when resting on a more inclined backrest. If the resonance
in the fore-and-aft cross-axis at the seat pan arises from mass of the body shearing on
the soft tissue of the buttocks and thighs, the decreased resonance frequency might be
due to the increased effective mass supported by the seat, because the shearing force
at the seat pan increased with increasing backrest inclination.

6.4.3

Effect of inclination of the rigid backrest on the
apparent mass at the backrest

The normal apparent mass at the backrest showed a resonance frequency higher than
5 Hz and the backrest inclination did not affect the resonance frequency (Figure 6.7).
The body transmissibility to the lumbar area also showed similar resonance
frequencies (higher than 5 Hz) between various backrest angles (Figure 6.11). Both
may suggest that the human body may have a vibration mode involving bending of the
spine at a frequency higher than 5 Hz. This is consistent with the finding that there is a
vibration mode with bending at the lumbar spine at a frequency higher than the 5-Hz
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vertical mode of the body (Kitazaki and Griffin, 1997). This would also explain why the
resonance frequencies in the vertical apparent mass at the seat and in the normal
apparent mass at the backrest were not correlated in the current study.

6.4.4

Effect of inclination of the soft backrest on the
responses at the seat and the backrest

With increasing inclination of the low stiffness backrest, the resonance frequency in the
overall vertical apparent mass at the seat pan decreased (Figure 6.9), consistent with
the resonance frequency of the vertical apparent mass decreasing with increasing
inclination of a 100-mm foam backrest (Toward and Griffin, 2009). With the high
stiffness backrest, the resonance frequency in the vertical apparent mass at the seat
pan is similar between backrest inclinations, consistent with the effect of inclining a 50mm foam backrest (Toward and Griffin, 2009). However, both differ from the effect of
inclining the rigid backrest, which tended to increase the resonance frequency.
Different effects of backrest inclination between the rigid and soft backrest could arise
from the upper-body being supported on the soft backrest and undergoing a vibration
mode bouncing on the soft backrest like a sprung mass. If this occurred, the resonance
frequency in the normal apparent mass at the backrest would be expected to decrease
with increasing backrest inclination, because the mass supported by the backrest
increased. However, the resonance frequency in the normal apparent mass did not
change with a change of the backrest inclination (Figure 6.10). It therefore seems more
likely that the deformation of the upper-body (e.g., bending) was responsible for the
principal resonance in the force normal to the backrest. Further study is needed to
understand better the mechanisms behind this phenomenon.

6.5

Conclusions

With the addition of a vertical rigid backrest compared to sitting without a backrest, and
with the inclination of the backrest increasing to 30º, the overall vertical apparent mass
at the seat pan reduced at frequencies less than the resonance frequency, and
increased at frequencies greater than the resonance frequency. Some subjects
presented two peaks in the vertical apparent mass at the seat pan around 4 to 5 Hz
and 6 to 8 Hz with the backrest inclined to 10º, 20º, or 30º, with the second peak more
pronounced with a greater backrest inclination. The first peak around 4 to 5 Hz is
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suggested to be related to the pitch mode of the upper thorax, while the second peak
around 6 to 8 Hz is suggested to be related to a bending mode of the lumbar spine.
With all backrest conditions, the localised vertical apparent mass at the ischial
tuberosities was greater than that at the middle thighs and the front thighs, and made a
dominant contribution to the overall vertical apparent mass at the seat pan.
With the backrest inclination increasing from 0º to 30º, the principal resonance
frequencies in the overall cross-axis apparent mass at the seat pan, and all the
localised cross-axis apparent masses, decreased. The principal resonance frequencies
in the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass, and the overall vertical in-line
apparent mass at the seat pan were correlated when sitting without a backrest, sitting
with the vertical rigid backrest, and sitting with the rigid backrest inclined at 10º, but
they were not correlated when sitting with the backrest inclined at 20º or 30º. It is
suggested that the vibration modes associated with the principal resonance in the
vertical overall force may differ from those associated with the resonance in the overall
fore-and-aft cross-axis force when a backrest is inclined to 20ºor 30º.
The apparent mass normal to the surface of the backrest had similar resonance
frequencies at all backrest inclinations for each backrest stiffness (i.e. rigid, high
stiffness foam, and low stiffness foam), but showed decreased resonance frequencies
with decreasing backrest stiffness. Irrespective of the backrest stiffness, the principal
resonance frequency in the apparent mass normal to the backrest is not correlated with
the resonance frequency in the overall vertical apparent mass at the seat pan with any
backrest inclination.
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Chapter 7
Localised biodynamic responses to
vertical vibration on soft seats without a
backrest
7.1

Introduction

The driving point apparent mass of the human body has been widely used to
characterise the dynamic behaviour of the human body sitting on rigid seats during
vertical whole-body vibration. Previous studies of biodynamics have consistently found
a principal resonance of the human body at about 5 Hz and a less-clear secondary
resonance of the human body at about 8 to 10 Hz (Fairley and Griffin, 1989).
Attempts have been made to calculate the complex ratio between the total force over a
soft seat to the acceleration beneath the ischial tuberosities as the “apparent mass” of
the human body sitting on a soft seat (Hinz et al., 2006; Dewangan et al., 2013; Tufano
and Griffin, 2013). To obtain the total force over a soft seat, pressures have been
measured at the interface between the human body and the soft seat with a pressure
sensing system in some studies (Hinz et al., 2006; Dewangan et al., 2013). A dynamic
correction has further been applied to compensate for the errors in pressure
measurements (Dewangan et al., 2013). Alternatively, the dynamic force has been
measured at the interface beneath a seat cushion with a force plate and then
subtracting the inertial force of the foam (Tufano and Griffin, 2013).
There seems to be no consistent conclusion on whether the apparent mass with a soft
seat is different from that with a rigid seat (Hinz et al., 2006; Dewangan et al., 2013;
Tufano and Griffin, 2013). Hinz et al. (2006) and Dewangan et al. (2013) reported a
similar shape of the apparent mass but with a lower magnitude at the resonance with
the soft seat than with the rigid seat, while Tufano and Griffin (2013) reported less
difference between with a rigid seat and with a soft seat than the other two studies.
There might be changes in the properties of the human body between sitting on a soft
seat and on a rigid seat due to changes in the contact area and pressure distribution.
However there is a lack of certain evidence that the reported difference is solely
attributed to the change of the human body. Whether there are differences in the
apparent mass of the body between sitting on a rigid seat and sitting on a soft seat,
and the mechanisms for any differences, remains unclear.
Care is needed when defining the “apparent mass” with a soft seat because there may
be large variability in the accelerations at different locations over a soft seat and it may
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not be possible to define a single driving point. It is expected that the front part of the
thighs bounce on the soft seat due to the mass of the front thighs sprung by the foam,
so there may be more than one driving point for the human body. The “apparent mass”
with a soft seat can be calculated with two methods: (1) to calculate the complex ratio
between the overall force and the acceleration at the buttocks, as in the previous
studies (e.g. Hinz et al., 2006; Dewangan et al., 2013; Tufano and Griffin, 2013), or (2)
to sum the “localised apparent masses” at the ischial tuberosities, the middle thighs,
and the front thighs, calculated by the complex ratio between the force at a location
and the acceleration at the same location. Although the apparent mass of a person
sitting on a soft seat obtained by either method may only be a mathematical
expression, it may still be worth a pilot study to see how they differ from each other and
from the apparent mass measured with a rigid seat.
Seat transmissibility to the location beneath the ischial tuberosities has been widely
measured (e.g., Wei and Griffin, 1998), however the transmissibility to other locations
on the cushion surface, such as beneath the thighs, has rarely been reported. If there
is great variability between the transmissibilities to the ischial tuberosity and to the
thighs, the human body is experiencing vibrations with different magnitude and phase
at the buttocks and at the thighs. This differs from sitting on a rigid seat where the
vibration is the same over the seat. It is unknown how the vibration differs with
locations and how it affects the apparent mass of the human body.
The objective of this study was to investigate the biodynamics of the human body
sitting on a soft seat and exposed to vertical vibration. It was hypothesised that the
apparent mass of the body sitting on a foam seat calculated by either method
mentioned above would differ from the apparent mass measured with a rigid seat, and
that the size of difference would be reduced with less thigh contact. It was further
hypothesised that the localised apparent masses with a foam seat would differ from
those values with a rigid seat. It was also hypothesised that the vibration transmission
to the foam surface would differ with locations and the degree of thigh contact.

7.2
7.2.1

Method
Experiment setup

The experimental setup was similar to that as described in Chapter 5, and as shown in
Figure 6.1.
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Front

Force plate

Figure 7.1 The experiment setup for measuring the dynamic forces beneath the ischial
tuberosities, the middle thighs, and the front thighs; Left: schematic representation of
the force plate and the load cells (detailed in Chapter 3); middle: the rigid seat
condition; right: the foam seat condition.

Figure 7.2 The SIT-pad and the ‘mini SIT-pad’ (see Chapter 3).
For the soft seat conditions, each foam block was cut into three pieces with depth 1 cm
less than the three wooden plates, and then stuck to the wooden plates using doublesided tape. The gaps between the pieces of the foam were about 1 cm, which insured
the force on one piece would not be transmitted to an adjacent piece through the foam.
The input motions at the rigid seat were measured using a capacitive micro-machined
Silicon Designs 2260-002 accelerometer placed at the centre beneath the base of the
rigid seat. The vertical acceleration on the foam surface was measured beneath the
ischial tuberosities using a SIT-pad and beneath the middle thighs and front thighs with
two ‘mini SIT-pads’ (Figure 7.2), as described in Chapter 3.
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Only forces in the vertical direction were measured. Signals from the accelerometer
and the load cells were acquired at 256 samples per second with a low-pass filter at 50
Hz.

7.2.2

Experiment design

Fourteen male subjects participated in the experiment. Subjects sat on the seat with
their ischial tuberosities supported by the wooden block at the rear of the seat and with
their upper-bodies in a normal upright posture without a backrest. There were three
conditions of seat stiffness: rigid seat, high stiffness foam (60 mm thickness), and low
stiffness foam (100 mm thickness). The foam pieces used in the two foam conditions
had the same material properties but with different thicknesses. Four conditions with
gradually reduced thigh contact were used: feet hanging (feet were unsupported), low
footrest (feet were just in contact with the footrest), normal footrest (upper surface of
thighs were approximately parallel to the seat surface), and high footrest (no thigh
contact). Vertical random vibration with an approximately flat constant bandwidth
acceleration power spectrum between 0.5 and 20 Hz at 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s. with duration of
60 s was applied to the platform of the shaker.
The experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Engineering
and the Environment at the University of Southampton (approval number 12557).

7.2.3

Analysis

The procedure for obtaining vertical forces subjected to the ischial tuberosities, the
middle thighs and the front thighs of the subjects with the rigid seat was same to that in
Chapter 5.
The procedure for obtaining vertical forces at the ischial tuberosities, the middle thighs
and the front thighs of the subjects with the soft seat was similar to that with the rigid
seat but with the masses of the foam pieces (0.14, 0.14, 0.21 kg for the three pieces
with high stiffness respectively, and 0.23, 023, 0.35 kg for the three pieces with the low
stiffness respectively) included in the mass cancellation. It was assumed that the force
estimated by subtracting the inertial force of the foam from the measured force
underneath the foam equals to the force at the top surface of the foam, since the foam
pieces were light.
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The complex ratio between the vertical forces at each of the locations (i.e. ischial
tuberosities, middle thighs, and front thighs) to the vertical acceleration at the same
location was calculated, and is referred to as the “localised apparent mass”, using the
cross-spectral density method:
AM(iω) = Saf(iω) / Saa(iω),

Equation (7.1)

where AM(iω) is the apparent mass; Saf(iω) is the cross-spectral density between the
force and the acceleration; Saa(iω) is the power spectral density of the acceleration.
For the foam seat conditions, the apparent mass of the human body was calculated in
two ways. In the first way, the complex ratio between the total force and the
acceleration at ischial tuberosities was calculated, as in the previous studies (Hinz et
al., 2006; Dewangan et al., 2013; Tufano and Griffin, 2013):
AM(iω) = Sa_Buttocks,f_total(iω) / Saa_Buttocks(iω),

Equation (7.2)

where Sa_Buttocks,f_total(iω) is the cross-spectral density between the total force over the
seat and the acceleration beneath the ischial tuberosities; Saa_Buttocks(iω) is the power
spectral density of the acceleration beneath the ischial tuberosities.
In the second way, the complex values of the ‘localised apparent masses’ at the ischial
tuberosities, the middle thighs, and the front thighs calculated by Equation (7.1) were
summed as the ‘overall apparent mass’ of the human body sitting on a soft seat:
AM(iω) = AMButtocks(iω) + AMMiddlethighs(iω) + AMFrontthighs(iω)
where AMButtocks(iω)

Equation (7.3)

is the localised apparent mass at ischial tuberosities;

AMMiddlethighs(iω) is the localised apparent mass at the middle thighs; AMFrontthighs(iω) is
the localised apparent mass at the front thighs.
For the rigid seat, the total apparent mass was calculated as the complex ratio between
the total force and the acceleration at the rigid seat as Equation (7.1).
Differences between the apparent mass on the soft seat calculated by Equation (7.2) or
Equation (7.3) and the apparent mass measured on the rigid seat were quantified by
the squared errors for both magnitude and phase at each data frequency point:
m 

1
N

1
 msoft i   mrigid i 2 ; p  N  psoft i   prigid i 2
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where ∆m and ∆p are the square errors in the magnitude and the phase of the
apparent mass with the soft seat and with the rigid seat; msoft(i) and mrigid(i) are the
magnitudes of the apparent mass with the soft seat and with the rigid seat,
respectively; and psoft(i) and prigid(i) are the phases of the apparent mass with the soft
seat and with the rigid seat, respectively; i is the frequency data point index.

7.3
7.3.1

Results
Transmissibilities to different locations over the seat
surface

The median transmissibilities to different locations over the foam seat (low stiffness
foam) with varying footrest height are shown in Figure 7.3 (individual data are shown in
Appendix B). The transmissibility to the buttocks (i.e. ischial tuberosities) with all the
footrest heights showed principal resonances at about 4 Hz. The median
transmissibility to the middle thighs and to the front thighs tended to show two peaks in
the frequency range up to 15 Hz. The first peak was at a similar frequency to the
principal resonance frequency in the transmissibility to the ischial tuberosities with no
significant differences (Friedman, p>0.05). The second peak in the median
transmissibility to the middle thighs and front thighs became more pronounced with a
higher footrest. The transmissibilities at the first peak decreased along the thighs from
the buttocks to the front thighs (Friedman, p<0.01), while the transmissibilities at the
second peak increased from the buttocks to the front thighs (Friedman, p<0.01).
The effect of foam stiffness on the transmissibilities to each of the locations with
varying footrest height is shown in Figure 7.4. The transmissibilities to all the locations
showed increased resonance frequencies with greater stiffness of the foam, with all
footrest heights (Wilcoxon, p<0.05). With greater stiffness of the foam, the
transmissibilities to all the locations decreased at frequencies lower than the principal
resonance frequency (Wilcoxon, p<0.01 at 2Hz), and increased at higher frequencies
(Wilcoxon, p<0.05 at 12 Hz).
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Figure 7.3 Variability in the median transmissibilities of 14 subjects to different locations
over the low stiffness foam seat with varying footrest height.
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Figure 7.4 Effect of stiffness of the foam on the median transmissibilities of 14 subjects
to each of the locations with different footrest heights.
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7.3.2

The apparent mass of the human body with a soft seat
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Figure 7.5 Comparison of the median overall apparent mass of 14 subjects sitting on
the low stiffness foam seat and sitting on the rigid seat: ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ with rigid seat; –––– with
soft seat calculated by Equation 7.2; – – – with soft seat calculated by Equation 7.3.
(Note: the expressions in the legend are the abbreviations for Equations 7.2 and 7.3).
The median apparent mass with both foam seats calculated by Equation (7.2) and
Equation (7.3) are compared with the apparent mass measured on the rigid seat in
Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6. The median apparent masses with both foam seats
calculated by both methods show similar shapes to those measured with the rigid seat
for all the footrest heights. The apparent mass with both soft seats calculated based on
the acceleration at the ischial tuberosities (i.e., Equation (7.2)) showed similar principal
resonance frequencies to that with the rigid seat, with no significant differences for any
footrest height (Wilcoxon, p>0.05). An exception was only found with the high stiffness
foam in the normal sitting posture (Wilcoxon, p<0.05). The apparent mass with both
foam seats calculated by Equation (7.3) showed significantly lower resonance
frequencies than that with the rigid seat when there was contact at the thighs
(Wilcoxon, p<0.005). However there were no such significant differences in the
resonance frequencies with the highest footrest (Wilcoxon, p>0.05).
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Figure 7.6 Comparison of the median overall apparent mass of 14 subjects sitting on
the high stiffness foam seat and sitting on the rigid seat: ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ with rigid seat; ––––
with soft seat calculated by Equation (7.2); – – – with soft seat calculated by Equation
(7.3). (Note: the expressions in the legend are the abbreviations for Equations 7.2 and
7.3).
The squared error between the apparent masses with the rigid seat and with the soft
seats calculated by either Equation (7.2) or (7.3) generally decreased with a higher
footrest, with the median values shown in Table 7.4. Exceptions were only found in the
phase calculated by Equation (7.2), and in both magnitude and phase calculated by
Equation (7.3) between the low footrest condition and the normal footrest condition.
When there was no thigh contact, the apparent mass with the low stiffness soft seat
showed lower magnitudes at frequencies between 1 and 10 Hz, and showed higher
magnitudes at higher frequencies (11 to 15 Hz) than with the rigid seat (Table 5). The
phase lag in the apparent mass was greater with the soft seat than with the rigid seat at
all frequencies less than 15 Hz (Table 5).
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Table 7.4 Median squared error in the magnitude and phase of the apparent masses of
14 subjects with soft seat and with rigid seat over all frequencies, as calculated by
Equation (7.4).
Feet hanging

Low footrest

Normal footrest

High footrest

Apparent masses with the low stiffness soft seat calculated by Equation (7.2)
2

188.63

149.62

122.91

37.80

2

0.048

0.035

0.044

0.027

∆m [kg ]
∆p [rad ]

Apparent masses with the low stiffness soft seat calculated by Equation (7.3)
2

184.31

97.91

150.27

38.86

2

0.028

0.021

0.033

0.025

∆m [kg ]
∆p [rad ]

Apparent masses with the high stiffness soft seat calculated by Equation (7.2)
2

131.83

99.73

80.51

28.32

2

0.037

0.026

0.035

0.026

∆m [kg ]
∆p [rad ]

Apparent masses with the high stiffness soft seat calculated by Equation (7.3)
2

114.83

86.13

82.85

28.47

2

0.027

0.026

0.022

0.021

∆m [kg ]
∆p [kg ]

Table 5 Significance and direction of the difference in the apparent masses with the low
stiffness soft seat and with rigid seat for the highest footrest posture.
Frequency [Hz]

Magnitude

Phase

1

-

****R

2

***R

****R

3

*R

****R

4

-

**R

5

***R

***R

6

****R

-

7

****R

***R

8

***R

-

9

****R

-

10

***R

-

11

-

-

12

*S

-

13

*S

*R

14

***S

**R

15

**S

***R

*: p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.005; ****: p<0.001; -: p>0.05.

R: median greater with the rigid seat; S: median greater with the soft seat.
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7.3.3

Localised apparent masses with soft seat

For the rigid seat condition, the localised apparent masses at the ischial tuberosities
and at the middle thighs showed similar principal resonance frequencies at about 5 Hz
in all the conditions where there was thigh contact (i.e., feet hanging, low footrest, and
normal footrest), as shown in Figure 7.7, with no significant differences (Wilcoxon,
p>0.05). For the conditions where there was great thigh contact (i.e., feet hanging and
low footrest), the resonance frequencies in the apparent mass at the front thighs were
significantly higher than those in the apparent masses at other locations (Wilcoxon,
p<0.001).
For both soft seat conditions, the principal resonance frequencies in the apparent
masses at the middle thighs and front thighs were similar in all the conditions where
there was thigh contact (i.e., feet hanging, low footrest, and normal footrest), with no
statistically significant differences (Wilcoxon, p>0.05). The resonance frequencies in
the apparent masses at the middle thighs and front thighs were similar to the
resonance frequencies in the overall apparent mass with the soft seat calculated by
Equation (7.3), with no significant differences (Wilcoxon, p>0.05). The principal
resonance frequencies in the apparent masses at the middle thighs and front thighs
were lower than those at the ischial tuberosities (Wilcoxon, p<0.05). The principal
resonance frequencies in the apparent masses at the middle thighs and front thighs
were correlated with the principal resonance frequencies in the foam transmissibilities
measured at the ischial tuberosities for all the conditions where there was thigh contact
(Spearman, p<0.01).
The apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities showed similar resonance frequencies
with the soft seat and with the rigid seat, with no significant differences for any footrest
condition (Wilcoxon, p>0.05). However the apparent masses at the middle thighs and
at the front thighs showed significantly lower resonance frequencies with a soft seat
than with the rigid seat for all the thigh contact conditions (Wilcoxon, p<0.005).
The apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities was lower with the soft seat than with the
rigid seat from about 1 to 6 Hz (Wilcoxon, p<0.01 at 1 and 3 Hz), while the apparent
mass at the middle thighs was greater with the soft seat than with the rigid seat from
about 1 to 6 Hz for all thigh contact conditions (Wilcoxon, p<0.01 at 1 and 3 Hz). The
apparent mass at the front thighs did not show significant differences between the soft
seat and the rigid seat at low frequencies in the feet hanging and the low footrest
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conditions (Wilcoxon, p>0.05 at 1 and 3 Hz), but was greater with the soft seat at low
frequencies in the normal footrest condition (Wilcoxon, p<0.05 at 1 and 3 Hz).
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Figure 7.7 Comparison of the median localised apparent mass of 14 subjects sitting on
the low stiffness foam seat and sitting on the rigid seat: ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ overall or localised
apparent mass with rigid seat; –––– overall apparent mass with soft seat calculated by
Equation (7.2); – – – overall apparent mass with soft seat calculated by Equation (7.3);
– ∙ – ∙ – ∙ localised apparent mass with soft seat (Note: the expressions in the legend
are the abbreviations for Equation 7.2 and 7.3).

7.4
7.4.1

Discussion
Transmissibilities to different locations over the seat
surface

The foam transmissibility measured at the ischial tuberosities showed lower principal
resonance frequencies than in the apparent mass of the human body sitting on a rigid
seat, consistent with previous studies (Wei and Griffin, 1998; Tufano and Griffin, 2013).
This was because the seated human body and the foam formed a mass-spring-damper
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system, and the human body bounced on the foam beneath the buttocks at the
principal resonance in the transmissibility to the ischial tuberosities. With decreased
thigh contact, the sitting mass supported by the buttocks area increased, but the
resonance frequency in the transmissibility to the ischial tuberosities did not change.
This might be because sitting on a foam seat with a higher footrest increased the
deformation of the foam beneath the buttocks and the contact area over the foam, both
of which increased the stiffness of the foam. The increase in stiffness may come with a
similar proportion to the increase in the mass.
The transmissibility to the middle thighs and front thighs also showed a peak at about 4
Hz, similar to the resonance frequency in the transmissibility to the ischial tuberosities
(Figure 7.3). This might be because the motion of the thighs at about 4 Hz was caused
by the principal resonance of the coupled system between the human body and the
foam. This may also explain the phenomenon that the frequency of the peak at about 4
Hz in the transmissibilities to the thighs did not change with different thigh contact
conditions. At the peak around 4 Hz, the transmissibilities to the middle thighs and front
thighs was lower than that to the ischial tuberosities (Figure 7.3), which indicates the
thighs pitched about a point near the front thighs.
The transmissibility to the middle thighs and front thighs showed another peak at a
higher frequency, and the frequency of the peak increased with reduced thigh contact
(Figure 7.3). This may support the hypothesis that the thighs and the foam beneath
form a local mass-spring-damper system that has a higher resonance frequency than
that in the transmissibility to the ischial tuberosities. At the resonance frequency in the
transmissibility to the front thighs, the transmissibility to the middle thighs and to the
ischial tuberosities showed gradually decreased magnitude. This means the vibration
measured along the thighs decreased from the front thighs to the ischial tuberosities,
which indicates the thighs rotated about a point near the ischial tuberosities at this
frequency.
The low stiffness foam seat resulted in lower resonance frequencies in the
transmissibilities to all locations, higher magnitudes at frequencies lower than the
principal resonance frequency, and lower magnitudes at frequencies higher than the
principal resonance frequency, compared to sitting on the higher stiffness foam seat
(Figure 7.4). The higher magnitudes at lower frequencies and lower magnitudes at
higher frequencies in the transmissibilities with the low stiffness foam than with the high
stiffness foam were because the low stiffness foam was thicker than the high stiffness
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foam and therefore presented lower damping. This is consistent with the finding of
Zhang et al. (2015) that damping decreases with increasing thickness of foam.

7.4.2

The apparent mass of the human body with a soft seat

When the human body sits on a rigid seat, the driving point to the human body can be
defined on the rigid seat, and the soft tissue of the human body at the interface can be
simplified with a single group of spring and damper elements, as the ‘single driving
point’ concept model shown in Figure 7.8(a). When the human body sits on a soft seat,
a group of elements representing the dynamic properties of the seat can be added
beneath the driving point of the human body, as shown in Figure 7.8(b). Based on the
‘single driving point’ model, the apparent mass of the human body at the driving point is
solely depending on the properties of the human body above, regardless of the
elements of the seat. It implies the apparent mass would be the same with a rigid seat
and with a soft seat if the properties of the human body do not change. The apparent
mass with a soft seat calculated by the complex ratio between the total force and the
acceleration beneath the buttocks, as previous studied (Hinz et al., 2006; Dewangan et
al., 2013; Tufano and Griffin, 2013), was based on the ‘single driving point’ concept
model.
The ‘single driving point’ model may be appropriate when the force at the ischial
tuberosities dominates the total force on the seat, such as in the ‘no thigh contact’
condition (i.e., high footrest) in this study. But it may not be appropriate when there is
great force beneath the thighs, such as in the feet hanging condition, because the total
force on the seat surface includes the force beneath the thighs, while only the
acceleration at the ischial tuberosities is used to calculate the ratio. This might explain
the trend that the differences between the overall apparent masses with the foam seats
and with the rigid seat decreased with decreasing thigh contact (Table 7.4), and the
apparent mass with the foam seat was similar to that with a rigid seat in the high
footrest condition (Figure 7.5). That the apparent mass with a soft seat was found to be
similar to that with a rigid seat in the study of Tufano and Griffin (2013) might be
because the seat surface was 30 cm above the footrest so there was little thigh contact
in their study. The greater differences between the apparent mass for soft seat and for
rigid seat reported in other studies (Hinz et al., 2006; Dewangan et al., 2013) may be
partly due to the greater thigh contact, besides the uncertainties in measuring the
dynamic pressure.
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(a)

(b)
…

…

Human body

Soft seat

Figure 7.8 The ‘single driving point’ concept model; (a): the human body sitting on a
rigid seat; (b): the human body sitting on a soft seat.

…

…

Human body

…

Soft seat

Figure 7.9 The ‘multi driving point’ concept model. Left: the human body sitting on a
rigid seat; right: the human body sitting on a soft seat.
Understanding of the localised biodynamics of the human body sitting on a soft seat
may need a ‘multi driving point’ concept model, as shown in Figure 7.9. The
mathematical expression of the complex ratio between the force at one location and
the acceleration at the same location (i.e., the so-called “localised apparent mass”) for
the ‘multi driving point’ model is a function of the human body properties and the
differences in the magnitude and phase of the vibration excitation at different locations.
Based on the model, the differences in the “localised apparent mass” of the human
body between sitting with a rigid seat and sitting with a soft seat arise from both spatial
variations in the dynamic properties of the human body and differences in the vibration
excitations.
An attempt to sum up the “localised apparent masses” has been made in this study.
Although the summed overall apparent mass for the soft seat seemed to show close
agreement to the apparent mass on the rigid seat, the physical meaning of summing
the localised apparent masses for the soft seat is not entirely clear.
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7.4.3

Localised apparent masses with soft seat

With the rigid seat, the localised apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities showed
greatest magnitude compared to those at the middle thighs and front thighs at the
principal resonance frequency of the apparent mass of the human body (around 5 Hz),
while the front thighs showed the principal resonance at about 8 Hz in the feet hanging
condition. This is consistent with the findings of the study presented in Chapter 5.
At frequencies less than 5 Hz with the soft seats, the localised apparent mass at the
buttocks decreased while the magnitude at the middle thighs increased, comparing to
those with the rigid seat (Figure 7.7). This was because there was more contact at the
thighs and more weight of the body was supported by the thighs when sitting on a foam
seat, especially at the middle thighs. Therefore the peak in the localised apparent mass
at the middle thighs at about 4 Hz was great enough to influence the overall force at
the seat so that the overall apparent mass with the soft seat calculated by summing the
values at all the locations showed a lower principal resonance frequency, compared to
that measured with a rigid seat (Figure 7.7).
The localised apparent mass at the middle thighs showed a clear peak at about 4 Hz
with a soft seat, but was not present with the rigid seat. This might be because the
bouncing of the human on the foam beneath the buttocks at about 4 Hz also caused
movement and force at the thighs. Therefore, the frequency of the peak was found
correlated with the resonance frequency in the transmissibility to the ischial tuberosities
(Spearman, p<0.01). This explanation was further supported by results from other two
conditions: (1) replacing the foam support at the front thighs with a rigid support, and
(2) replacing the foam support at the buttocks with a rigid support. In the first condition,
the peak at about 4 Hz in the force at the front thighs was still present, while in the
second condition, the previous peak at about 4 Hz at the thighs disappeared, as shown
in Figure 7.10. This indicates that the peak at about 4 Hz at the thighs is caused by the
interaction between the human body and the seat at the buttocks area.
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Figure 7.10 Transmissibilities to the different locations, the overall apparent mass of
the human body, and the localised apparent masses at different locations; left: rigid
support at the front thighs while soft support at the other locations; right: rigid support at
the ischial tuberosities while soft support at the other locations.

7.5

Conclusions

Transmissibilities to the middle thighs and the front thighs showed peaks at similar
frequencies to the primary resonance frequency in the transmissibility to the buttocks
and secondary peaks at a higher frequency. The frequency of the secondary peak
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increased with reduced thigh contact. It seems that the first peak is caused by the
resonance of the coupled human and foam seat system bouncing on the foam beneath
the buttocks, while the secondary peak is caused by the stiffness of the foam and the
mass of the thighs.
The vertical apparent mass of the body supported on two soft seats was calculated
using two methods, as Equations (7.2) and (7.3). The apparent mass with the soft seat
differed from the apparent mass measured with the rigid seat when there was thigh
contact. The differences in the apparent mass with the soft seat and with the rigid seat
decreased with reduced thigh contact. It is suggested that a ‘single driving point’ model
may not be sufficient for a soft seat where there is thigh contact.
The localised apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities was lower with the soft seat
than with the rigid seat from about 1 to 6 Hz, while the apparent mass at the middle
thighs was greater with the soft seat than with the rigid seat from about 1 to 6 Hz for all
thigh contact conditions. The localised apparent mass at the middle thighs showed a
clear peak at about 4 Hz with a soft seat, which is suggested to be caused by the
ischial tuberosities bouncing on the seat soft seat.
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Chapter 8
A finite element model of vertical inline apparent mass and fore-and-aft cross-axis
apparent mass with vertical vibration
8.1

Introduction

Whole-body vibration can affect the comfort, the performance, and the health of seated
people (Griffin, 1990). The transmission of vibration through a seat depends on both
the design of the seat and the biodynamics of the seat occupant (e.g., Toward and
Griffin, 2011). The biodynamics of the human body must therefore be included in a
model of the dynamic interactions between the human body and a seat. A suitable
biodynamic model must have an apparent mass similar to that of the human body.
The apparent mass of the human body dictates how it interacts with the dynamics of a
seat. With vertical vibration excitation, the vertical apparent mass (complex ratio of the
vertical force at the driving point to the vertical acceleration at the same point) of the
seated body shows the forces at the seat caused by vertical acceleration of the seat.
The relationship between force and acceleration varies with the frequency of vibration:
the apparent mass is the mass supported on the seat at very low frequencies,
increases around the vertical resonance of the body, and then decreases to relatively
low values at higher frequencies. This ‘vertical in-line apparent mass’ is accompanied
by a ‘fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass’ (complex ratio of the fore-and-aft force at
the driving point to the vertical acceleration at the same point), which shows how the
fore-and-aft forces caused by vertical vibration acceleration vary with the frequency of
vibration excitation. Measurements of the apparent mass of the human body have been
used to develop mathematical models that can predict the vibration transmissibility of
seats. The apparent mass of the body also explains some characteristics of subjective
responses to vibration (Zhou and Griffin, 2014a, b).
The in-line apparent mass and the cross-axis apparent mass characterise the dynamic
response of the human body sitting on a seat (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989;
Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003). There is a principal resonance in the vertical in-line
apparent mass at frequencies between 4 and 6 Hz (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989), with
a less clear secondary resonance between 8 and 10 Hz (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989;
Mansfield and Griffin, 2000). The fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass exhibits a
primary resonance at about 5 Hz (e.g., Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003).
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One-dimensional lumped-parameter models have been developed to represent the
vertical in-line apparent mass of the seated human (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Wei
and Griffin, 1998). Two-dimensional lumped-parameter models with rotational masses
representing the upper-body have been developed to represent the vertical, fore-andaft, and pitch motions of the human body during vertical vibration (e.g., Matsumoto and
Griffin, 2001). A fore-and-aft degree of freedom has been suggested so as to represent
both the vertical and fore-and-aft force during vertical excitation (e.g., Nawayseh and
Griffin, 2009). A seven degree-of-freedom multi-body model, in which rigid bodies with
geometric and inertia properties are connected by rotational springs and dampers, can
also fit the vertical in-line and fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass of the seated body
during vertical excitation (Zheng et al., 2011b).
To study the dynamic interactions between the body and a seat over the seat surface
(e.g., dynamic pressure distributions, variations in seat transmissibility over the seat
surface), a three-dimensional biodynamic model is required. Such a model must reflect
the anatomical parts of the body at the human-seat interface, such as the buttocks,
thighs, and upper-body. Models with springs and dampers representing the humanseat interface with two-dimensional body segments will be insufficient. Threedimensional finite element models, in which the geometries and properties of the soft
tissues of the buttocks and thighs are modelled with continuous elements, are required.
Some finite element models of the human body have structures such as buttocks and
thighs: deformable elements representing the buttocks tissue and rigid parts
representing the pelvis and femurs (e.g., Verver et al., 2004; PAM-Comfort of Choi et
al., 2007; CASIMIR of Siefert et al., 2008; Zheng 2011). These finite element models
vary in the complexity of the structures representing the upper-body. Whole skeletons
(skull, spine, ribs, etc.) with viscera are modelled in PAM-Comfort (Choi et al., 2007),
while the lumbar spine with muscles in the lumbar area are modelled in CASIMIR
(Siefert et al., 2008). The spinal structures in PAM-Comfort and the muscles in
CASIMIR were included in the models partly because they are thought to be required
to predict spinal loads. However, the role of spinal structures and muscles in
influencing the vertical apparent mass on the seat is not clear. Unnecessary detailed
representation of the anatomy in a finite element model will unnecessarily increase the
computation time. Mathematical models with the upper-body represented simply with
several rigid bodies are capable of representing the apparent mass at a seat (e.g.,
Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001; Zheng et al., 2011b).
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The simplest form of human body model for studying the distribution of interactions
between the body and a seat surface would include continuous representations of the
soft tissues of the buttocks and thighs beneath the pelvis and femurs, and may have
simplified upper-body segments. Such models are realisable using finite element
modelling. Nevertheless, the parameters required in a finite element biodynamic model
can be difficult to obtain, partly because optimisation using an algorithm to fit the
response of a model to measured data involves excessive computation time. One way
of obtaining the parameters of a finite element model of the human body is to adjust the
model parameters to achieve the principal vibration modes of the human body.
Biodynamic models that fit the measured apparent mass of the human body have
varying numbers of vibration modes and different modal shapes. A model with buttocks
tissue, spinal structures, viscera, and pelvis modelled by springs, beams, and masses
by Kitazaki and Griffin (1997) predicted seven vibration modes at frequencies less than
10 Hz. Similar numbers of body segments were used in the models of Matsumoto and
Griffin (2001) and Zheng et al. (2011b). However, the model of Matsumoto and Griffin
(2001) found four vibration modes at frequencies less than 15 Hz, while the model of
Zheng et al. (2011b) found two modes below 15 Hz. The shapes of the modes
suggested to correspond to the principal resonance in the apparent mass differed
among these three models. There remains uncertainty what modes are required in a
model to sufficiently represent the vertical in-line and fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
mass of the seated human body.
A generic human body model that could be used with compliant seats with backrests
should also be able to represent the biodynamics of the human body on a rigid seat
without a backrest. The response of the human body measured on a compliant seat
with a backrest will be affected by the seat compliance and the backrest, which
complicates the identification on the generic structure and property of the body model.
This study was therefore conducted with a rigid seat without a backrest.
The objective of this study was to identify whether a finite element model with
homogenous soft tissue surrounding rigid bones (representing the pelvis and femurs)
and rigid bodies interconnected with rotational joints (representing the torso of the
body) could represent the vertical in-line apparent mass and fore-and-aft cross-axis
apparent mass of the seated human body during vertical vibration excitation.
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8.2
8.2.1

Model description
Geometry of the model

The seated human body model represented the median apparent mass response of 12
male subjects participating in a previous study (Zheng et al., 2011a). The median
subject weight was 68.5 kg (ranging from 60.4 to 80 kg), median stature 1.74 m (1.65
to 1.82 m), and age 23 to 36 years. The apparent mass was measured with subjects
sitting in a normal upright posture on a horizontal rigid seat without backrest and with
their feet supported by a footrest that moved with the seat during random vertical
vibration excitation with an approximately flat constant-bandwidth acceleration
spectrum (0.2 to 20 Hz) at 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s.
A three-dimensional finite element model of the human body sitting on a rigid flat
surface without backrest and with feet supported by a footrest was developed using the
commercial software LS-DYNA (V971, LSTC). The model consisted of five body
segments: upper torso (including head, neck, shoulders, thorax, arms and hands),
lower torso, pelvis-thighs, legs, and feet. The proportions of the linkage-lengths of each
segment to the stature were consistent with those reported by Dempster and Gaughran
(1967). The shape of the body was based on the surface of a person sitting in seat with
an inclined backrest as measured by Robbins (1983). The torso was rotated and the
shape of the back was adjusted to approximate the curvature of the spine in a normal
upright sitting posture. The original deformed shape of the soft tissue of the buttocks
and thighs at the body-seat interface was adjusted to a smooth un-deformed shape by
manual estimation.
The upper torso, lower torso, legs, and feet were modelled as rigid bodies with mass
proportional to the whole body weight, consistent with Dempster and Gaughran (1967),
as listed in Table 8.1. Rigid bodies representing the head, neck, shoulders, arms, and
hands were assumed to be rigidly constrained to the thorax and are assumed to be
part of the upper torso. The moment of inertia of each rigid part was automatically
calculated based on the geometry and centre of mass of the rigid part in the software
(see Table 8.2). The pelvis-thigh segment was modelled with a rigid pelvis and rigid
femurs surrounded by deformable elements representing the soft tissues of the
buttocks and thighs (Figure 8.1). The geometry of the pelvis was based on the median
data of 2754 male pelvises (Reynolds et al., 1981) and was further scaled to match the
shape of the soft tissue. Positions of the pelvis and femurs relative to the surface of the
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soft tissue were estimated based on CT images of hip and thigh areas published by
Visible Human Project (1997). The positions of the pelvis and femurs are shown in
Figure 8.2.
Table 8.1 Mass of each body segment in Dempster (1967) and in the current model.
Dempster and Gaughran, 1967
Body
segments

Percentage to the
whole body weight
[%]

Head & Neck

7.92 ± 0.85

Shoulders
and Thorax

21.51 ± 2.62

Upper arms

5.28 ± 0.39

Fore arms

3.06 ± 0.33

Hands

1.22 ± 0.12

Mass [kg]
5.43 ±
0.58

Current model
Mass [kg]

5.41

14.73 ±
16.62
1.79 26.71 ±
28.57
2.95
6.55 ±
0.58

26.39 ± 2.91

18.08 ± 1.99

20.02 ± 2.39

13.71 ± 1.64

Lower torso

1.39

Pelvis

10.69

Buttocks
tissue

12.15

Thigh
tissue

2.90

Femurs

27.13
Thighs

Upper torso

6.54
4.39

Abdomenpelvis

Body segments

Pelvisthighs

Legs

9.22 ± 1.07

6.32 ± 0.73

6.30

Legs

Feet

2.86 ± 0.28

1.96 ± 0.17

1.99

Feet

Figure 8.1 Finite element model of the seated human body: (left) the complete model;
(right) the pelvis-thigh segment.
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77.8̊

4.8̊

16 mm

Figure 8.2 Position of femur and pelvis relative to the surface of the soft tissue: Point 1,
knee joint; Point 2, hip joint; Point 3, ischium tuberosity; Point 4, iliac crest.
Table 8.2 Inertial and geometric parameters of the body model
Rigid part name

Mass
[kg]

Inertial moment*
[kg m2]

Centre of gravity (x, y, z)
[m]

Upper torso

28.57

0.93

(0.030, 0, 0.352)

Lower torso

4.39

0.015

(0.035, 0, 0.106)

Pelvis

1.39

0.011

(0.011, 0, -0.034)

Femur

1.45

0.034

(0.267, ±0.098, -0.124)

Leg

3.15

0.037

(0.411, ±0.074, -0.357)

Foot

0.99

0.003

(0.462, ±0.077, -0.673)

* About the centre of gravity.
Table 8.3 Locations of the joints in the model
Joints

Location [m]

Thoracic joint

(-0.033, 0, 0.164)

Lumbar joint

(-0.022, 0, 0.053)

Hip joint

(0.045, ±0.092*, -0.119)

Knee joint

(0.462, ±0.083*, -0.157)

Ankle joint

(0.409, ±0.091*, -0.606)

*: + right joints; - left joints.
The five segments were connected by eight revolute joints with rotational stiffness and
damping. The upper torso and the lower torso were connected by a revolute joint
representing the spine at the level of the T12/L1 disc. A similar connection was applied
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between the lower torso and pelvis at the level of the L3/L4 spinal disc. Two revolute
joints were introduced inside the pelvis-thigh segment to represent the hip joints,
connecting the pelvis to the femurs. The connections between the femurs and the legs
and between legs and feet were also via revolute joints. The locations of the joints were
listed in Table 8.3. Only revolute joints were used in this model because only rotational
movements of the torso in the sagittal plane were assumed to contribute to the
principal resonances in the apparent mass during vertical excitation (Kitazaki and
Griffin, 1997; Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001). The stability of the upper-body supported
on a rigid flat surface without backrest during vertical vibration excitation was obtained
from the stiffness of the joints.

8.2.2

Model parameters

Isotropic elastic linear material was utilized to model the soft tissues of the buttocks
and thighs. The density of the material was set to 1085 kg/m3. The Poisson’s ratio was
set to 0.49 assuming that the soft tissue was nearly incompressible (Linder-Ganz et al.,
2008). The Young’s modulus of the material was set to 0.2 MPa initially and adjusted to
0.15 MPa after calibration. The stiffness and damping of the joints were initially derived
from previous models (Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001; Zheng et al., 2011b) and then
adjusted manually during the calibration, as listed in Table 8.4.
During the calibration, the Young’s modulus of the soft tissue and the joint stiffness
were adjusted to obtain the three vibration modes reported in a previously developed
model that provided reasonable apparent mass and body transmissibilities of the
seated human body (Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001). The first mode around 1 Hz
involved pitch motions of the entire torso. The second mode around 5 Hz involved
forward bending of the torso in phase with upward deformation of the soft tissue of the
buttocks and thighs. The third mode at about 12.3 Hz involved forward bending of the
torso out of phase with upward deformation of the soft tissue. The damping of the joints
and the damping of the soft tissue of the buttocks and thighs were adjusted to fit the
calculated apparent mass to the measured data.
Rayleigh damping was used for the soft tissues in the model. The damping matrix in
Rayleigh damping is defined as:
C = αM + βK
where C, M, and K are the damping, mass and stiffness matrices, respectively. The
constants α and β are the mass weighted and stiffness weighted damping constants.
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The mass damping was defined with the coefficient ‘DAMPING_RELATIVE’ in LSDYNA, while the stiffness weighted damping was defined with the coefficient
‘DAMPING_PART_STIFFNESS’ in LS-DYNA.
The ‘DAMPING_PART_STIFFNESS’ with a coefficient of 0.05 was assigned to the soft
tissue, and the stiffness weighted damping, β, was determined by the coefficient. The
stiffness and damping parameters in the model did not vary with the excitation and the
material properties of the soft tissues were linear, since modelling the nonlinearity in
the biodynamic responses was not an objective of the study.
The model was solved in the time domain with a modified central difference method
(LS-DYNA, V971). Automatic surface-to-surface contact was applied for the interface
between the buttocks and the seat, and between the feet and the footrest. Dynamic
relaxation in the time domain was initially conducted so that the model reached
equilibrium with gravity. Vertical random vibration (with an approximately flat constant
bandwidth acceleration power spectrum between 0.5 and 20 Hz at 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s. with
a duration of 10 s) was then applied to the rigid seat of the model. Forces at the seat
interface were obtained by solving the model and apparent mass was calculated by
Equation 3.1, with 6 averages and frequency resolution of about 0.25 Hz.
Table 8.4 The stiffness and damping of joints used in the model.

Thoracic joint
Lumbar joint
Hip joint
Knee joint
Ankle joint

Stiffness of joint
(Nm/rad)
2420
2080
536
280
280
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Damping of joint
(Nms/rad)
9.8
27.2
21.3
280.6
0.82
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Figure 8.3 Vertical in-line apparent mass (left) and fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
mass (right): ─── calculated from the model; −∙−∙−∙ median measured value.

8.3
8.3.1

Results
Comparison of model apparent mass with measured
median apparent mass

The calculated vertical in-line apparent mass and fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
mass both provided reasonable fits to the measured values (Figure 8.3). Discrepancies
were observed in the phase of the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at
frequencies less than 3 Hz.

8.3.2

Effect of the tissue parameters

The Young’s modulus of the elastic material was varied by 30% of the original value of
0.15 MPa (i.e., to 0.105 and 0.195 MPa), with the Poisson’s ratio fixed at 0.49. The
principal resonance frequency in both the vertical in-line apparent mass and the foreand-aft cross-axis apparent mass increased from 5.37 to 6.12 Hz when the Young’s
modulus of the soft tissue was increased from 0.15 to 0.195 MPa (Figure 8.4).
However, the resonance frequency did not change when the Young’s modulus
decreased from 0.15 to 0.105 MPa. The apparent mass at lower frequencies (i.e., less
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than the principal resonance frequency) decreased with increasing Young’s modulus of
the soft tissue, while the apparent mass at higher frequencies (i.e., greater than the
principal resonance frequency) increased with increasing Young’s modulus.
With the Poisson’s ratio of the elastic material being reduced by 30% from the original
value of 0.49 (i.e., to 0.35), and the Young’s modulus fixed at 0.15 MPa, the calculated
vertical in-line apparent mass and the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass of the
model are compared with the original calculated apparent mass in Figure 8.5. The
principal resonance frequency in both the vertical in-line and fore-and-aft cross-axis
apparent mass decreased (from 5.37 Hz to 5.15 Hz) with decreased Poisson’s ratio of
the soft tissue. With decreased Poisson’s ratio, the vertical in-line apparent mass
decreased at the principal resonance frequency and at higher frequencies, whereas the
fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass increased at the resonance frequency and lower
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Figure 8.4 Effect of Young’s modulus, E, of the soft tissues on the calculated vertical
apparent mass (left) and cross-axis fore-and-aft apparent mass (right): ─── original
Young’s modulus; − − − with 30% reduction in the Young’s modulus; ------ with 30%
increase in the Young’s modulus.
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Figure 8.5 Effect of Poisson’s ratio of the soft tissues on the calculated vertical
apparent mass (left) and cross-axis fore-and-aft apparent mass (right): ─── original
Poisson’s ratio; − − − with 30% reduction in Poisson’s ratio.
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Figure 8.6 Effect of damping of the soft tissues on the calculated vertical apparent
mass (left) and cross-axis fore-and-aft apparent mass (right): ─── original damping
coefficient (i.e. 0.05); − − − damping coefficient of 0.025; ----- damping coefficient of
0.01.
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With the damping coefficient of the soft tissue being reduced to half of the original
coefficient of 0.05 (i.e., 0.025) and then further reduced to 0.01, the resonance
frequency of the vertical in-line apparent mass increased slightly from 5.37 to 5.67 Hz,
while the calculated vertical in-line apparent mass and the fore-and-aft cross-axis
apparent mass of the model increased at the resonance frequency, with increased
phase lag at higher frequencies (Figure 8.6).

Mode 1 at 1.7 Hz

Mode 2 at 6.2 Hz

Mode 3 at 13 Hz

Figure 8.7 Vibration modes of the model of the seated human body model at
frequencies less than 15 Hz.

8.3.3

Modal Properties

Modal analysis of the model yielded three vibration modes in the frequency range
below 15 Hz (Figure 8.7). Animation of the mode shapes showed that the first vibration
mode was at 1.7 Hz, with pitch motion of the entire upper-body.
The second mode at 6.2 Hz was dominated by axial and shear deformation of the soft
tissue beneath the thighs and the pelvis, pitch of the pelvis and legs, and bending of
the upper-body. Upward deformation of the soft tissues was in phase with forward
shear of the soft tissue, forward pitch of the pelvis and the legs, and backward pitch of
the whole torso. The bending of the upper-body corresponded to the first order mode of
a beam with both ends unconstrained.
The third mode was at 13 Hz and involved axial and shear deformation of the soft
tissues, pitch of the legs and pelvis, and bending of the upper-body. The bending of the
upper-body in the third mode was similar to that of the second mode, but out of phase
with upward deformation and forward shear of the tissue.
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8.4
8.4.1

Discussion
Representation of the vertical in-line and fore-and-aft
cross-axis apparent mass

The calculated vertical in-line apparent mass and fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
mass both provided reasonable fits to the measured values. Discrepancies in the
phase of the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at frequencies less than 3 Hz may
be due to uncertainty in the experiment (there is low apparent mass and low coherency
at frequencies less than 3 Hz). The phase of the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass
can be affected by sitting posture and vibration magnitude, and there are differences
between experimental studies (e.g., Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003; Zheng et al., 2011b).
The calculated vertical in-line apparent mass and fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
mass have the same principal resonance frequencies because they both arise from the
2nd mode of the model.

8.4.2

Tissue parameters

Reasonable stiffness of the soft tissue was required when fitting the calculated
apparent mass to measured values. The effective stiffness of the tissues was
dependent on the constitutive model of the tissue (i.e., material model) and the
geometry of the tissue (e.g., tissue thickness and the cross-area of tissue covering the
bones). The identification of the material parameters was therefore influenced by both
the measured apparent mass and the assumed geometry of the soft tissue. Although
median values were assumed here, the model might be developed using the thigh
geometry of an individual and adjusted to fit the apparent mass of the same individual.
There are differences in the elastic properties of the soft tissues in published finiteelement models. Linear elastic material with a Young’s modulus of 0.58 MPa was used
for the tissues of the buttocks and thighs so as to fit in-line and cross-axis apparent
masses in the simple finite element model of Zheng et al. (2012). Nonlinear material,
having reduced stiffness with low stress, was used for a finite element model of
buttocks and thighs to model the distribution of static pressure over seats (Verver et al.,
2004). Discrepancies in the geometry of the soft tissue will contribute to differences in
the parameters of the soft tissue required to fit measured characteristics.
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Assumed values for the elastic properties of the soft tissue (a Young’s modulus of 0.15
MPa in the current model) are compared with published measurements in Figure 8.8.
Large variance in the measured data is due to differences in the conditions (e.g., fresh
or aged), structures (e.g., muscles or soft tissue, including muscles and fat), and
sample (e.g., rat, porcine, or human). The Young’s modulus of 0.15 MPa was stiffer
than measured data, possibly because the contact area was smaller, or the thickness
of the tissue was greater, in the model than in the human body.
The principal resonance frequency in the calculated vertical in-line apparent mass and
the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass increased as the Young’s modulus
increased from 0.15 to 0.195 MPa. However, the resonance frequency did not change
when the Young’s modulus of the soft tissue decreased from 0.15 to 0.105 MPa
(Figure 8.4). The apparently inconsistent effect of the Young’s modulus on the
resonance frequency could arise because the equivalent axial stiffness of the soft
tissues is determined by both the Young’s modulus of the material and the contact area
between the body and the seat. A greater Young’s modulus will stiffen the material but
also reduce the contact area between the body and the seat.
The principal resonance frequency in the calculated vertical in-line and fore-and-aft
cross-axis apparent mass decreased with decreasing Poisson’s ratio (Figure 8.5). This
may be because a reduced Poisson’s ratio reduced the cross-sectional area of the soft
tissue in contact with the seat and thus reduced the equivalent axial stiffness of the soft
tissue.
With a lower Poisson’s ratio, the vertical in-line apparent mass reduced and the foreand-aft cross-axis apparent mass increased at the principal resonance. This may be
because the reduced Poisson’s ratio altered the equivalent axial and shear stiffness of
the tissue and allowed more shear motion but less axial motion of the soft tissue at
resonance.
The effects of the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of the soft tissue on the
apparent mass of this model will differ from that in other models with different
structures or different tissue geometry, because the stiffness is influenced by both the
elastic property and the geometry of the soft tissue.
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Figure 8.9 Effect of mass weighted damping and stiffness weighted damping assigned
to the soft tissue on the calculated vertical in-line apparent mass (left) and fore-and-aft
cross-axis apparent mass (right): ─── with stiffness damping; ----- with mass damping;
−∙−∙−∙ measured apparent mass.
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Table 8.5 Comparison of the stiffness and damping of the joints in the current model
and in other models of apparent mass.
Stiffness of joint (Nm/rad), damping of joint (Nm/rad)
Current model Matsumoto and Griffin (2001)

Zheng et al. (2011b)

Thoracic joint 2420, 9.8

1210, 8.17

834, 134

Lumbar joint

2080, 27.2

1040, 54.4

176, 82

Hip joint

535, 21.3

268, 42.6

1365, 243

Knee joint

280, 280.6

---

140, 2050

Ankle joint

280, 0.82

---

---

8.4.3

Damping of the soft tissue

The damping applied to the soft tissues had a large influence on the magnitude of the
apparent mass at the resonance around 5 Hz (Figure 8.6). This is consistent with
previous studies showing the magnitude of the apparent mass at resonance is
sensitive to the damping of structures representing these tissues (e.g., Matsumoto and
Griffin, 2001; Nawayseh and Griffin, 2009; Zheng et al., 2011b). The damping is also
important when fitting the phase of the apparent mass at higher frequencies (Figure
8.6).
Rayleigh damping consists of two parts: mass weighted damping (known as
DAMPING_RELATIVE in LS-DYNA) and stiffness weighted damping (known as
DAMPING_PART_STIFFNESS in LS-DYNA). With mass weighted damping assigned
to the soft tissue, although the calculated vertical apparent mass provided a reasonable
fit to the measured modulus, it showed a greater phase lag (Figure 8.9), indicating
insufficient damping at higher frequencies. This could be because mass weighted
damping is frequency-dependent: damping decreases with increasing frequency.
Stiffness damping can provide a reasonable fit to the phase (Figure 8.3), because
stiffness damping can provide greater damping at higher frequencies. The damping
used in the current model cannot be compared with the damping in other models due
to insufficient information on damping (e.g., type of damping, phase of the apparent
mass) in other finite element models.

8.4.4

Parameters of the joints

The rotational joints in this model had greater stiffness than the rotational stiffness of
the spinal discs as measured by Schultz et al. (1979). In their study, rotation of about
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2.12̊ in extension (or 5.13̊ in flexion) of the spinal disc was caused by a moment of 4.7
Nm in extension (or flexion), corresponding to a stiffness of 127.03 Nm/rad in extension
(52.51 Nm/rad in flexion). The rotational joints in the current model were stiffer because
they represented the combined stiffness of the discs, muscles, and ligaments of the
spine.
The joint stiffness is compared with that used in two other models in Table 8.5. It
seems reasonable to assume that differences in model structures, model optimisation
methods, as well as biodynamic nonlinearities and other factors contributed to the
differences in the stiffness shown in Table 8.5, and that none of them represents the
measured stiffness of a single specific anatomical component.
Differences in the damping of the joints between models will have arisen from similar
reasons to the differences in stiffness, but also because the principal resonance in the
apparent mass is not very sensitive to damping (Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001; and
Zheng et al., 2011b).

8.4.5

Model complexity

In the present model, the torso was simplified to two rigid body segments, representing
the upper torso (including the head and arms) and the lower torso. No spinal structures
were modelled because the spinal force and the deformation of the spine were not of
interest. Matsumoto and Griffin (2001) developed two models to represent the vertical
in-line apparent mass, the vertical in-line transmissibility, and the fore-and-aft crossaxis transmissibility to the spine. At frequencies from 1 to 15 Hz, a model with only one
mass representing the torso showed similar accuracy to a model with one mass
representing the upper torso and another representing the lower torso (Matsumoto and
Griffin, 2001). This may be because the two models exhibited similar vibration modes
in that frequency range.
The soft tissues of the buttocks and the thighs were modelled with deformable
elements surrounding a rigid pelvis and femurs. Such structures, together with the knee
joints and ankle joints allowed shear motion of the buttocks and thighs, which
represents the fore-and-aft response at the seat during vertical excitation. Kitazaki and
Griffin (1997) developed a finite element model of the spine to represent the vertical
apparent mass of the body and studied the vibration modes extracted from the model.
Of the seven modes at frequencies less than 10 Hz, four modes included shear motion
of the soft tissue beneath the pelvis. The models of vertical in-line apparent mass and
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fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass developed by Nawayseh and Griffin (2009) and
Zheng et al. (2011b) included springs and dampers in the fore-and-aft direction
beneath the pelvis to account for fore-and-aft motion. The fore-and-aft degree of
freedom was found to improve the prediction of both vertical in-line apparent mass and
fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass during vertical excitation (Nawayseh and Griffin,
2009).

8.4.6

Modal properties

The three vibration modes of the current model were consistent with the first, second
and fourth mode of the model of Matsumoto and Griffin (2001), partly because the two
models had similar structures for the torso and the current model was optimised with
these three vibration modes. The pitch motion in the first mode around 1 Hz in the
current model did not cause a clear peak in the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass.
This might be because this mode was not well excited by the vertical vibration and the
motions associated with this mode were damped by the heavy damping of the human
body. The third mode around 8 Hz in the model of Matsumoto and Griffin (2001)
(consisting of upward deformation of the buttocks tissue out of phase with vertical
motion of the viscera with bending of the upper-body) was not present in the current
model, partly because the viscera were not included in the model. It has been
suggested that the viscera contribute to resonances of the body around 5 Hz and 8 Hz
(e.g., Kitazaki and Griffin, 1997; Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001). The absence of viscera
might explain the small discrepancies in the modelled and measured phase of the
vertical inline apparent mass around 8 to 10 Hz. As can be seen in Figure 8.3, the
measured phase had a small peak around 8 to 10 Hz suggesting a possible resonance
while there was no resonance around 8 to 10 Hz in the modelled phase response. The
viscera may be required to model the resonances of the apparent mass of the human
body but may not be necessary in a quantitative model if the secondary peak is not
clear.
Although the vertical in-line apparent mass shows a clear primary resonance, a single
vibration mode does not provide the best representation of the vertical apparent mass.
Wei and Griffin (1998) found that if a single degree-of-freedom model was optimised to
fit the modulus of the apparent mass, it had low damping and gave a non-optimum fit to
the phase, whereas if the model was optimised to fit the phase of the apparent mass it
had more damping and underestimated the modulus of the apparent mass at
resonance. A model with two degrees-of-freedom can provide a better fit to both the
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modulus and the phase of the vertical in-line apparent mass (Wei and Griffin, 1998).
This two degree-of-freedom model has the first mode at about 5 Hz (with the two
masses moving in phase), and the second mode around 8 to 12 Hz (with the two
masses moving out of phase). Similar modes were observed in the present model: the
second mode at 5.6 Hz involved all the masses moving vertically in phase, and the
third mode at 12.1 Hz consisted of the upper-body moving out of phase with the vertical
motion of the buttocks and thighs. The model developed by Matsumoto and Griffin
(2001) also showed similar modal properties: the second mode (at 5.66 Hz) included all
the masses moving vertically in phase and the third mode (at 8.34 Hz) involved
deformation of buttocks tissue vertically out of phase with vertical visceral motion. From
these observations, it seems reasonable to deduce that at least two vertical modes
should be included in a model in order to reasonably represent both the modulus and
the phase of the vertical in-line apparent mass.
Three broad resonances (around 1 Hz, 3 to 6 Hz, and 6 to 10 Hz) have been observed
in the fore-and-aft apparent mass measured at a rigid backrest during fore-and-aft
vibration (e.g., Qiu and Griffin, 2010). This suggests three vibration modes may be
required to model the dynamics of the upper-body. Nawayseh and Griffin (2009)
developed a lumped-parameter model with three degrees of freedom to reproduce the
fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass during vertical excitation. If the damping is
removed, three resonances are located at 3 Hz, 4.25 Hz, and 6.75 Hz with the phase of
the apparent mass changing by π at each resonance frequency, indicating the direction
of the fore-and-aft force reversed at each natural frequency, as shown in Figure 8.10.
In their model, three modes were required to fit the wide phase range in the fore-andaft cross-axis apparent mass from about +π rad to -5 rad. Bending and fore-and-aft
motions of the upper-body were involved in all three modes in the current model, which
may explain the reasonable fit to both the modulus and phase of the fore-and-aft crossaxis apparent mass during vertical vibration excitation. However, there is uncertainty as
to the number of modes needed to represent the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
mass. With measurements having a smaller range of phase (e.g., 0 to -5 rad), two
vibration modes at frequencies less than 10 Hz were sufficient as in the model
developed by Zheng et al. (2011b).

8.4.7

Applications and future development of the model

The model in this study appears capable of representing the vertical in-line and foreand-aft cross-axis apparent mass of the human body during vertical vibration. This is
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the first step in developing a human body model that can be used to represent dynamic
interactions between the body and a seat and predict both transmissibility and dynamic
pressure distributions over the surface of a seat.
Although a linear elastic material appeared to represent the overall stiffness of the soft
tissues, an elastic material model may not be a sufficiently close representation to
provide a good prediction of the contact area and the pressure distribution. A nonlinear
hyperelastic material has been used to model buttocks tissues in a finite element model
for predicting static pressure distributions (Verver et al., 2004). A material model
including damping may also be required to account for damping in the soft tissues of
the buttocks.

Figure 8.10 Modes in the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass calculated using the
model developed by Nawayseh and Griffin (2009): –––– with damping; – – – – without
damping.

8.5

Conclusions

A simple linear finite element model with five body segments interconnected by linear
revolute joints with stiffness and damping and deformable parts representing the soft
tissues of the buttocks and thighs can reproduce the vertical in-line apparent mass and
the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass of the seated human body during vertical
vibration excitation. The model may be developed to study the dynamic interactions
between the body and a seat over the seat surface (e.g., dynamic pressure
distributions and variations in seat transmissibility over the seat surface).
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Chapter 9
A finite element model of static
pressure distribution
9.1

Introduction

The distribution of static pressures over seats affect the subjective feelings of seat
occupants (e.g., Ebe and Griffin, 2001), so a model capable of predicting static
pressures could assist the prediction of sitting comfort and the optimisation of seat
designs. Vehicle vibration produces a distribution of dynamic pressures over a seat that
may also be expected to influence sitting comfort. A model for predicting static
pressures may be appropriate for development to predict the distribution dynamic
pressures.
The distribution of pressure over the body-seat interface provides information such as
the contact area, the pressure beneath the thighs and buttocks, peak pressures, and
the location of peak pressure. A few studies have investigated relationships between
pressure distributions and sitting comfort. A correlation has been reported between
comfort and pressure over the ischial tuberosities (Thakurta et al., 1995; Ebe and
Griffin, 2001), while the weight supported by the thighs and the hip areas was not
correlated with static sitting comfort (Ebe and Griffin, 2001).
Many models have been developed to represent the biodynamic responses of the
human body (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Zheng et al., 2011b). Most of them are
either lumped-parameter models or multi-body models that are not suitable for
representing pressure over the human-seat interface due to over-simplification of the
contact between the seat and the body. Finite element models that can have more
realistic anthropometry and represent the soft tissues have made it possible to reflect
both static and dynamic pressure distributions.
One of the uncertainties in developing a finite element model of the human body to
represent pressure distributions is the complex geometry of the buttocks and thighs,
including the geometric shape of the soft tissues and the relative location of the femur
and pelvis to the soft tissues. The shape could be obtained from scans of the human
body (e.g., Verver et al., 2004), existing models intended for other applications (e.g.,
Chapter 8), or anthropometric dummies that include the shape of the buttocks and
thighs and relevant anthropometry (e.g., Siefert et al., 2008). Estimating the shape from
existing models or dummies is simpler than scanning and will not affect the
identification of the required structures or the complexity of a model of static pressure
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distribution. In this study, the shape of the buttocks and thighs of a model representing
the apparent mass of the human body defined in Chapter 8 was developed to model
pressure at the human-seat interface. This model was used because it may be
developed to predict dynamic pressure distributions.
Another uncertainty when developing a finite element model concerns the structure of
the soft tissues. Muscle groups in the buttocks and thighs have been included in some
models to represent muscle activity (e.g., Makhsous et al., 2007). However it is not
clear that these muscles affect pressure distributions and so the necessity for including
muscles in a model to predict pressure distribution is unclear. The soft tissues have
been represented by homogeneous structures in models of the apparent mass of
subjects sitting on a rigid seat during vertical vibration excitation (e.g., Siefert et al.,
2008; Chapter 8) and in models of static pressure at the human-seat interface when
sitting in a normal posture (e.g., Verver et al., 2004). It is unknown whether a
homogeneous structure is capable of predicting static pressures for a range of sitting
postures.
A model predicting pressures for the body sitting on different seats with different
postures should be calibrated with a range of pressures at the ischial tuberosities and
the thighs. In this study, this was attempted utilising a footrest with different heights: it
was expected that the pressure at the ischial tuberosities would be greater with a high
footrest than a low footrest or no footrest, while the pressure beneath the thighs would
be greatest with no footrest.
The objective of this study was to develop a model of the static pressure distribution of
the human body sitting on a rigid seat without backrest. It was hypothesised that a
human body model consisting of homogenous nonlinear soft tissues at the buttocks
and thighs and rigid bodies representing the upper-body could predict variations in
static pressures between the body and a rigid seat with varying thigh contact.

9.2
9.2.1

Method
Measurements of static pressure on a rigid seat

The static pressure distribution of a subject (63.5 kg, 1.69 m) sitting on a rigid flat
horizontal surface without backrest was measured using a resistive pressure sensing
system (Figure 9.1). The sensing system included a grid-based flexible pressure mat
(width: 487.68 mm; depth: 426.72 mm) with 2016 sensing units and a data acquisition
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system. The pressure mat was calibrated statically with an indenter rig using the
method described by Chapter 4. The calibrated sensor had a range of 160 kPa with
pressure resolution of 0.62 kPa.
The weight and anthropometric dimensions of the subject were measured as in Table
9.1. When measuring the dimensions of the thighs, the subject sat close to the front
edge of the rigid seat without thigh contact and a footrest was used to keep the upper
surface of the thighs parallel to the seat surface. Two boards were used to clamp the
thigh lightly when measuring the width at the front, middle, and rear of the thigh.

Figure 9.1 Experimental setup for measuring the static pressure distribution.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9.2 Conditions with different footrest heights: (a) feet hanging; (b) mid-height
footrest; (c) high footrest.
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When measuring pressures, the pressure mat was placed on the rigid seat and the
subject sat on the pressure mat with a normal upright posture. Three footrest heights
were used as shown in Figure 9.2. The feet were hanging with the lowest footrest. The
height between the surface of the footrest and the surface of the seat was about 38 cm
with the mid-height footrest and 27 cm with the high footrest. In each condition, the
subject sat on the seat for 60 s and data were acquired at 5 frames per second (one
frame contained data from 2016 pressure sensing points). The data of the last 5 s were
averaged to obtain the static pressure distribution.

9.2.2

Model description

The model was based on the model previously developed in Chapter 8 to represent the
vertical in-line apparent mass and fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass of the human
body sitting on a rigid seat without backrest in a normal posture and exposed to vertical
vibration. The model consisted of five body segments: upper torso (including head and
arms), lower torso, pelvis-thighs, legs, and feet. The upper torso, lower torso, legs, and
feet were modelled as rigid bodies, and the pelvis-thigh segment was modelled with a
rigid pelvis and femurs surrounded by deformable elements representing the soft
tissues of the buttocks and thighs, as shown in Figure 9.3a. The segments were
connected by revolute joints with rotational stiffness and damping.
The original model had a weight of 68.4 kg and a stature of 176 cm. This model was
scaled overall to a stature of 169 cm, a sitting height of 90 cm, and the length of each
body segment of the subject. The shape of the soft tissue was then adjusted locally to
fit the dimensions listed in Table 9.1. The lower parts of the thighs were adjusted
manually to have approximately the shape of the thighs of the subject. The mesh of the
soft tissues and the seat were refined with smaller sizes than the original mesh sizes
so as to improve the spatial resolution of the pressure distribution. Elsewhere, the
elements of the model had relatively coarse meshes so as to improve computational
efficiency. The original pelvis-thigh segment and the adjusted and refined pelvis-thigh
segment are shown in Figure 9.3b. The shape of the upper-body was not adjusted to
the subject because this shape was assumed not to be an important factor when
modelling the static pressure.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.3 Finite element model of the seated human body: (a) previous model
(Chapter 8); (b) the buttocks and thighs before and after adjustments and refinement.
Table 9.1 Weight and anthropometric dimensions of the subject and the model.
Subject

9.2.3

Model

Total mass [kg]

63.5

63.5

Stature [cm]

169.0

170.0

Sitting height [cm]

90.0

91.0

Circumference of front thigh [cm]

38.4

37.4

Circumference of middle thigh [cm]

50.3

49.1

Circumference of rear thigh [cm]

58.5

57.1

Width of front thigh [cm]

11.5

12.1

Width of middle thigh [cm]

15.4

15.5

Width of rear thigh [cm]

20.3

17.1

Width of the buttocks [cm]

30.1

28.8

Dependent variables

The dependent variables of the model were the average pressure over the areas of A,
B, C, and D, and the contact areas of C and D, as shown in Figure 9.4. Area A was a 4
cm x 4 cm square area around the maximum pressure located beneath the
tuberosities. Area B was a 7 cm x 7 cm square area surrounding area A. Area C was a
rectangle over the entire hip area. Area D was a rectangle over the entire thigh area.
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The four areas were defined by Ebe and Griffin (2001) to summarise a large amount of
pressure data and correlate the pressures with the discomfort of subjects sitting on
different foam cushions. Area B in this study was smaller than the corresponding area
defined by Ebe and Griffin (2001) (i.e., 10 x 10 cm) because when sitting on a rigid flat
horizontal surface the area of contact with the seat is less than when sitting on a foam
cushion.
The measured and modelled pressures were used to calculate masses (i.e., the
pressure multiplied by the sensing area) for each row and column of sensors, and at
each individual sensor. The mass supported by each row (or column) was obtained by
summing the masses at each sensor within the same sensor row (or column). The
coordinate system is defined in Figure 9.4.
Y (sensor column numbers)

X (sensor row numbers)

C

B
A

A

B

D

Figure 9.4 The coordinate system and four areas for quantifying static pressure.
3
z
2
77.8̊
1

4

18̊

x
27 mm

Figure 9.5 The relative positions of bone and tissue in the model after calibration: point
1, knee joint; point 2, hip joint; point 3, ischial tuberosity; point 4, iliac crest.
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9.2.4

Independent variables

The independent variables of the model were the relative positions of the pelvic and
femur bones to the shape of the soft tissue, and the material properties of the
homogenous soft tissue.
The relative positions of the femurs and pelvis to the contour of the soft tissue are
defined in Figure 9.5. During calibration, the distance between the ischial tuberosities
and the skin were adjusted by shifting the pelvis in the z-axis to provide a better fit to
the dependent variables. The knee joints (i.e., point 1 in Figure 9.5) were not moved
while the hip joints (i.e., point 2 in Figure 9.5) moved with the pelvis. The angles of the
femurs were determined by the knee joints and the hip joints. The final distances
between the ischial tuberosities and the skin were 2.7 cm and the angles of the femurs
were 18°, as shown in Figure 9.5. Once the model was scaled and adjusted to fit the
anthropometry of the subject, the contour of the model was no longer adjusted
A nonlinear Moon-Rooney hyperplastic material was used as the soft tissue in the
model. Such material has been used in some previous human body models of static
pressure distributions on both rigid seats and foam seats (e.g., Verver et al., 2004).
The density of the material was set to 1100 kg/m3. The Poisson’s ratio was fixed to
0.491, based on the assumption that the soft tissue was nearly incompressible (LinderGanz et al., 2008). The Mooney-Rivlin material model is based on a strain energy
function, W, as follows:
W  A( I1  3 )  B( I 2  3 )  C(

1
I 32

 1 )  D( I 3  1 )2 ;

where I1, I2, I3 are the invariants of the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor; A and B are
the two parameters controlling the material properties, with C and D related to A, B and
Poisson’s ratio,  , as follows:
C  0.5 A  B;

D

A( 5  2 )  B(11  5 )
;
2(1  2 )

The two parameters A and B were set to 0.002 and 0.006 MPa initially, and adjusted to
0.00165 and 0.00335 MPa, finally.
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9.2.5

Footrest height

The three heights of footrest used in the experiment were implemented in the model to
provide different contact areas between the thighs and the seat and different pressures
beneath the ischial tuberosities and thighs. This was achieved in the simulation in two
steps. First, the model of the human body settled on the seat at equilibrium under
gravity without the feet contacting the footrest. A displacement was then prescribed to
the footrest to obtain the height required for the mid-height footrest (or high footrest) as
in the experiment. The angle of the thighs changed when moving the footrest. For the
feet hanging posture, only the first step was needed.

9.3

Results

The measured and modelled pressures over the defined areas are summarised in
Table 9.2.
In the measurements, the average pressure over area A was much greater than the
average pressure over other areas. Increasing the height of the footrest reduced thigh
contact, increased the pressures over areas A and B, the average pressure over the
whole contact area, and the maximum pressure, but decreased the pressure over area
D. With the feet hanging, there was greater contact in the hip area than with the midheight footrest, and hip contact reduced further with further increase in the height of the
footrest.
70

Solid line: Modelled

Area A

60

Dot line: Measured
Pressure [kPa]

50
40

Area B

30
20

Area C

10

Area D

0

Feet hanging

Mid-height footrest

High footrest

Figure 9.6 Measured and modelled pressures over the four defined areas.
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The model results provided a reasonable fit to the measured pressures (i.e., the
dependent variables) and show similar trends, with errors less than 10% for all three
footrest heights, as shown in Table 9.2 and Figure 9.6.
Table 9.2 Comparison between measured pressure distributions and the modelled
values.
No footrest

Measured Modelled Errors

Seat mass [kg]

62.7

63.2

0.8%

Average pressure of A [kPa]

46.0

43.0

6.5%

Average pressure of B [kPa]

25.4

24.9

2.1%

Average pressure of C [kPa]

13.4

13.3

0.7%

Average pressure of D [kPa]

4.6

4.4

4.3%

Contact area of C [cm2]

293.2

289.0

1.4%

Contact area of D [cm2]

413.9

416.0

0.5%

Whole contact area [cm2]

707.1

705.0

0.3%

Average pressure [kPa]

8.1

8.3

2.5%

Max pressure [kPa]

77.8

80.6

3.6%

Mid-height footrest

Measured Modelled Errors

Seat mass [kg]

53.4

53.4

0.0%

Average pressure of A [kPa]

50.1

48.9

2.4%

Average pressure of B [kPa]

27.1

29.2

7.8%

Average pressure of C [kPa]

13.9

13.2

5.0%

Average pressure of D [kPa]

3.7

3.2

13.5%

Contact area of C [cm2]

300.4

324.1

7.9%

Contact area of D [cm2]

228.1

231.2

1.4%

Whole contact area [cm2]

528.5

555.4

5.1%

9.6

9.2

4.2%

104.9

97.6

7.0%

Average pressure [kPa]
Max pressure [kPa]
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High footrest

Measured Modelled Errors

Seat mass [kg]

43.8

48.7

11.2%

Average pressure of A [kPa]

64.6

61.8

4.3%

Average pressure of B [kPa]

31.4

36.6

16.6%

Average pressure of C [kPa]

16.1

17.7

9.9%

Average pressure of D [kPa]

2.8

0.6

78.6%

Contact area of C [cm2]

255.0

261.2

2.4%

Contact area of D [cm2]

21.7

1.0

95.4%

Whole contact area [cm2]

276.6

262.2

5.2%

Average pressure [kPa]

15.5

18.2

17.4%

Max pressure [kPa]

143.2

135.3

5.5%

The colour maps show similar patterns between the measurements and the modelling
(Figure 9.7a, Figure 9.8a, and Figure 9.9a). The greatest errors appear in the thigh
area with the mid-height footrest and high footrest. The modelled masses supported by
each row and column show reasonable fits to the measured masses, as shown in
Figure 9.7c, Figure 9.8c, and Figure 9.9c. Comparisons for each pressure point over
the contact area for the three footrest conditions are shown in Figure 9.7c, Figure 9.8c,
and Figure 9.9c. There are greater discrepancies in the pressure data at each sensing
point (Figure 9.7c, Figure 9.8c, and Figure 9.9c) than in the average pressure over the
four areas (Figure 9.6) or the mass supported by rows and columns (Figure 9.7b,
Figure 9.8b, and Figure 9.9b).
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Feet hanging: Measured

Feet hanging: Modelled
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Figure 9.7 Comparison between measured and modelled pressure distributions for the
feet hanging condition: (a) colour map of the pressure distribution; (b) mass supported
by each row and column; (c) pressure at each column.
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Mid-height footrest: modelled
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Figure 9.8 Comparison between measured and modelled pressure distributions for the
mid-height footrest condition: (a) colour map of the pressure distribution; (b) mass
supported by each row and column; (c) pressure at each column.
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Figure 9.9 Comparison between measured and modelled pressure distributions for the
high footrest condition: (a) colour map of the pressure distribution; (b) mass supported
by each row and column; (c) pressure at each column.
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9.4
9.4.1

Discussion
Measured and the modelled pressure

During the measurements, the higher footrest caused greater pressures over Areas A
and B and increased the maximum pressure (Table 9.2). This is consistent with Wu et
al., (1998) who reported that the static ischium pressure of six subjects (46.1 kg to 91.3
kg) sitting on rigid seat was greater with a low seat than with a high seat. The
maximum pressures for the subject in this study (64.5 kg) were 77.8 kPa with the feet
hanging, 104.9 kPa with a mid-height footrest, and 143.2 kPa with a high footrest. The
maximum pressures were in the range 25 to 202 kPa for six subjects sitting on a rigid
seat with three similar footrest-seat distances reported by Wu et al. (1998).
The modelled pressures show reasonable fits to the measured pressures over all four
areas, with errors less than 10% for all footrest heights. Greater discrepancies were
found in the thigh areas with the mid-height footrest and high footrest, which may be
attributed to either differences in the geometric shape of the soft tissue in the model
and the subject or the low resolution of the pressure sensors used for the
measurements. For all footrest heights, there was greater discrepancy in the pressures
at each sensing point than in the average pressure over the four areas and the mass
supported by rows and columns. This was caused by the errors in the pressures at
each point because of the limited spatial resolution of the pressure mat, cross-talk
between adjacent pressure sensors, and the inaccuracies during calibration of the
pressure sensor (Chapter 4). Averaging pressures reduces the non-systematic errors
in the pressure sensors. The colour maps show similar patterns in the modelled
pressures and the measured pressures. The crumples at the edges of the colour maps
are caused by the spatial resolution in the measurements and the element size
adopted in the modelling.

9.4.2

The geometric shape of the soft tissues

The shape of the soft tissues was based on a previous model but adjusted to fit the
anthropometry of the subject. Uncertainties in this step arise because the curvature of
the soft tissue is difficult to measure and had to be estimated during scaling and
adjustment. The adjustments were made to nodes of the finite element model and
hence not defined parametrically. Although the shape was not further adjusted during
the calibration stage, the model results showed reasonable fits to the average
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pressures over the four defined areas. This implies the adjustment to the shape was
sufficient for predicting the average pressures over the four defined areas and that the
average pressures are not very sensitive to the shape of the soft tissues. It seems the
estimated shape of the soft tissues might be further scaled and adjusted to subjects
with different body builds to model their pressures distributions.

9.4.3

Relative positions of the pelvis and femurs to the soft
tissue

The relative positions of the pelvis and femurs in the model were controlled by the
thickness of the tissues between the ischial tuberosities and the skin. During calibration
it was found that the thickness of tissues between the ischial tuberosities and the skin
greatly affected the pressure and the contact area. A greater thickness reduced the
peak pressure and reduced the pressure in Area A and Area B, but increased the area
of contact. The thickness of tissues between the ischial tuberosities and the skin
beneath was finally adjusted to 27 mm, within the range 26 to 42 mm reported for
measurements using magnetic resonance imaging with subjects sitting with their
peripheral buttocks supported on a tyre and the ischial tuberosities unloaded (LinderGanz et al., 2008). Makhsous et al. (2011) measured the thickness of the soft tissue
covering the ischial tuberosities with the upper-body of the subjects supine on a
horizontal surface and with their legs supported by a higher surface. This posture
allowed various angles between the upper-body and the thighs, as when sitting in
different postures, but with the buttocks unloaded. It was found the thickness of the
tissues decreased from a supine posture to a 45°hip-thigh posture, and also further to
a 90°hip-thigh posture (i.e., a normal upright sitting posture). Variation in the thickness
of tissues beneath the ischial tuberosities with varying angle between the thighs and
the upper-body might explain errors in the modelled pressures observed with the highfootrest.

9.4.4

Structure of the buttocks-thigh segment and material
for the soft tissue

The buttocks-thigh segment in the model had rigid bones and homogenous soft tissue
surrounding the bones without muscles. The modelled pressures show that such a
structure provided a reasonable representation of the average pressure distribution
over the four defined contact areas. Errors in the pressures at each sensing point
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(Figure 9.7c, Figure 9.8c, and Figure 9.9c) might be partly due to simplification of the
buttocks-thigh structure. Skin has been included in some previous models of the static
pressure (e.g., Verver et al., 2004) but the need to model the skin is not clear.
The structure seemed capable of representing the static pressure distributions in this
study and was also capable of representing the vertical in-line apparent mass and foreand-aft cross axis apparent mass of the seated human body with vertical vibration
excitation (Chapter 8). Models with such a structure may therefore have the potential to
be developed to represent dynamic pressure distributions.
The material properties of the soft tissues were found to greatly affect the static
pressures. A stiffer material reduced the peak pressure and the pressures of Area A
and Area B, and increased the pressures of Area C and Area D, due to the reduced
contact area of Area C and Area D. The parameters of the material were same as
those in a previous model of static pressure distributions (Verver et al., 2004). The
stress-strain curve of the material used in this study fell into the range of the previously
measured data, as shown in Figure 9.10.
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Figure 9.10 The stress-strain curve of the material of the soft tissue in the current
model and in the literature.
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9.4.5

Capacity of the model to predict static sitting comfort

It may be most appropriate to base predictions of static sitting comfort on average
pressure over specific areas rather than pressures at specific points, such as the
maximum pressure over the contact area or the pressure at some location beneath the
thighs, because there are large errors in pressure measurements at specific points
(see Chapter 4). Using average pressures as indicators for static sitting comfort could
reduce the influence of errors in both pressure measurements and models for
predicting pressures.
In a previous study, the force over Area A was related to static sitting comfort while
there was no correlation between comfort and pressure over the other areas (Ebe and
Griffin, 2001). The current model provided pressures over Area A and Area B that were
similar to the measured values. The model might therefore be used to predict static
sitting comfort for a group of people with similar body builds to the subject in the study.
The current simple model may be further developed to predict pressures and sitting
comfort for subjects with different body builds.

9.5

Conclusions

A human body model reflecting the anthropometry of the thighs and buttocks of a
subject, with homogenous nonlinear soft tissues for the buttocks and thighs, and rigid
bodies for the upper body, can represent the variations in static pressures on a rigid
seat without backrest that arise when thigh contact is varied. The model has the
potential to be used in the prediction of static sitting comfort and developed to predict
dynamic pressure distributions.
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Chapter 10 A finite element model of localised
biodynamic responses
10.1 Introduction
The distribution of the localised forces over the human-seat interface may be felt and
may affect the sitting comfort. A human body model that can represent the localised
biodynamic responses over the interface may help predict sitting comfort and improve
seat design.
A finite element model of the seated human body has been developed in Chapter 8
with simplified representations for the head, neck, upper torso, lower torso, and legs by
rigid bodies, and more detailed representations for the pelvis-thigh region with rigid
bodies (representing the pelvis and femurs) and deformable elements covering the
bones (representing the soft tissues of the buttocks and thighs). With a linear elastic
material applied to the soft tissues of the buttocks and thighs, the model provided
reasonable vertical in-line apparent mass and fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass
(Chapter 8). The geometric shape of the pelvis-thigh region was further adjusted in
Chapter 9 to reflect the anthropometry of the thighs and buttocks of an individual
subject. With a hyperelastic material assigned to the soft tissues, the model was found
to be capable of representing static pressure distributions with varied thigh contact
(Chapter 9).
A model that can represent the dynamic pressures at the interface between the human
body and a seat with vertical vibration should be able to represent the static pressures
in static conditions and the localised biodynamic responses in dynamic conditions.
However, such a model has not been seen in previous studies. A model with similar
structure to that developed in Chapter 8, and with the same geometric shape of the
pelvis-thigh region as that developed in Chapter 9, may have potential to represent
both the static pressure distribution and the localised biodynamic responses.
With the feet unsupported (i.e., feet hanging), the localised vertical in-line apparent
mass at the front thighs presented a principal resonance around 8 Hz, higher than the
principal resonance frequency around 5 Hz at the ischial tuberosities. It was suggested
that the 8-Hz resonance at the front thighs could be attributed to a mode of the thighs
pitching about the hip joints (Chapter 5). To represent the localised responses at the
thighs, the human body model should be able to reflect the mode of the thighs. The
mode is expected to depend on the mass of the thighs and the stiffness of the soft
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tissue of the thighs. The material type and the properties for the soft tissues of buttocks
and thighs are expected to be the key factors.
Several material types for the soft tissue of the buttocks and the thighs have been
suggested in previous studies (Verver et al., 2004; Pankoke et al., 2008; Zheng, 2012;
Chapters 8 and 9). A nonlinear rubber-like hyperelastic material was applied in the
CASIMIR model (Pankoke et al., 2008) and the model developed by Verver et al.
(2004). A hyperelastic material was stated as being capable of representing the static
pressures over different types of seat (Verver et al., 2004) and the vertical in-line
apparent mass (Pankoke et al., 2008). A low density foam material with piecewise
stress-strain curve was applied in the model of Zheng (2012) to represent the vertical
in-line apparent mass, the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass, and the associated
nonlinearity. A linear elastic material was used Chapter 8 to represent the vertical inline and fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses. It is still unknown whether those
material types are sufficient to represent both the static pressure distribution and the
localised biodynamic responses.
The objective of this study was to investigate whether the finite element model of the
form developed in Chapter 8 with the optimised geometric shape of the buttocks and
thighs defined in Chapter 9 could represent both the static pressure distribution and the
localised biodynamic responses with various sitting postures. The study aimed to find
out the material properties of the soft tissue needed for representing those responses.

10.2 Method
The model developed in Chapter 9 was employed in this study because it has the
structure capable of representing the biodynamic responses as illustrated in Chapter 8
and the optimised shape of the soft tissues of an individual for representing the static
pressure distribution as described in Chapter 9. The model consists of rigid bodies
representing the torso segments, skeletal structures (pelvis and femurs), and
deformable parts representing the soft tissues of the buttocks and the thighs. Details of
the model can be found in Chapters 8 and 9.
The model was based on an male individual (weight of 64 kg, stature of 169 cm) who
participated in the experiments in Chapters 5 and 9. The overall apparent mass and the
localised apparent masses at the ischial tuberosities, the middle part of the thighs, and
the front part of thighs with vertical vibration (random broadband between 0.5 to 20 Hz
at 0.25 ms-2 r.m.s.) as measured in Chapter 5, and the static pressures over the ischial
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tuberosities, the entire hip area, and the entire thigh area as measured in Chapter 9
were used to calibrate the model.
When the static pressure was calculated in this study, the size of the mesh for the
deformable elements was the same as that in Chapter 9 (Figure 10.1), while coarser
meshes were used when the localised forces were calculated.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10.1 Differences in the geometric shapes and the mesh sizes for the deformable
elements for the soft tissues of the buttocks and thighs used in previous chapters and
the current study: (a) used in Chapter 8; (b) used in Chapter 9 and in the calculation of
static pressure in this study; (c) used in the calculation of the dynamic responses in this
study.

10.2.1 Linear elastic material
A linear elastic material (with a Young’s modulus of 0.15 MPa, a Poisson’s ratio of
0.49, and a density of 1085 kg/m3) that was used to represent the vertical in-line
apparent mass and the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass in Chapter 8 was initially
used for the soft tissues of the buttocks and thighs. The same stiffness weighted
Rayleigh damping with the coefficient of 0.05 as used in Chapter 8 was assigned to the
soft tissues.

10.2.2 Hyperelastic material
A hyperelastic material (with a density of 1085 kg/m3, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.49, and the
other two parameters A of 0.00165 MPa and B of 0.00335 MPa) that was used in
Chapter 9 and in a previous human body model of static pressure (Verver et al., 2004)
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was assigned to the soft tissues of the buttocks and thighs. Descriptions of these
parameters can be found in Chapter 9. Stiffness weighted Rayleigh damping with the
coefficient of 0.05 as used in Chapter 8 was assigned to the soft tissues.

10.2.3 Viscoelastic material
A viscoelastic material model named “Viscous Foam” in LS-DYNA (V971, LSTC) was
further considered for the soft tissues of the buttocks and the thighs. The schematic
representation is shown in Figure 10.2. The model consisted of a nonlinear elastic
spring (E1), in parallel with a nonlinear viscous damper (V2) and a linear elastic spring
(E2). The nonlinear elastic stiffness (E1) increased with increasing compressive
deformation as in Equation (10.1), where E10 is the initial Young’s modulus, V is the
relative volume defined by the ratio of the current volume to the initial volume, and n1 is
the exponent in a power law for the nonlinear elastic stiffness (E1). The nonlinear
damping (V2) increased with increasing compressive deformation as in Equation (10.2),
where V20 is the initial viscous coefficient and n2 is the exponent in a power law for
viscosity.
The final deformation of the material with a static load only depends on E1, because the
force produced by E2 and V2 is zero due to the zero velocity. Therefore, E1 can be
calibrated with static pressure. The parameters E2 and V2 can be then calibrated with
the dynamic responses.
Because the composition of muscle and fat and the thickness of the soft tissues differ
at the ischial tuberosities and along the thighs (Visible Human Project, 1997), the
overall stiffness may differ at the ischial tuberosities and at the thighs. Since a
homogenous structure was assumed for the soft tissues, different material properties
may be needed for reflecting the difference in the soft tissues at the ischial tuberosities
and along the thighs. The pelvis-thigh region was therefore divided into three parts,
representing the buttocks, the middle part of the thighs, and the front part of the thighs
(Figure 10.3).

Equation (1)
Equation (2)

Figure 10.2 Schematic representation of the nonlinear viscous foam material.
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Figure 10.3 The division of the buttocks, the middle part of the thighs, and the front part
of the thighs, and the relative positions of bone and tissue in the model as Chapter 9:
point 1, knee joint; point 2, hip joint; point 3, iliac crest; point 4, ischial tuberosities .
The material properties of the soft tissues of the buttocks and thighs were calibrated in
four steps. Firstly, the nonlinear elastic stiffness E1 of the soft tissues of the buttocks
and thighs was determined with the measured static pressures. The calibrated value of
E1 was not changed in the subsequent dynamic calibration process. Secondly, the
parameters E2 and V2 of the soft tissues at the buttocks were calibrated with the
measured localised vertical in-line apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities. Thirdly, the
parameters E2 and V2 of the soft tissues at the front thigh were calibrated with the
measured local apparent mass at the front thighs. Parameters for the middle thighs (E2
and V2) were finally adjusted so as to fit the overall apparent mass.
Table 10.1 Calibrated parameters of the visoelastic material for the soft tissues of the
buttocks, the middle thighs, and the front thighs.

Buttocks
Middle
thighs
Front
thighs

Density

E1

[kg/m3]

[MPa]

1085

0.001

3.6

1085

0.001

1085

0.001

E2

N1

Poisson’s

V2

N2

0.5

6.0e-4

0

0.45

3.6

0.5

6.0e-4

0

0.45

3.6

0.5

6.0e-3

0

0.45

[MPa]
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The above calibration procedure was adopted because the principal resonances in the
responses at the ischial tuberosities and that at the front thighs appeared to be two
separate modes which depend on the properties of the soft tissues at the ischial
tuberosity and the soft tissues at the front thighs, respectively (Chapter 5). Different
material properties were finally obtained for the soft tissues of the buttocks, the middle
thighs, and the front thighs, as listed in Table 10.1.
Only the data measured in the feet hanging posture were used in the calibration
because the vibration mode with deformation at the ischial tuberosities and the
vibration mode with deformation at the front thighs can be more clearly separated in
this posture (Chapter 5). The calibrated parameters were subsequently checked with
the inline and cross-axis apparent masses measured with the normal sitting posture
and the high footrest posture.

10.3 Results
10.3.1 Linear elastic material
With the linear elastic material assigned to the soft tissues of the buttocks and thighs,
the model presented resonances around 8 Hz in the overall vertical in-line apparent
mass and the localised vertical in-line apparent masses at the middle thighs and front
thighs (Figure 10.4).
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Figure 10.4 Comparison of the overall vertical in-line apparent mass and localised
vertical in-line apparent masses with the feet hanging posture between the model (with
linear elastic material) and measurement: –––– model; - - - - measurement.

10.3.2 Hyperelastic material
With the hyperelastic material assigned to the soft tissues of the buttocks and thighs,
the model presented principal resonances at about 5 Hz in the overall vertical in-line
apparent mass and in all the localised apparent masses (Figure 10.5). There was no
resonance at about 8 Hz in the overall apparent mass or the localised apparent mass
at the front thighs.
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Figure 10.5 Comparison of the overall vertical in-line apparent mass and localised
vertical in-line apparent masses with feet hanging posture between the model (with
hyperelastic material) and measurement: –––– model; - - - - measurement.

10.3.3 Viscoelastic material
With the viscoelastic material assigned to the soft tissues of the buttocks and thighs,
the model provided reasonable fits to the measured pressures with errors less than
10% (Table 10.2 and Figure 10.6), and presented principal resonances at about 5 Hz in
the overall vertical in-line apparent mass and the localised apparent mass at the ischial
tuberosities (Figure 10.7). The 8-Hz resonance in the localised apparent mass at the
front thighs was well presented (Figure 10.7) in the feet hanging posture.
The model also provided reasonable overall and localised vertical in-line apparent
masses as well as the fore-and-aft cross-axis responses for the other two postures
(Figure 10.8 and Figure 10.9). Discrepancies were observed in the fore-and-aft crossaxis apparent masses with the normal sitting posture and the high footrest posture.
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Table 10.2 Comparison between measured pressure distributions and the modelled
values with the feet hanging posture. Areas A, B, C, and D were defined in Chapter 9.
Measured Modelled

Errors

Seat mass [kg]

62.7

63.17

0.7%

Average pressure of A [kPa]

46.0

44.6

3.0%

Average pressure of B [kPa]

25.4

25.9

2.0%

Average pressure of C [kPa]

13.4

13.2

1.6%

Average pressure of D [kPa]

4.6

5.0

9.8%

Contact area of C [cm2]

293.2

270.2

7.8%

Contact area of D [cm2]

413.9

410.8

0.7%

Whole contact area [cm2]

707.1

674.1

4.7%

Average pressure [kPa]

8.1

8.6

7.0%

Max pressure [kPa]

77.8

81.7

5.0%

Measured

Modelled

0

0

90
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Figure 10.6 Comparison between measured and modelled static pressure distributions
with the feet hanging posture with the viscoelastic material model: (a) colour map of the
pressure distribution; (b) mass supported by each row or column.
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Vertical in-line responses (Feet hanging)
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Figure 10.7 Comparison of the overall and localised apparent masses with feet hanging
between the model (with viscoelastic material) and measurement; (a) vertical in-line
apparent mass; (b) fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses; –––– model; - - - measurement.
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Vertical in-line responses (Normal sitting)
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Figure 10.8 Comparison of the overall and localised apparent masses with the normal
sitting posture between the model (with viscoelastic material) and measurement; (a)
vertical in-line apparent mass; (b) fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses; ––––
model; - - - - measurement.
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Vertical in-line responses (High footrest)
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Figure 10.9 Comparison of the overall and localised apparent masses with the high
footrest posture between the model (with viscoelastic material) and measurement: (a)
vertical in-line apparent mass; (b) fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses; ––––
model; - - - - measurement.
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10.4 Discussion
10.4.1 Linear elastic material
The linear elastic material with the same properties for the soft tissues of the buttocks
and the thighs was sufficient to represent the vertical in-line and fore-and-aft cross-axis
apparent masses of a subject in a normal sitting posture (Chapter 8). However, it was
not sufficient to reflect the overall response or the localised responses in the feet
hanging posture (Figure 10.4). With the feet hanging, the model exhibited a principal
resonance around 8 Hz in the overall and the localised vertical in-line apparent masses
with similar phases around the principal resonance frequency (Figure 10.4). This
indicated that the deformations at the buttocks and the thighs were in phase at the
principal resonance and that both contributed to the resonance, which differs from the
experimental findings in Chapter 5 that indicate the deformation at the buttocks is more
involved in the 5-Hz resonance while the deformation at the front thighs is more
involved around 8 to 10 Hz.

10.4.2 Hyperelastic material
The rubber-like nonlinear hyperelastic material with the same properties for the soft
tissues of the buttocks and the thighs was sufficient to represent the static pressure
distribution (Chapter 9; Verver et al., 2004). With the parameters applied in this study,
the model presented principal resonances around 5 Hz in the overall responses and
the localised responses with similar phases around 5 Hz (Figure 10.5), which differs
from the findings in Chapter 5, as mentioned above. The model did not present the 8Hz resonance at the front thighs, possibly because the material was too soft for the
tissues of the front thighs. As the material properties have been calibrated with the
measured static pressure distribution (in Chapter 9), using a stiffer material may not
provide a satisfactory representation of the static pressures.

10.4.3 Viscoelastic material
With the viscoelastic material, the model provided reasonable static pressure
distributions (Figure 10.6), indicating that the nonlinear elastic stiffness, E1, was
reasonably calibrated. The model also provided reasonable overall and localised
apparent masses (Figure 10.7, Figure 10.8, and Figure 10.9), indicating that the linear
elastic stiffness, E2, and the damping, V2, were reasonably chosen.
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The use of the same material properties for the soft tissues of the buttocks and the
front thighs was not able to provide either appropriate overall responses or appropriate
localised biodynamic responses, as shown in the examples of using the linear elastic
material and the hyperelastic material (Figure 10.4 and Figure 10.5). It appears that a
stiffer material is needed for the soft tissues of the front thighs than around the ischial
tuberosities. This seems consistent with the measured overall stiffness of the soft
tissues being lower at the ischial tuberosities than at the middle thighs (Makhsous et
al., 2007). In their study, subjects were lying supine on a horizontal flat surface with
their legs supported by another horizontal flat surface at a higher position to maintain
90ºbetween the upper-body and the thighs, and between the thighs and the legs, as in
a sitting posture. The force and the deformation of the tissues were measured at the
ischial tuberosities and the middle thighs with an ultrasound indenter device (Makhsous
et al., 2007).
In the current model, the material at the front thighs was stiffened with the greater
viscosity. This is because with the elastic stiffness, E1, much reduced relative to the
elastic stiffness, E2, (E1 = 0.001 MPa and E2 = 0.5 MPa), a greater viscosity in series
with E2 increases the participation of E2, and hence stiffens the material. For the soft
tissues of the front thighs (E1 = 0.001 MPa, E2 = 0.5 MPa, V2 = 0.006), the material
performed like a linear elastic stiffness, E2, being in series with the viscosity, V2. The
frequency of the resonance and the localised apparent mass at the resonance at the
front thighs were therefore more sensitive to E2 and V2 than to E1.
For the soft tissues of the buttock (E1 = 0.001 MPa, E2 = 0.5 MPa, V2 = 0.0006), the
viscosity, V2, was low and the linear elastic stiffness, E2, was much stiffer than the
nonlinear elastic term, E1. The material therefore performed like the nonlinear elastic
stiffness, E1, in parallel with the viscosity, V2. The resonance frequency in the localised
apparent mass at the buttocks was therefore most sensitive to E1, and the apparent
mass at the resonance was most sensitive to V2.
The parameters of the material used in the model are expected to depend on the
geometry of the soft tissue and the division of the buttocks, the middle thighs and the
front thighs (as illustrated in Figure 10.3), because the required stiffness and damping
at each location depend on the mechanical properties of soft tissue, the thickness of
the soft tissue, and the contact area.
Discrepancies between the modelled and measured values were mainly observed in
the fore-and-aft cross-axis responses in the normal sitting posture and in the high
footrest posture (Figure 10.8 and Figure 10.9). This is because there were postural
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changes in the upper-body of the subject when changing the height of the feet in
experiments. Such postural changes were not considered in the current model.

10.4.4 Model structure
The final biodynamic model consists of rigid bodies representing the upper-torso,
lower-torso, legs, feet, and parts of the skeleton (pelvis and femurs) interconnected via
revolute joints, with deformable elements covering the pelvis and femurs representing
the soft tissue of the buttocks and thighs. This structure has been found sufficient to
represent the overall vertical in-line apparent mass and the fore-and-aft cross-axis
apparent mass (Chapter 8). This may be because the structure of the model can reflect
the vibration modes of the body that are associated with the principal characteristics in
the apparent masses. The model reflected a pitch mode of the entire upper-body at 1.7
Hz, a mode at 6.2 Hz with axial and shear deformation beneath the ischial tuberosities,
and bending of the upper-body, and a mode at 13 Hz with similar motion to the second
mode but with the motion out of phase as in the second mode (Figure 8.7, Chapter 8).
The three modes are similar to those reported in previous studies (Matsumoto and
Griffin, 2001, Zheng et al., 2011b). With the hip joints included, the model is also
capable of representing the 8-Hz pitch mode of the thighs about the hip joints, as
suggested in Chapter 5, when the feet are unsupported.
In the current model, homogeneous soft tissues covering the pelvis and the femurs
were used for the pelvis-thigh region, similar to some existing finite element models
(e.g., Verver, 2004; Siefert et al., 2008). The homogeneous soft tissues, however, differ
greatly from the soft tissues of the human body, which have different types of muscle
with different composition of muscle and fat at different locations (Visible Human
Project, 1997). This might be the reason why different material properties were
obtained at the buttocks and the thighs to represent the localised responses of the
human body.
With the refinement of the geometric shape of the soft tissues of the buttocks and
thighs based on the individual subject, the structure was demonstrated to be capable of
representing static pressure distributions in three different postures (Chapter 9). In this
chapter, applying a viscoelastic material model with different properties assigned to the
soft tissues of the buttocks and the thighs, the model appeared to be capable of
representing both pressure distributions in static conditions and the overall and
localised apparent masses in dynamic conditions. Models with such a structure may be
further developed to represent dynamic pressure distributions.
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10.5 Conclusions
A human model of the form developed in Chapter 8 with the geometric shape of the
soft tissues of the buttocks and thighs defined in Chapter 9 and with different
viscoelastic properties for the front thighs and the buttocks can represent static
pressure distributions on a rigid seat without backrest, the localised vertical in-line
apparent masses, and the localised fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent masses at the
ischial tuberosities, the middle thighs, and the front thighs with vertical vibration.
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General discussion

This chapter summarises and discusses the main findings in previous chapters that
answer the research questions proposed in Chapter 2.

11.1 Contribution of localised biodynamic responses
to the apparent mass with a rigid seat
11.1.1 Vertical in-line apparent mass
At 0.5 Hz, the localised vertical in-line apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities was
greater than that at the middle thighs and the front thighs, for both the rigid seat (Figure
5.4) and the soft seats (Figure 7.7) and for all conditions of thigh contact. This is
because the human body behaves almost rigidly at 0.5 Hz and the localised vertical
apparent masses depend on the static weight supported at the three locations.
Around the principal resonance frequency in the overall vertical apparent mass of the
human body, the vertical apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities showed a similar
resonance frequency (around 5 Hz) for all conditions of thigh contact (Figure 5.4). The
apparent mass at the resonance frequency was greater at the ischial tuberosities than
at the middle thighs and the front thighs for all conditions of thigh contact (Figure 5.4).
This is consistent with the deformation of the soft tissue at the ischial tuberosities
contributing to the 5-Hz resonance of the seated body (Kitazaki and Griffin, 1997;
Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001; Zheng et al., 2011b). It is concluded that the apparent
mass localised at the ischial tuberosities made the dominant contribution to the overall
vertical apparent mass around 5 Hz.
Around 8 Hz, the localised vertical in-line apparent mass at the front thighs showed a
principal resonance when the feet were unsupported (i.e., feet hanging), and the
vertical apparent mass was greater at the front thighs than at the ischial tuberosities
(Figure 5.4). This indicates that with the feet hanging, the vertical force at the front
thighs dominated the overall vertical apparent mass around 8 Hz. The 8-Hz resonance
at the thighs is suggested to be caused by a vibration mode in which the thighs pitch
about the hip joint and bounce on the soft tissue of the thighs.
The contribution of the thighs to the apparent mass differed when the feet were
supported. With the normal sitting posture, the vertical apparent mass localised at the
thighs contributed less to the overall vertical apparent mass around 8 Hz than the
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apparent mass localised at the ischial tuberosities (Figure 5.4). This is because the
pitch mode of the thighs was constrained by the footrest.

11.1.2 Fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass
For all conditions of thigh contact, the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass localised
at the middle thighs made the principal contribution to the overall fore-and-aft crossaxis apparent mass in the range 1 to 5 Hz. Around 8 to 10 Hz, the fore-and-aft crossaxis apparent mass localised at the ischial tuberosities made the principal contribution
when the feet were supported, but the front thighs made the dominant contribution
when the feet were unsupported (Figure 5.10, Table 5.4).
It seems that when the feet are supported the vibration modes of the human body at
low frequencies (e.g., 1 to 5 Hz) involve shear deformation of tissues beneath the
middle thighs, while higher frequency modes (e.g., 8 to 10 Hz) involve shear
deformation of tissues beneath the ischial tuberosities. This is consistent with vibration
modes of the spine (Kitazaki and Griffin, 1997; Kitazaki and Griffin, 1998) in which it
can be observed that modes with the pelvis pivoting about the ischial tuberosities are at
frequencies less than 5 Hz, while modes with the pelvis rotating about a point higher
than the ischial tuberosities are at higher frequencies. Pelvis pivoting motions about the
ischial tuberosities may push the femurs to move fore-and-aft, causing shear
deformation of the soft tissues beneath the thighs. With the pelvis rotating about a point
higher than the tuberosities there may be shear deformation of tissues beneath the
ischial tuberosities.

11.2 Effect of backrest on biodynamic responses at
the seat pan
When subjects sat with a vertical backrest or an inclined backrest, the vertical apparent
mass localised at the ischial tuberosities made the dominant contribution to the overall
vertical apparent mass at the seat, similar to sitting without a backrest (Figure 6.3).
This is because most of the body weight at the seat is supported at the ischial
tuberosities.
Sitting with the inclined backrest altered the localised apparent masses at the seat pan
(Figure 6.3). The vertical apparent mass localised at the ischial tuberosities tended to
show a broader resonance with a lower magnitude at the 5-Hz resonance, compared to
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sitting without a backrest (Figure 6.3). The broadening of the resonance may be
because there is more than one vibration mode of the human body involved in the
resonance. Previous studies have suggested that there are several vibration modes
involving bending of the spine (Kitazaki and Griffin, 1997). Although those modes were
obtained in conditions without a backrest, it is expected that the spine has similar
bending modes when sitting with a backrest because support by a backrest does not
fully constrain the movement of the upper-body. As the angle between the upper-body
and the thighs increased with increasing backrest inclination, the upper-body
experienced greater vibration excitation in the x-axis (i.e., perpendicular to the axial
direction of the spine), and the bending modes of the spine were therefore more
excited when sitting with an inclined backrest than sitting with a vertical backrest or
sitting without a backrest.
The resonance frequencies in the overall vertical in-line apparent mass at the seat and
the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the seat were similar and
correlated when sitting without a backrest, sitting with a vertical backrest, and sitting
with the backrest inclined at 10º (Wilcoxon, p>0.05; Spearman, p<0.05), but not
correlated when sitting with the backrest inclined at 20ºand 30º(Spearman, p>0.05). It
is suggested that the resonances evident in the vertical apparent mass at the seat pan
and the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the seat pan were caused by the
same modes when sitting without a backrest, sitting with the vertical backrest, and
sitting with the backrest inclined at 10º, but were caused by different modes with the
backrest inclined at 20ºand 30º.
The overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at 0.5 Hz was greater with a
backrest than without a backrest, and the apparent mass at 0.5 Hz increased with a
backrest and with increasing backrest inclination (Figure 6.5). This is be because as
the angle between the upper-body and the thighs increased with increasing backrest
inclination, the x-axis dynamic force at the backrest (i.e., perpendicular to the backrest
surface) increased, resulting in an increase in the shear force at the seat pan.

11.3 Localised biodynamic responses with a foam seat
With soft seats, the localised apparent mass at the middle thighs and the front thighs
showed a lower resonance frequency around 4 Hz, differing from the 8-Hz resonance
at the front thighs when sitting with a rigid seat (Figure 7.7). The change arose from the
dynamic force at the thighs being affected by the motions of the entire human body at
the ischial tuberosities. The resonance frequency in the local apparent mass at the
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thighs was correlated with the principal resonance frequency in the vertical
transmissibility of the foam measured at the ischial tuberosities (Chapter 7).
The vertical transmissibility of the foam cushions had lower resonance frequencies to
the ischial tuberosities (around 4 Hz) than to the front thighs (around 6 to 8 Hz) (Figure
7.3), indicating that the vibration differed over the upper surface of the foam. Because
the human body experiences different vibration at the ischial tuberosities and the
thighs, the human body becomes a multi-input multi-output dynamic system. The
differences in the overall vertical apparent mass between with the soft seat, calculated
by either method as described in Chapter 7, and the rigid seat decreased with
decreasing thigh contact. This may suggest that the definition of the ‘driving point
apparent mass’ that is used for a rigid seat (as defined in Chapter 2) is not optimal for a
soft seat when there is thigh contact.

11.4 Nonlinearity in the localised responses
11.4.1 Nonlinearity in the vertical in-line apparent mass
Nonlinearity was observed in the localised vertical in-line apparent masses at all three
locations, with the principal resonance frequency decreasing as the vibration
magnitude increases (Figure 5.6), similar to the nonlinearity in the vertical apparent
mass reported previously (e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989).
The nonlinearity in the overall vertical apparent mass at the seat has been suggested
as being attributable to the property of the soft tissues (Huang and Griffin, 2008). It is
therefore expected that the nonlinearity in the localised vertical responses may also be
related to the properties of the soft tissues. With the feet hanging, since the principal
resonance at the front thighs around 8 Hz is thought to be caused by the thighs
bouncing on the soft tissues beneath the femurs (as discussed in Chapter 5), the
nonlinearity associated with the principal resonance at the front thighs will be mostly
caused by the properties of the soft tissues of the thighs. However, in a normal sitting
posture, the cause of the nonlinearity at the front thighs may be less clear, because the
forces at the front thighs can be caused by vibration modes of the thighs and the
modes of the body at other locations, such as the feet and the upper-body. Therefore,
in the normal sitting posture, the nonlinearity at the front thighs will reflect the
characteristics of both the soft tissues at the thighs and the soft tissues at other
locations of the body.
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Similar to the unclear cause of the nonlinearity in the vertical apparent mass at the front
thighs in the normal sitting posture, it is unclear which part of the soft tissue of the
human body is related to the nonlinearity in the apparent mass at the ischial
tuberosities, because the extent to which the forces at the ischial tuberosities are
caused by the human body bouncing on the tissues beneath the ischial tuberosities or
by vibration modes of the upper-body is not known.
With the feet hanging, the nonlinearity in the apparent mass (as indicated by the ratio,
R, in Chapter 5), was greater at the front thighs than at the ischial tuberosities,
suggesting that the soft tissues of the thighs introduce greater nonlinearity than the soft
tissues beneath the ischial tuberosities.
The nonlinearity in the overall vertical apparent mass at the seat was greater in the
feet hanging posture than in the normal sitting posture and the high footrest posture
(Figure 5.7 and Table 5.3), consistent with the study of Nawayseh and Griffin (2003).
As indicated by the percentage changes in the vertical apparent mass between
vibration at 0.25 and 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s., the greatest nonlinearity in the feet hanging
posture compared to the other two postures was found around 9 Hz, where the vertical
apparent mass at the front thighs presented greater nonlinearity (Table 5.3). It is
suggested that the greater nonlinearity in the feet hanging posture was introduced by
the greater nonlinearity at the front thighs.

11.4.2 Nonlinearity in the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
mass
Nonlinearity was also observed in the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at all three
locations, with the principal resonance frequency decreasing as the vibration
magnitude increased (Figure 5.12), similar to the nonlinearity in the overall fore-and-aft
cross-axis apparent mass reported previously (e.g., Nawayseh and Griffin, 2003).
In the feet hanging posture and the normal sitting posture, the percentage change in
the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass showed similar magnitudes to the
percentage change in the localised fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the thighs
at all frequencies (Figure 5.14). This suggests that the nonlinearity in the localised foreand-aft cross-axis apparent masses at the thighs made the principal contribution to the
nonlinearity in the overall cross-axis response. This is because around 1 to 5 Hz, the
localised fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the thighs made the principal
contribution to the overall cross-axis response (Section 11.3). Around 8 to 10 Hz,
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although the localised cross-axis apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities made the
principal contribution to the overall cross-axis response when the feet were supported,
the nonlinearity at the ischial tuberosities was less than that at the thighs (Figure 5.14).
In the high footrest posture, with changing vibration magnitude, the percentage change
in the overall cross-axis apparent mass was similar to the percentage change in the
localised fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the thighs around 1 to 5 Hz. Around
8 to 10 Hz, the percentage change in the overall cross-axis apparent mass was similar
to that in the localised apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities (Figure 5.14). This
suggests that the nonlinearity in the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the thighs
made the principal contribution to the nonlinearity in the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis
response around 1 to 5 Hz, while the nonlinearity in the cross-axis apparent mass at
the ischial tuberosities made the principal contribution around 8 to 10 Hz.

11.5 A finite element model of the static pressure and
the localised biodynamic responses to vertical
vibration
The final biodynamic model developed in this thesis consists of rigid bodies
representing the upper-torso, lower-torso, legs, feet, and skeleton (pelvis, femurs)
interconnected via revolute joints, and deformable elements representing the soft
tissue of the buttocks and thighs covering the pelvis and femurs, respectively. This
structure has been found sufficient to represent the overall vertical in-line and the
cross-axis apparent mass if the body and the localised vertical in-line and the crossaxis apparent masses at three locations beneath the ischial tuberosities and thighs
(Chapter 10). The structure of the model is intended to reflect the vibration modes of
the body associated with the principal characteristics of the apparent masses. The
model has a pitch mode of the entire upper-body at 1.7 Hz, a mode at 6.2 Hz with axial
and shear deformation beneath the ischial tuberosities and the bending of the upperbody, and a mode at 13 Hz with similar motions to the second mode but with the
motions out of phase in contrast to the second mode (Figure 8.7). These modes are
similar to those reported in previous studies (Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001, Zheng et al.,
2011). With the hip joints included in the model, the model is capable of representing
an 8-Hz pitch mode of the thighs about the hip joints when the feet are unsupported, as
suggested in Chapter 5.
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The number of vibration modes in the current model is less than the number of modes
obtained with a finite element model of spine (Kitazaki and Griffin, 1997). However the
model was sufficient to provide reasonable overall and localised apparent masses. One
reason might be that not all the vibration modes of the spine are well excited by vertical
vibration. Additionally, some vibration modes may not make a great contribution to the
apparent mass measured at the seat. Increasing the number of rigid bodies
representing the torso of the human body might increase the number of vibration
modes and better reflect motions of the upper-body, although it has been suggested
that a model with only one mass representing the torso showed similar accuracy to a
model with one mass representing the upper-torso and another mass representing the
lower-torso (Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001).
It has been suggested that the viscera contribute to resonances of the body around 5
Hz and 8 Hz (e.g., Kitazaki and Griffin, 1997; Matsumoto and Griffin, 2001), however
they are not included in the current model. This might be the cause of discrepancies
between the modelled and measured apparent masses (Figure 8.3). As can be seen in
Figure 8.3, the measured phase had a small peak around 8 to 10 Hz suggesting a
possible resonance, while there was no resonance around 8 to 10 Hz in the modelled
phase response. The viscera may be required to model the resonances of the apparent
mass of the human body but may not be necessary in a quantitative model if the
secondary peak is not clear.
In the pelvis-thigh region of the current model, homogeneous soft material covered the
pelvis and the femurs, similar to some other finite element models (e.g., Verver, 2004;
Siefert et al., 2008). The homogeneous soft material differed greatly from the soft
tissues of the human body, which have different properties for muscles and fat at
different locations (Visible Human Project, 1997). It has been reported that with the
same contact area, the stiffness at the soft tissue beneath the ischial tuberosities is
lower than that at the middle thighs (Makhsous et al., 2007). This is partly the reason
why slightly different material properties were used for the buttocks and the thighs
(Chapter 10).
The linear elastic material with the same properties for the soft tissues of the buttocks
and thighs was sufficient to represent the overall apparent mass in the normal sitting
posture (Chapter 8). However, it was not sufficient to represent the localised responses
in the feet hanging posture (Chapter 10). This is because in the normal sitting posture,
the response at the front thighs does not make a great contribution to the overall
apparent mass, as suggested by the measurements (Chapter 5). It seems that any
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reasonable material properties can be used for the buttocks tissues in the normal
sitting posture, but two different material properties appropriate for the tissues of the
buttocks and the tissues of the thighs are required in the feet hanging posture.
The viscoelastic material model consists of a nonlinear elastic stiffness, E1, in parallel
with a serial of a nonlinear viscous damper, V2, and a linear elastic stiffness, E2 (Figure
10.2). The nonlinear elastic stiffness, E1, can be calibrated with the measured static
pressure (as there will be no force at the viscous damper in a static state), and the
parameters of V2 and E2 can be calibrated with the measured dynamic responses. The
material therefore has potential to represent both the static pressure distribution and
the localised apparent masses.
The shape of the soft tissues over the pelvis-thigh region was adjusted in Chapter 9 to
represent the anthropometry of a subject. This treatment is necessary for calculating
the static pressure, as the contact area is related to the shape. However, it should be
understood that the shape and the thickness of the soft tissues will affect the
parameters of the material, as the stiffness of the soft tissues depends on the contact
area and their thickness.
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Conclusions and recommendations

12.1 Conclusions
Four experiments have been conducted to investigate the accuracy of the pressure
sensor, the effect of frequency, vibration magnitude, thigh contact, backrest contact
and seat compliance on the located apparent masses over the seat surface. The
experimental findings have then been used to develop a finite element model that can
represent the overall and localised apparent masses of the human body sitting on a
rigid seat with various thigh contacts.

12.1.1 Calibration of pressure sensing system
The resistive pressure sensing system underestimated dynamic force by 60% to 83%
with Sensor A (maximum pressure of 5 psi), and about 20% to 60% with Sensor B
(maximum pressure of 30 psi) at frequencies from 1 to 15 Hz, without dynamic
calibration. It is concluded that underestimation can be caused by the viscoelastic
behaviour of the sensor material, distortion with flattened peaks in the measured
pressure signal, and the procedure of scanning the 2016 sensing units during
acquisition. Depending on the damping of the sensor, the viscoelastic behaviour can be
the principal cause for the underestimation. Whether the distortion in the measured
signal would cause great error depends on the magnitude of the dynamic forces. The
underestimation caused by the scanning procedure is suggested to be less than 5%.
With the application of either the average dynamic calibration (i.e., calibration of the
total force) or the individual dynamic calibration (i.e., calibration of each sensing unit),
the underestimation of the total force was reduced to within 10% at frequencies less
than 5 Hz and within 30% at frequencies between 5 to 15 Hz. A method and equipment
to provide more accurately known forces at individual sensor units is required.

12.1.2 Contribution of localised biodynamic responses to the
apparent mass with a rigid seat
It is concluded that for a posture with average thigh contact (i.e., normal sitting posture)
and a posture with no thigh contact (i.e., high footrest posture), the vertical in-line
apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities dominates the overall vertical apparent mass
at all frequencies less than 15 Hz (Section 5.3.1). Support by a vertical backrest or an
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inclined backrest does not change the dominant role of the vertical apparent mass at
the ischial tuberosities in the overall vertical apparent mass at the seat pan (Section
6.3.1).
The roles of forces at the ischial tuberosities and the thighs change when a posture
involves much thigh contact (i.e., feet hanging posture). The localised vertical in-line
apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities dominates the vertical in-line apparent mass
around 5 Hz, while the localised vertical in-line apparent mass at the front thighs
dominates the overall vertical in-line apparent mass around 8 Hz.
It is concluded that the middle thighs provide the principal contribution to the overall
fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass around 1 to 5 Hz, while the ischial tuberosities
provide the principal contribution around 8 to 10 Hz if the feet are supported, and the
front thighs make the principal contribution around 8 to 10 Hz if the feet are
unsupported (Section 5.3.2).

12.1.3 Effect of backrest on the biodynamic responses at the
seat pan
Compared to sitting without a backrest, the use of a vertical rigid backrest or a rigid
backrest inclined up to 30º, reduces the overall vertical apparent mass at the seat pan
at frequencies lower than the principal resonance frequency, and increases the vertical
apparent mass at frequencies higher than the principal resonance frequency (Sections
6.3.1 and 6.3.2).
It is concluded that sitting with the backrest inclined to 20º or 30º separates the
vibration modes associated with the principal resonance in the vertical force and the
resonance in the fore-and-aft cross-axis force at the seat pan. The principal resonance
frequencies in the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass at the seat pan and
the overall vertical in-line apparent mass at the seat pan were correlated when sitting
without a backrest, sitting with the vertical rigid backrest, and sitting with the rigid
backrest inclined at 10º, but were not correlated when sitting with the backrest inclined
at 20ºor 30º(Section 6.3.2).
Irrespective of the backrest stiffness (i.e., rigid backrest, high-stiffness foam backrest,
or low-stiffness foam backrest), the principal resonance frequency in the apparent
mass normal to the backrest is not correlated with the resonance frequency in the
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overall vertical apparent mass at the seat pan with any backrest inclination (Section
6.3.3).

12.1.4 Localised biodynamic responses with a foam seat
With soft seats, the localised vertical in-line apparent masses at the middle thighs and
the front thighs shows a lower resonance frequency around 4 Hz, compared to 8-Hz
resonance when sitting with a rigid seat. The resonance frequency in the localised
apparent mass at the thighs is correlated with the principal resonance frequency in the
vertical transmissibility of the soft cushion measured at the ischial tuberosities (Section
7.3.3). It is suggested that around 4 Hz the dynamic forces at the thighs are caused by
the ischial tuberosities bouncing on the foam.
Sitting on a soft seat where the vibration acceleration differs over the soft surface, the
human body becomes a multi-input multi-output dynamic system. A ‘single driving
point’ may not be appropriate for a soft seat. The vertical transmissibility of a foam
cushion shows a resonance frequency around 4 Hz at the ischial tuberosities but
around 6 to 8 Hz at the front thighs. The difference between the overall vertical
apparent mass of the body measured with the foam cushion and a rigid seat was
greater in postures where a ‘single driving point’ was not appropriate (i.e., feet hanging
posture) than in postures where a ‘single driving point’ was more appropriate (i.e., no
thigh contact posture). A method to quantify the dynamic response of a multi-input
multi-output system is needed.

12.1.5 Nonlinearity in the localised biodynamic responses
Similar to the nonlinearity in the overall apparent mass, the resonance frequencies in
the localised vertical in-line apparent masses and the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent
masses at all three locations decrease as the vibration magnitude increases. However
the nonlinearity in the localised apparent masses is greater at the front thighs than at
the ischial tuberosities when the feet are unsupported. With the feet hanging, it was
found the ratio of the resonance frequency in both the vertical in-line apparent mass
and the fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass with vibration at 0.25 and 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s.
was less at the ischial tuberosities than at the front thighs (Sections 5.3.1.3 and
5.3.2.3).
With the nonlinearity in the apparent mass quantified by the percentage change of the
apparent mass with vibration at 0.25 and 1.0 ms-2 r.m.s., the nonlinearity in the overall
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vertical apparent mass is greater in the feet hanging posture than in the normal sitting
posture and the high footrest posture. The greater nonlinearity with feet hanging occurs
predominantly around 9 Hz, associated with the localised responses at the front thighs
(Section 5.3.1.3). The greater nonlinearity in the overall vertical apparent mass with
feet hanging than with the other two postures can be introduced by the greater
nonlinearity at the front thighs in the feet hanging posture.

12.1.6 Modelling of the localised biodynamic responses
It is concluded that a finite element model with five body segments interconnected by
revolute joints with linear stiffness and damping representing the upper-body, and
deformable parts covering the pelvis and femur bones representing the soft tissues of
the buttocks and thighs can reproduce the overall vertical in-line apparent mass and
the overall fore-and-aft cross-axis apparent mass of the seated human body during
vertical vibration excitation (Chapter 8). With the shape of the soft tissue further
adjusted to the anthropometry of the thighs and buttocks of a subject, and the
viscoelastic material with different properties assigned to the soft tissues of the
buttocks, middle thighs and front thighs, the model can represent the static pressure
and the localised apparent masses over a rigid seat with varying thigh contact
conditions (Chapter 10).

12.2 Recommendations
Biodynamic responses of the human body to whole-body vibration have been studied
for decades. In general, the phenomenon of the biodynamic responses is welldescribed, such as the vertical resonance of the human body at about 5 Hz and the
nonlinearity in the responses, but the mechanism associated with the phenomenon is
not fully understood in the current knowledge. One difficulty in obtaining understanding
of the mechanisms is that one influencing factor (e.g., posture) usually affects more
than one property of the human body, so that it becomes difficult or even not possible
to identify the main property of the human body that controls the effect of the factor. For
example when the sitting posture changes from an erect posture to a slouched posture,
the geometry of the upper-body, the stiffness of the soft tissue of the buttocks and
thighs, and the muscle tension change at the same time. It is not able to identify which
property mainly causes the effect of the posture. This is probably one reason why there
is limited understanding of the mechanism associated with the biodynamic responses
in the current knowledge. It is recommended that biodynamic models should be more
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widely used together with relevant experimental studies, because in this way the
parameters of the model can be adjusted more systematically so that the effect of each
property of the human body can be inspected separately and more clearly.
Large inter-subject variability has been observed in the apparent mass measured at the
middle thighs and front thighs (see Chapters 5 to 7). Anthropometric measurements
should be taken and correlation between resonance frequencies in the apparent mass
at the thighs and the body size should be derived in the future.
Although a finite element model with capability of representing the static pressure and
the localised dynamic responses has been developed in this study, development on the
model should be continued. First, the structure for the buttocks-thighs region may need
to be optimized. In the current model, the pelvis is fully covered with the soft tissue, and
therefore not only the hip joints but also the soft tissue can affect the motion of the
pelvis. Abdominal cavity may be needed in the next version. Second, it is still not
known how to account properly for the inter-subject variability in the model. A method
of scaling may be needed and the structure of the model may require more flexibility so
that the geometry of the body segments can be easily adjusted. The relationship
between the body anthropometries and the model parameters should also be
developed. Third, the model should be further validated with dynamic pressure
measured with both the rigid seat and soft seat, with conditions containing backrest
contact, and with different vibration magnitudes. Vibration modes of the body that may
not be well excited when sitting with a rigid seat without a backrest may be excited in
the other conditions, which may further require refinements to the structure of the
model or to the material properties. The final finite element model can provide useful
guidance to the development of a dynamic dummy for the evaluation of discomfort.
A precise measurement of dynamic pressure is needed. The performance of a resistive
pressure sensor has been investigated in this study. The nature of contact used in the
resistive pressure sensor may limit the accuracy in the measurement of dynamic
pressure. A capacitive pressure sensor might be more suitable as there is no contact
between the two plates of the condenser. Studies of the dynamic performance of a
capacitive pressure sensor are needed. No matter which type of pressure sensor is
used, each of the sensing units should be calibrated. A method to apply a known force
on each sensing unit is required in the next step.
Discomfort caused by vibration is evaluated based on the vibration exposure (BS 6841,
1987; ISO 2631-1, 1997). In some recent studies, dynamic force is associated with
vibration discomfort and is found with less nonlinearity than using acceleration (Zhou
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and Griffin, 2014). Force (or pressure) may be more inherent to discomfort than
acceleration, as people can feel discomfort in a static condition where there is no
vibration at all. Relationship between the discomfort and the pressure at different
locations needs to be developed. An overall comfort model for both static and dynamic
conditions should be finally developed.
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Appendix A Instructions to subjects
Instructions to subjects in the first experiment reported in
Chapter 5
Thank you for agreeing to take part in this research project. The experiment has been
approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Engineering and Environment at
the University of Southampton (approval number 7931).
This research aims to investigate the effect of frequency, vibration magnitude, and
sitting posture on the dynamic force distribution at the interface between the human
body and a rigid seat during vertical whole-body vibration.
Please read the following instructions carefully.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Preparation

Test
You will be guided to sit on the test seat with your ischium tuberosities supported by
the rear part of the seat and with your upper-body normal upright. Three sitting
postures with different thigh contact will be involved in the experiment: feet hanging
posture (i.e., maximum thigh contact), normal sitting posture in which the thighs were
positioned approximately parallel to the seat surface (i.e., average thigh contact), and
high footrest in which front thighs did not contact the seat (i.e., minimum thigh contact).
For each condition, you will be exposed to vertical random vibration between 0.5 to 20
Hz at three different magnitudes (0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 ms-2). The order of the sitting
posture conditions and vibration magnitude will be randomised by the experimenter.
The whole experiment takes about 50 mins.
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Instructions to subjects in the first experiment reported in
Chapters 6 and 7
Thank you for agreeing to take part in this research project. The experiment has been
approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Engineering and Environment at
the University of Southampton (approval number 12557).
This research aims to investigate the effect of backrest inclination, backrest
compliance, and seat compliance on the dynamic force distribution at the interface
between the human body and soft seats during vertical whole-body vibration. There will
be three sessions on three different days comprising objective tests with different seat
stiffness (i.e., rigid seat, high stiffness foam seat, and low stiffness foam seat).
Please read the following instructions carefully.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Preparation

session)
the seat for 3 minutes to condition the foam (only for soft seat session)
Test
You will be guided to sit on the test seat with your ischium tuberosity supported by the
rear part of the seat. There will be several backrest contact conditions, involving
different backrest inclination and backrest stiffness. For the conditions with a backrest,
you will need to contact with the backrest at your lower thorax and keep your head
vertical comfortably. Please try to sit against the backrest with the similar location on
your back among different conditions of backrest inclinations. For the conditions
without backrest, you will need to sit in an upright posture comfortably. The order of the
backrest conditions will be randomised by the experimenter. For each condition, you
will be exposed to vertical random vibration between 0.5 to 20 Hz at three different
magnitudes (0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 ms-2). Each session will take about 1 hour.
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Appendix B Individual overall apparent mass the
localised apparent masses in Chapter 7
Appendix B.1 Individual overall apparent mass and localised apparent masses of the
human body sitting on the rigid seat: (a) overall apparent mass calculated; (b) localised
apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities; (c) localised apparent mass at the middle
thighs; (d) localised apparent mass at the front thighs.
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Appendix B.2 Individual overall apparent mass and localised apparent masses of the
human body sitting on the high stiffness foam seat: (a) overall apparent mass
calculated by Equation (10.2) in Chapter 7; (b) overall apparent mass calculated by
Equation (10.3) in Chapter 7; (c) localised apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities; (d)
localised apparent mass at the middle thighs; (e) localised apparent mass at the front
thighs.
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Appendix B.3 Individual overall apparent mass and localised apparent masses of the
human body sitting on the low stiffness foam seat: (a) overall apparent mass calculated
by Equation (10.2) in Chapter 7; (b) overall apparent mass calculated by Equation
(10.3) in Chapter 7; (c) localised apparent mass at the ischial tuberosities; (d) localised
apparent mass at the middle thighs; (e) localised apparent mass at the front thighs.
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Appendix C Geometry of the finite element model
Geometries of the each part in the finite element model reported in Chapter 8 are given
in the disk. Inertial properties of each rigid body, material properties, joint parameters,
and the damping coefficient are provided in Chapter 8. Automatic surface to surface
contact algorism was used in the model, with the static coefficient of friction set to 20,
dynamic coefficient of friction set to 20, and viscous damping coefficient set to 20. With
information above, modelling reported in the thesis is able to be repeated.
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